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This dissertation

is

Rossman

a narrative self-representation of my professional
experiences

working as an outsider within two immigrant and refugee communities
This study represents and illustrates

my

experience within the world of education and the

personal transformation that took place during

upon the

interactions

among

my

in

practice.

encounters.

The

narrative focuses

the cultural liaisons, project participants and myself, and the

profound effect that these experiences had upon

and

in Massachusetts.

This study shows

how

my

personal and professional research

diligent researcher praxis allowed for the alterations

my practice and research through acknowledging and deciphering fine

points of the

insider/outsider dimension and cultural differences.

A variety of themes and issues are articulated after careful analysis of the
narrative. Assertions regarding the application of the

emic and

etic

theory are

woven

throughout the narrative reconstruction of events. The learning contexts are community

development projects

that

I

participated in and built relationships with those from other

cultures.

cultural

good

I

use the story telling component to
relay messages of importance
regarding the

assumptions and judgments that possibly
cloud or brighten the development
of

interpersonal and business relationships
with people from cultures other than
one's

own.

The research ascertained a

variety of themes and issues

were present

in

my

project experiences. These are: personal
challenges, insider/outsider dimension,
cultural
issues,

and relational

trust building.

From

these themes

characteristics existed in relation to culture

concluded that three main

and insider/outsider theory. They

1.

Insider/outsider relations are vigorous.

2.

Insider/outsider relations are versatile.

3.

I

are:

Insider/outsider relations are rooted in context and influenced
by politics and

economics.
Insider/outsider characteristics were identified for research
consideration, and to provide

more

efficient organization.

which allow

for a bridge

These elements can be considered

of understanding

characteristics, people can see clearly

to be created.

where they

By

to be sensitizing concepts,

identifying these

are in relation to the other(s). Clearly

identifying these characteristics allows for multiple levels of understanding to occur
both
for the insider

and the outsider. This appreciation provided

necessary to work

among

me

with the preparation

others from different cultures, with different beliefs and

different practices.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
My worldview has gone from Ann
Is

John, Paul,

,

and Mary

to Asha, Savun,

one always either an insider or an outsider or
can one be both

depending upon the context of the situation? For
example, imagine
a Boston

Red Sox

outsider to the

baseball game.

You

members of the team,

a shared passion for baseball.

yet

you are

all in

the

among people

among

Were you

part

part of the

jocks

are attending

same stadium and you
is

all

have

“in” or “out” should

may

be able to foster a greater

of the “in" crowd during your adolescent years?

(i.e.,

athletes).

It

being in or out within that group. Even

and followers within

you

time,

people.

not part of the most popular in crowd during

was

that

same

as everyone has had one or the other

or both of the experience(s). Thus, this shared
empathy

understanding

at the

are an insider as part of the audience,
but an

The notion of being someone who

lend itself to a great deal of empathy

Olga and Jose.

that crowd.

If

my high

seemed

if you

you were the

were below you and you and they both knew
that defined this hierarchy.

Maybe you were

team. Possibly you were the athlete

jump. You may have been the

who

dimensions and characteristics exist

was a hierarchy or

part of a group, there

was

levels of

were leaders

better athlete, the others in that group

it.

Moreover, there were characteristics

the fastest runner, or the high scorer on the

broke the school or

tallest or the

certainly

school years in the early 70 's, but

that there

were

I

state record for the

high

one with the best sense of humor. Similar

in the larger picture that

we

call life

and

culture.

These classifications are what fascinate me, especially when working with people from
other cultures.

their

own

How do I make sense of other people’s behaviors and attitudes within

culture or within

my

culture?

How do

I

act

and react

to

what they do and the

I

way

they do

How does being an insider or outsider affect our relationships?

it?

These

questions are at the heart of my research and
teaching.
I

always have

other cultures.

States,

I

am

felt

the need to understand others and have been
captivated with

a leader and an organizer.

Canada and Mexico, but have never
The

or Asia.

I

have traveled extensively

traveled to far off places like Africa, Europe

lack of extended travel had limited

my

personal growth until recently. In

working with refugee and immigrant communities and while
studying
Massachusetts Center for International Education,
great deal about other cultures and people from

I

I

became a member of the Center

all

I

at the

University of

have had the opportunity to learn a

over the world.

for International Education (CIE) in

decided to return to college to pursue a Master's Degree in Education.
This

occurred simultaneously with
Inc.

(GLJ

my

start

up of the Center

for

1

998 when
change

life

Growth, Learning and Jobs,

Center), a nonprofit agency that serves underrepresented people in order to

provide them with access to education, employment training and job placement.

been working
recruiting

United

in the

at

an employment agency and realized

and maintaining employed workers.

I

that the

agency had

I

had

difficulty

also noticed a pattern of hiring non-

native speakers, immigrants from other countries.

It

often

became problematic

group to be successful on the job because of their insufficient English language

for this

skills

proper job training. Often there was a lack of formal education as well. They also

experienced difficulty understanding work ethics and workplace procedures. For

example, a

problems

woman from Nigeria was

(i.e.

a child

was

late for

work a few times because of family

sick or missed the bus) and she thought this

acceptable to her employer.

It

was not acceptable and she was

would be

terminated. She

was

and

dismayed because

in her culture, the family

always comes

misunderstandings, combined with a lack of
language

These cultural

first.

skills,

presented problems for both

the employer and the employee. These
difficulties often lead to the release of
the

employee. The repercussions of these systemic
problems can be far-reaching. The

woman

relied heavily

substantial resources

Therefore

on her wages

on rehiring and

decided to

I

to support her family.

start

retraining a

The employer had

spend

to

new employee.

a nonprofit agency that would recruit and train

underrepresented people, often non-native speakers, and assist
them with finding

employment
realized that

as well as offer

I

them

links to education.

When

I

took on that task,

should pursue graduate studies to gain a theoretical perspective.

acquired a significant amount of business

skills in

my

career, but

wanted

to

also

I

I

had

hone

my

non-

formal educational skills and combine these with educational administration
to enhance

my

abilities as

Executive Director of the newly formed

advanced formal degree would offer legitimacy
Executive Director. Moreover,

had always wanted
During

my

I

enjoyed

to

GLJ

Center.

Of course,

go along with the position of

my previous

college experience immensely and

to return to higher education.

five years

experiences through

of graduate school,

I

have had countless extraordinary

my work as a researcher and practitioner.

In particular, as an

1

outsider within immigrant and refugee communities in Massachusetts,

were remarkable.

my

influenced

I

Immigrant

Refugee

is

is

my

endeavors

believe that these experiences created meaning, which in turn

actions and interactions and determined whether positive relationships and

understandings were achieved.

1

an

one who

is

It

was my

desire to bring about change

migrating voluntarily

in

among people

search of economic and social improvement.

involuntary migration seeking asylum from war or political persecution (Habana-

Hafneretal, 1998).

3

through developing mutual understandings
and bridging people and culture. By
with one single person, one can influence
larger numbers of people and
trigger

for

in the process

change to occur. Hofstede (1991) elaborates,
“that although the variety

people's minds

enormous, there's a structure

is

mutual understanding"

(p. 4).

in this variety

starting

in

which can serve as a

Understanding the people with

basis

whom worked
I

strengthened the development of our relationship and
promoted the greater likelihood that
constructive accomplishments

has been

my

would

transpire. This study

experience as an outsider, working in collaboration with
individuals and

groups within refugee and immigrant communities?
that

I

wanted

answers the question: what

to

expose and

articulate

I

was so moved by my experiences

what happens when people from

different cultures

join in a relationship for educational, cultural and/or social
purposes here in the United
States (U.S.).

I

explored the notions of insider/outsider theory by looking

at cultural

distances or differences, nuances, cultural protocol and other such issues
in order to

discover

how they

affected the development of positive relationships and have shaped

my

personal transformation.

Many

levels

and facets of culture shape and determine

insider/outsider within one’s

to

own

culture

and

how one

is

in relation to other cultures.

understand cultural differences and similarities

when

an

It is

important

collaborating with people from

other cultures in order to avoid conflict and establish clear guidelines for relationship
building. Imbalances

among

culture groups in organizations have been

contribute to inter-group conflict (Cox, 1994).

actual intellectual

And

to

according to Merton (1974), “The

exchange between Insiders and Outsiders-

4

shown

in

which each adopts

perspectives from the other-

intergroup conflict”

is

often obscured by the rhetoric that

commonly

attends

(p. 36).

This current study describes

my experiences as

a practitioner and researcher with

immigrant and refugee communities from the
perspective of an “outsider”. To date

I

have collaborated on educational projects with
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Somali, Russian,
Nigerian and North American people.

also have participated in

I

many

ethnic/cultural

community events and shared graduate coursework with
colleagues from
world.

Many

of my friends are from countries other than

have reflected on the multifaceted issues
experiences have changed

my thinking

that

I

it

research sites at which point

wear a dual

Many

of these projects that

had

and human being.

directed as well as aided

my

that they

hat, that

PAR

supports and

PAR enhanced the

is

little

2

will

change” (1999,

Conscientization

is

would become

consistent with

between

my

practitioner.

and

2
and conscientization ”

until

we

my values as a

success of the projects that

personal transformation process.

to personal transformation

clearly states that “unless

projects

of researcher and

As

“Participatory research requires that both the researcher and the

open

how these

coordinated and subsequently oversaw utilized Participatory

I

Action Research (PAR) methods.
practitioner

to

was discovered

I

have experienced a deep personal

community development

CIE, GLJ and the community. Later

I

I

over the

own, spanning the globe.

faced being an outsider and

and practice.

transformation. Initially these projects were

my

all

(p. 36).

I

have

Selener notes (1997),

members of a group be
Furthermore, Nieto

as teachers undergo a personal transformation,

p. xx).

learning to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to

take action against the oppressive elements of reality (Freire, 1970).

5

This study explores

my

personal history within two projects conducted
in

Massachusetts. Both projects are

named BRIDGE:

the

first in

the Somali

community

(Building Resources for Individual Development and Gainful
Employment) in Boston,

and the second with the Russian-speaking community (Building
Resources

Development and Group Empowerment)
attempt to understand and decipher

value and what

I

do as a

in

West

how who

Springfield. This exploration

am

I

I

my

I

personal

have utilized a qualitative research approach, presented

through the method of personal narrative. The analysis presents
these projects and explains

an

is

impacts and contributes to what

practitioner. Additionally, this study illustrates

transformation process.

for Individual

my journey. More

of insider/outsider theory and

my

experiences within

specifically, the study relates the notions

cultural dimensions, as discussed in the literature review

(Chapter Two), to the scenarios presented and then renders an interpretation and analysis
in

Chapters Four, Five and Six.

The data

consist of narrative accounts of significant

moments

in

my

project

experiences that promote an understanding of the underlying values and the resulting
insights into

my

decision-making process. The evidence

reconstruction of the incidents and identifies

uncovers the elements that are important

in

of this inquiry

*

It is

my

is to

understand and

an examination of

my

generated through a narrative

common themes that

my

are prevalent.

self-reflective “researcher-praxis

process. Additionally, this study reveals the choices

reflects the theoretical, professional

is

I

made during

It

also

”3

these projects and

and personal reasons behind making them. The point

make

clear the various influences

actions and reflections that influenced

research.

6

my

on

my

research and

character changes within

practice as an education professional, not to
represent the world of education but rather

my

place within the world of education.

Statement of Intent
Selener (1997) writes that popular knowledge:
the empirical, common sense knowledge belonging to
the people at the
grass roots and constituting part of their cultural heritage.
This popular
is

knowledge

is

not codified in the manner accepted by “science'’ and is,
and excluded from those realms in which “scientific”

therefore, denigrated

knowledge

is

rationality

and

articulated. Nevertheless, popular
its

own

knowledge has demonstrable merit and
In this study,

I

knowledge has its own
is, much of this type of

structure of causality; that

describe in narrative form

my experiences as a researcher and practitioner

working with immigrant and refugee communities
a result of working on these projects and

scientific validity (p. 25).

in the Northeastern

my graduate

studies,

I

United States. As

have come to explore and

examine the nature of my practice and research within refugee and immigrant
communities. The narrative as a method
classifying

my personal

no problem statement
researcher views

one of

and particularized experience (Stake, 1994). Therefore there

in this study as there is

no “problem”

to be remedied.

life,

s/he thus

becomes

is

When the

him or herself as the phenomenon and then writes an evocative

focused on his or her
2000,

in this qualitative case study is largely

the subject of the research (Ellis

narrative

& Bochner,

p. 741).

More

specifically, this study captures the essence

of my journey within two

primary projects through the use of anecdotal evidence and references from other projects

and

life

experiences. Through these experiences,

I

have become deeply acquainted with

the struggles and burdens of being an outsider to other cultures.

understand cultural differences

when engaging with people from

7

It is

imperative to

other cultures, this can

prevent conflicts from arising and aids in
establishing clear guidelines for
relationship

budding. In
as a

my

study,

I

human being when

In the process,

I

attempt to illuminate the moral and ethical
choices

1

have made

faced with the challenges of working within
these communities.

have attempted to paint a

portrait

of the intricacies of my experiences

and where they have led me.

Statement of the Purpose

Being an outsider means many things;
relationship of an outsider

is

one

that sets

it

is

very complex and far-reaching. The

one apart from a group or individual;

this

separation can be based on cultural or other types of
differences. Insiders typically have

some common bond

or mutual goal. These commonalities can be culturally
based or

otherwise, such as a shared interest. For example, people

Anonymous (AA) have

during the period of the meeting a

alcoholics and want to stay sober.

each meeting independently.
against

book
at

an

common

bond: they are

A governing board would threaten the existence and go

“Our groups, such

as,

4

Tradition No. 9 from the

ought never be organized”

(p.

271).

Thus

AA

participants

AA meeting also have the common experience of overseeing their own groups.
The problems associated with

newcomers

to a region or country

trust established

to refugees

conducted

4

attend Alcoholics

AA does not have a governing board; its members run

AA principles to allow everyone an equal role.

states

who

insider/outsider issues are

many.

How do

become members and develop a community?

between differing cultures and individuals?

How are

How is

services provided

and immigrants; are stereotypes and racism perpetuated; are services
in a

humane manner?

Online. Available

at:

Cultural understanding, awareness and trust are

http://www.recovery.org/aa/bigbook/ww/ [April

8

2,

2004].

all

intertwined. In

American

word through

written

culture,

which

in

a contract or agreement in contrast to

not the case, where a person’s oral

community agencies

one of the ways

in this

“new"

word

some

Many

the bond.

is

trust is established is

cultures

where

with the

that is

refugee and immigrant

culture do not understand the

American

cultural

“rules”.

In

most cases

that

have seen, no one has ever taken the time

I

to pursue teaching

North American cultural rules to the newcomer. There
are Mutual Assistance
Associations

on

(MAA’s)

health, housing

for the

and

that provide resettlement services but these are

nutrition. This lack

newcomers (groups and

mainly are focused

of cultural training presents many problems

individuals alike) in terms of how they

become

acclimated to American society and the American business way.
This lack of teaching
also affects the individual

community member's personal adjustment and

Therefore, these problems

all

community and

its

have far-reaching effects upon the likelihood of the

members' successes or

failures.

Outsiders often can be seen as individuals or
Insiders are typically seen as those

knowledge not available

well-being.

members

on the inside with access

to the outsiders.

Why

is this

outside of a group.

to the cultural rules

issue important?

Those

often have a greater knowledge or connection to something, for example the

-

its

people, the language and

newcomers

to a

community often do not have

the insiders of the

how

careful

ways of functioning

and talented,

cultural truth" (p. 15).

is

excluded

to

in principle

The newcomers

means

the

community have. According

in the society.

in

power

community

For example the

to access the

same

services that

Merton (1972), “the outsider no matter

from gaining access

are outsiders in this instance.
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and

to the social

It is

and

a complex

problem, but important to ask: where do

have and what

all fit in this

ways of living and believing and

Where does one draw

promote a dominant agenda but

Moreover,

still

include people

at all?

rather, “neutralize

power

we

are different

is

not to

differentials in the setting so

in the

world of education,

to our

ways of being

how do we
to allow for

occur, and do such adaptations and transformations matter?

am

who

In action research the goal

These are only a few of the many questions

make changes

practitioners

influence do

of the powerful do not take precedence over those of the
participants”

(Stringer, 1996, p. 159).

this study.

What

the line in terms of tolerance of differences,

acceptance, inclusion or should there be a line

that the interests

picture?

our position relative to being insiders or
outsiders? Can humanity allow

is

for differences in

than them?

we

to be addressed in

as researchers, teachers and

mutual understandings

I

to

believe they do matter.

I

not alone in that belief; Nieto (1999) states, “I believe that the reflections
of teachers

can have a profound impact on educational theory and practice”

(p. xix).

Insider/Outsider dimensions are not as simple as described above. The

boundaries become blurred as one can be inside and outside simultaneously. According
to

Merton (1974), “the boundaries between

permeable"

(p. 37).

In addition

turn out to be convoluted.

project coordinator.

coordinator,

I

was

when

I

becomes

When I worked among this
The

my

developed

part

I

was a

role as trainer in this

trust

I

of the issue the borders can

had a dual role as

my

trainer

and

outsider-ness were that of

professional from the outside not a co-

same community,

with the participants.
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more

groups' administration, as a project

characteristics of

language, race, and culture. Likewise

slowly, as

culture

With one African community

the outsider.

worker. Then with

Insiders and Outsiders are far

Some of the

I

became an

insider,

characteristics

of my

insider-ness were that

An

other.

more

we had

in-depth understanding of this culture

easily

and conduct

my

understanding would allow
in turn

a shared goal, trust

could lead to

me

to feel

my becoming

life

more

more comfortable

I

I

have found that

am

and familiarity with each

immersed.

I

am

It is

effectively.

in the

a better practitioner. In

nothing about this culture in which

know

us,

would have allowed me

practice and everyday

with refugee and immigrant groups,

could or would ever

among

my

maneuver

to

Likewise, this

new environment, which
experiences of working

the one

who knows

impossible for

everything about another culture or that

I

me

little

to

to think that

could acquire more

than just a working knowledge of any group.
Nieto (1999) explains, “because culture

complex, learning a culture
task,

that is not one’s native culture is

one accomplished only through

(p. 57).

These distinctions related

in this study.

direct, sustained,

to cultural issues

Thus, with these concepts

narrative of my

human

in

mind,

I

an exceedingly

Telling one's story

difficult

and profound involvement with

have attempted

is

Narrative:

Why

to write

an evocative

Stories

an effective way to convey an experience

human

experience. After

all, is it

humane approach when

researching or explaining

human

in the

of someone else

knowing exactly how others
also a creation of our

far

feel

removed from

that

interactions? Every person has

the occurrence.

One

has no

and think or why they do what they do.

own way of understanding and
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hope

not appropriate to use a

an interpretation and ownership of his or her experiences. This interpretation

is

it”

and memberships are expanded upon

others can relate to that

react

is

experience in this uncertain and ever changing world.

The

interpretation

I

is

not the

way of

How we

being. Historically,

act

and

storytelling has

From an

been a main form of communication among

societies, tribes

and families.

on the History of Storytelling 5 on the web:

article

Because oral storytelling was vety much part
of life: people told stories in all sorts
of contexts - at the loom, in the field, with
needle or adze or brush in hand It's
what you did. And alongside the ordinary folk,
professional tellers of tales of all
inds told tales in market place and
palace (paragraph 1 ).
1

As

the fourteenth century Persian poet,
mystic and fabulist, Jalaluddin
however slight, illuminates truth.” It’s something I’ve
seen

A tale,
again

my

tell

What I do and
and say

5).

story to

how

say and

affects each

show
I

that life is full

I

detail the

of others matters, and what others do

My reflection and analysis are critical

of us.

And my

of the stories demonstrates what happened

experiences

and

of experiences and that experience matters.

interpret the actions

understanding and personal transformation.
telling

said ’

m my twenty plus years experience as a professional teller of tales

(paragraph

I

Rumi

again and

to

to

my

self-

story can be useful to others.

my

me. Through

The

recollection of the

can decipher what were the specific events that created a personal
challenge
adjustments

I

made. All of these experiences combined with

my

academic

quest form a personal resume of transformation.

Moving
created chaos in

business.

how to

act

To

and

to

my

feel.

(1999) explains as
interact with

from

I

felt

I

had many questions.

“how

at:

I

my own

was beginning

individual beliefs, institutional

and create one another

Online. Available

2,

culture to the culture of others

a minor displacement in

many occasions I was brought
5

my

value structure and in the foundation of my

a degree

and

fro

in

to tears

was

unsettling.

It

way of conducting

culture;

I

was not

to experience

norms and

what Nieto

political ideologies

complex and contradictory ways”
by the stories others told me.

certain

I

(p.xxiii).

On

had to learn a new

http://www.uncommon-knowledge.co.uk/storytelling/history.html [April

2004]
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way of being and
was

the only responsible

convey
and

challenge

in

my

way

my message without

many

ingrained social constructs. This
process of oral sharing

for

me

move forward

to

the use of storytelling.

social occasions,

I

in life.

As

found myself telling

I

my

I

found no other way to

many

sat in

stories

graduate classes

and the

stories

of others.

Storytelling revealed itself to me.

Importantly, through this process,

approaches

in

my work and daily

storytelling also brought

me

life

when

It

was able

became evident

to

me

my

to adjust

personal and practical

interacting with others.

to the realization that

went unnoticed and were unconscious on
consciousness.

1

my

part.

many of the
The

The processes of

aspects of the encounters

stories brought

that there are multiple layers

them

into

of culture and other

issues that affect all of our perceptions and interpretations.
Hofstede (1991) writes, “as

almost everyone belongs to a number of different groups

same

time, people unavoidably carry several layers of mental

themselves, corresponding to different levels of culture'’

many

in categories

factors, not just those that are in

affiliations,

such as socioeconomic

of people

at the

programming within

(p. 10).

The

layers include

our minds but also embedded in our positions and

status, political affiliation,

power, education, gender,

sexuality and so on. Storytelling allows one to identify the complexities of being and to
illustrate

how human

interaction

is

not black and white but rather a rainbow of hues

interwoven to create the rich fabric of life.

Organization
In Chapter

One I have provided

the reader with an overview, rationale, content

and organization of this study. The stage
study with

some

historical

& Content

is set.

I

have described

my journey to

this

and contextual information. The parameters of this study also
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have been discussed. This chapter therefore
has begun
importance of this study and

why chose
I

to identify

narrative as the method.

my

reasoning for the

An example

has been

provided on the insider and outsider dimension in
order to prepare the reader for
topic.

Finally,

have explored why

I

1

believe that telling a story

is

this

important for this

study.

Chapter

Two

contains the literature review that presents historical
and contextual

information, explanation, and critique.
cultural linguist)

and Harris’s

The evolution and development of Pike's

(a cultural anthropologist)

emic and

etic

(a

concepts as an

important theoretical paradigm are discussed. The applications
of the theory in the time
in

which

it

The ways

evolved, as well as the application for this study, are examined and
noted.

that this theory extends into other

academic arenas or can be applied

to other

disciplines are explored in this chapter as well.

A host of scholarly works is then analyzed. Many other leading theorists'
scholarly

works

that coincide or hold

opposing views from Pike and Harris are

elaborated, reported and acknowledged in this section.

highlighted. Detail

synonymous with

is

The conceptual framework

provided on the insider/outsider concepts and

how

they

came

also includes the application of insider/outsider theory in relation to culture.

characteristics that define culture

close relation of I/O to culture

its

is

to be

the terms emic and etic. Other related terms such as out-group and in-

group, for example, which have evolved over time, are discussed. Exploration

regard to

also

is

and the

in this part

The

role of insider/outsider are illustrated.

established.

The lack of this

particular literature with

usefulness in the fields of community development and education

emphasized.
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The

is

Chapter Three delves into the design and
methodology selected for
project. Qualitative research as a
genre

The approach and

explained.

The reasoning

discussed.

its

appropriateness for this investigation

method and

The how and why of the personal

The data

narrative are also presented.

is

The

etic

also

unlikely and

explained. Lastly, in

analysis and data collection methods are detailed in
Chapter Three.

and the

and

illustrated.

cultural liaisons occurred

How the gathering of data from the project
is

explained. Information

is

the experiences and the compilation of data from these events.
Following

of the

is

and limitations of the narrative as a method are explored.

Critical incidents are defined

participants

method

is

history of personal narrative are described
in

inappropriate application of quantitative methods
for this study
this chapter, the criticisms

is

rationale for a qualitative study using
personal narrative

for the selection of this as an appropriate

articulated. Furthermore, the

detail.

and

this research

view as a researcher and as a

dual membership

I

was

written about

is

a discussion

teacher/trainer, demonstrating that despite

my

primarily an outsider in each role. Next the validity checks with

the cultural liaisons and others are mentioned and described.

Project sites are also listed and described in Chapter Three.

research question

is

posed along with the research sub-questions. The themes and

assertions are listed and defined. There

is

a detailed account of the agencies, data

gathered, dates and program information provided in this chapter.

researcher

is

The grand tour

The dual

elaborated and explained. Participant observation and

study are highlighted. There

is

its

role of the

application to this

a section on limitations of the study and ethical

considerations in this chapter.
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Chapter Four provides a description and
analysis of my involvement

Community BRIDGE

project and the experiences associated
with

it.

For

project, the descriptions, stories,
reflections, personal perspectives

and

elaborated in depth. Insider/outsider theory
and supporting data

woven

The major themes and
critical incidents are

is

in the

this

Somali

community

details are

into the story.

issues are identified and defined in
relation to this project.

described in detail and the stories unfold.
Comparisons are

The

made

with other projects, and the themes and issues
become identifiable.

Chapter Five follows a similar organization to
Chapter Four.
description and analysis of my involvement in
the Russian-speaking

BRIDGE

project and the experiences associated with

it.

For

this

It

provides a

Community

community

venture, the

explanations, incidents, reflections, personal viewpoints
and particulars are elaborated in
depth, as well. Insider/outsider premise and

The major themes and
Chapter Six

is

issues are

its

evidence are intertwined into the

acknowledged and defined

story.

in relation to this project.

the concluding chapter, presenting the predominant themes,

assertions set forth for the study, linkages to the literature and the study's
implications for

A

future research.

chart detailing the

reiterated in this chapter

how the

most

common themes and

issues

is

provided.

It is

theory relates to the experiences and events that

unfolded in Chapter Four and Five. All of the roles of the actors in the stories are defined

and made clear

to the reader.

elaborated upon.

The

The evidence

for the thematic matters are specified

assertions are explicitly described and defined.

and

The implications

for this research are discussed. In the end, final questions provide rich directions for

future investigations.
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For

this study,

that get at the heart

I

address one main question as well as
a series of sub-questions

of what

I

learned.

Research Question:

What
were my experiences
1.

as an outsider working in refugee and
immigrant

2.
communities?
3.

Sub-questions:
4.

)

How did these

)

What

)

are

my

events manifest themselves?

interpretations of these experiences?

How did these experiences aid or deter the development of positive

relationships?
)

How is this information and analysis useful to other researchers and

practitioners?

Many themes

are presented in

face as a researcher and practitioner

insider

and outsider dimensions,

and what influence they had;

my work:

(i.e.

the personal challenges that

have

to

the dual role vs. one role or the other); the

what degree these

to

1

roles occurred in each situation

cultural issues such as values, assumptions, differences,

and

judgments; and relational trust-building.

The following
from

this study.

is

a brief description of the

themes and issues

that

were uncovered

These themes and issues are multifaceted and co-existing; thus they are

not isolated from each other.

1.

Personal Challenges

-

My inner feelings, behaviors, values and judgments are

explored and scrutinized. This category was the most

difficult as

it

required a great deal

of inner reflection and presented many personal and professional challenges.
2.

Insider-Outsider (I/O)

- 1

applied the insider outsider theory to

explore

my

my

I/O position in relation to others.

I

location along with the problems and issues
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associated with this role.

illustrated.

3.

The close

cultural

dimensions

is

My attempts to gain an emic (inside) perspective are described.

Cultural Issues

My personal

culture

is

- 1

elaborate

described.

my

upon

The major

written about. Cultural dimensions are

4.

between I/O and

relation

Relational Trust Building

-

experiences within the different cultures.

cultural differences are discovered

commented upon and
1

relationships with others in the projects.

examine the way

The

critical

in

and

illustrated.

which

elements

in

I

established

determining positive

relations across cultures with others are discussed.

My

assertions regarding the insider versus outsider relations consist
of three main

points:

1

.

Insider/outsider relations are vigorous,

They change according

to a variety

meaning

that they are not static.

of factors. The factors and issues

that are

associated with this theme are explored and explained.

2. Insider/outsider relations are versatile,

characteristics that each person possesses

meaning

that there are

which determine

his or her status as

an insider or outsider. These characteristics are multi-faceted and ever
changing. The characteristics and status of members are examined in terms of
the functionality and impression they had on the projects.

3. Insider/outsider relations are

rooted in context and influenced by politics and

economics. These facets of influence are observed and noted. The analysis
section includes the impressions that these had

upon

my

experiences and the

outcomes of such.

For conclusions emanating from the research,

1

.

What

are the consequences that

my

I

asked myself three

story produces?
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final questions:

What new

2.

possibilities

does

my telling

introduce for living

my

life

and

for

my

teaching and learning?
Into

3.

what kind of person did these processes shape
me?

The stones

are selected from the

most memorable and moving experiences

experienced. The transformation of my meaning
and understanding

attempt to

make

1

a result of my

sense of my work and to connect those perceptions
in order to create a

new way of understanding and
settings

is

that

and contexts

acting in the world.

My

learning took place in a variety of

that are elaborated in the project descriptions,
project methods,

project outcomes, project elements, project goals
and stories. In the process of

reconstructing the knowledge associated with

my

research

I

had to consult, negotiate and

validate with others in order to refine the assumptions
and assertions

research practice, in and of

itself,

was one

that helped

shape

my way

I

was making. This

of being with others

professionally and personally.

Due

to the fact that

the use of cultural liaisons

was a gradate

I

6

was an

outsider to the organizations

became imperative

early

on

I

would be working

in the process.

The

student at the Center for International Education (CIE) gave

fact that

me

relationships with students

culture for

which

I

who came to

all

over the world. Therefore,

the United States from the

would be working. Primarily

home

I

I

access to a

host of resources that otherwise would not have been available to me. For example,

contact with graduate student educators from

with,

I

had

developed

country of the

cited in this study are the Somali and

Russian-speaking graduate students. For the conducting of training programs, and for
6

The term

“cultural liaisons”

is

referenced extensively throughout this study. Cultural liaisons

are defined here as graduate students studying international education

who were

closest to the

same homeland. These graduate students spoke the
projects and administrators of the agency. The cultural liaisons

culture under investigation and from the

language of the participants of the

were also

my

utilized as informants before, during,

and

implementation, and research finding purposes.
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after the projects, for

development,

research findings,

it

was important

investigation be consulted
cultural liaisons

were

me

on a regular

that those closest to the culture

basis.

etic (later to

This was one of the ways in which
the

was an

I

outsider to these cultures,

disciplines.

The

s

it

was important

that the

be shown as synonymous with insider and
outsider) theory be the

focus of my research literature. For this
purpose

development of Pike

under

utilized.

Additionally, because

emic and

to

emic and

etic

I

examined the

concepts in linguistics and

limitations of his theory are critiqued

historical context

its

and

spread into other

and commented upon. Likewise,

the practical use and application of such for
this study are reported.

Universal validity, universal application and universal
accuracy were not the

concern of this research. Overall,

my

claims and assertions rest with what

witnessed and experienced with real people in a

These lived experiences were
validate

my

in

real context

working and nonworking

personal accountability. The

with practical applications.

situations.

community members,

I

have attempted

Most importantly

my own experience was

my truth

faculty, students,

comments and feedback of others were

building of comprehensive information and to understand

rather

have

to

claims based on these events. The validation comes from the sharing with

others, primarily the cultural liaisons,

perspective.

I

my

story

my

and

critical in the

from another's

the assistance of others helped to confirm whether or not

meaningful. In this regard,

my

findings are not fixed truths but

presented through valid points that others

quest for truth.
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may

find useful in their

own

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Insider/Outsider research
potential for

an important and relatively new area
of study with the

is

numerous applications

in

many

fields,

employing a valuable model

that

describes or explains social issues in
a comprehensive and inclusive
manner. The
Insider/Outsider (I/O) paradigm

Kenneth Pike

in his

is

derived from the etic and emic concepts
developed by

three-volume work, Language

in

Structure of Human Behavior (1954). The
root of the
likewise the root of etic
offers his

own

is

Relation to a Unified Theory
of the

word emic

is

phonemic and

phonetic. Marvin Harris in 1964 debated Pike’s

work and

opinion about the theory in his studies in anthropology.
Merton

in

1972

writes about the concept of insider/outsider in
regards to the sociology of knowledge.

Some

ten years later

Louis (1981

),

among

we

see the notions of insider/outsider considered by
Evered and

others, with regard to their research inquiries.

and Bartunek (1996) further expound upon the idea with regard
as partners in team research. Furthermore,

of in-group and out-group

in

Cushner and Brislin (1996)

some form

decade

to insiders

in their guide to intercultural interactions,

The idea of insider/outsider

A

later,

Louis

and outsiders

stress the concepts

among

others.

or another has been around for

some

seventy years as researchers have attempted to capture or consider the “native’s

viewpoint

.

his treatment

In the nineteen-twenties

and

nineteen-thirties,

William Graham Sumner,

of societies and ethnocentrism, mentions “in-group” and “out-group” as

well as the terms “insider” and “outsider;” however, these were not the thrust of his
scholarly work. Other scholars, such as George
social self, also used terms such as “others”

Mead

in

1

934, while discussing the

and “the other”.
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in

Beginning chiefly in 1998
outsider through

communities

I

have had countless extraordinary
experiences as an

my work as researcher/practitioner within

in Massachusetts.

I

immigrant and refugee

believe that these experiences create
meaning, which in

turn influence the actions and
interactions of people and determine
whether positive

relationships are established. Hofstede
(1991) remarks that the understanding of cultural

differences in the

ways

in

which leaders and

their followers think, feel,

and

act is a

condition for bringing about successful worldwide
solutions. If one person were to begin
to change,

one might be able

to further influence greater

further elaborates, “that although the variety
in people’s
structure in this variety

which can serve

This observation brings

me

numbers of people. Hofstede
minds

I

to another salient point:

work with

and promotes the greater likelihood
This search leads
outsider,

working

me to

it is

and

in collaboration with individuals

social purposes.

I

how these

my desire to

accomplishments will

I

note that

I

and groups

wanted

bring about

transpire.

my experience as an
within refugee

to discover

and

and

articulate

explored the notion of insider/outsider by looking

factors affected the

and other such issues

development of positive collaborative

relationships as well as that of my personal transformation.
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what

in a relationship for educational,

cultural distances or differences, nuances, cultural protocol

to discover

a

to bridge culture gaps.

address the question: what was

happens when people from differing cultures join
cultural

is

strengthens the development of the relationship

that constructive

immigrant communities? In response,

enormous, there

as a basis for mutual understanding”
(p. 4).

change through mutual understanding! between people and
s)
Understanding the people

is

at

in order

An aspect

of human behavior found

in-groups and out-groups” (Cushner
in the field as

determine

synonymous with

how one

is

in every culture is the
division

& Brislin,

1996,

p.

335). These terms are accepted

the terms “insider” and “outsider.”

an insider or outsider within one's

own

interacting within other cultures. Hofstede
(1991) writes,
to a

number of different groups and

of people into

Many

culture and

characteristics

when

“As almost everyone belongs

categories of people at the

same

time, people

unavoidably carry several layers of mental programming
within themselves,
corresponding to different levels of culture”

(p. 10).

understand cultural differences and similarities

when

Once

again,

is critical

it

to

collaborating with people from

other cultures, in order to avoid conflict and establish
clear guidelines for positive
relationship development. According to

Cox

(1994), imbalances

among

culture groups in

organizations contribute to inter-group conflict.

The Development of Insider/Outsider Theory
//

you want

its

to

understand what a science

theories or

its findings,

is, you should look in the first instance
not at
and certainly not at what its apologists say about it; you

should look at what the practitioners of it do ” (Geertz, 1973).

Two

great scholars with diametrically

the birth of what

we

opposed viewpoints

call Insider/Outsider (I/O) research

laid the

foundation for

through the development of the

theory and elaboration of etics and emics. Kenneth Pike, a cultural linguist, and Marvin
Harris, a cultural anthropologist, are the fathers of the etic/emic concept. According to

Headland (1990), Pike and Harris

are

world famous theoreticians and have founded

important theoretical paradigms: Pike's (1967) Tagmemics in linguistics and Harris’

(1979) Cultural Materialism in anthropology
analyzing

human languages while

(p. 14).

Pike’s tagmemics

Harris's cultural materialism
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is

a

is

a

way of

way of understanding

and interpreting human
used them
Pike's

in print in

Pike was the

culture.

first to

put forth the terms etic and
emic and

1954; Harris used the terms in 1964

work (Headland,

when he noted and debated

1990).

Pike’s theory of etics/emics

was published

in his

book: Language in Relation to

n<l
Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior
Ed.) in 1967. His theory
(2

elaborate, insightful,

The

and ahead of its time. Pike

is

A

quite

states (1967):

viewpoint studies behavior as from outside a particular
system, as an
approach to an alien system. The emic viewpoint results
from studying
behavior as from inside the system. (I coined the
words etic and emic from the
words phonetic and phonemic, following the conventional
linguistic usage of
these latter terms. The short terms are used in an
analogous manner, but for more
etic

initial

general purposes),

(p.

37)

Pike describes the etic and emic approaches mainly
as they relate to language and
behavior.

1

have chosen

uses of his theory as

have chosen not
applications, as

it

to elaborate

is

his section

on “Cross-cultural versus

specific”

pertains to the topic under investigation for this dissertation.

to explain his

it

upon

work more deeply

not relevant to this study).

in relation to its

The

etic

(I

usage for linguistic

approach regards

all

languages

or cultures as a group, or sub-groups, and categorizes them together, whereas
the emic

approach

lets

each culture or language stand alone, being considered independently of

one another. Pike (1994)

states

of his emic/etic concept,

the observer to the data, as against an abstract science in

eliminated in principle even

Pike (1967) details
states

and

when

etic

this

and emic as external versus

to function within

being either within (emic) or outside

to us the

it

is

somehow

in fact” (p.296).

internal, at

which point he

view of one familiar with the system

himself’

(etic)

on the relationship of

which the observer

would be impossible

of the emic view: “They represent

who knows how

“it insists

(p. 38).

He emphasizes

the “criteria”

of the system under consideration. The
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etic

may

criteria

be absolute or measurable directly,
whereas the emic

criteria are relative

only to the internal characteristics
of the system and measured only
with each other (Pike,
1967,

Table

The following

p. 38).

1

.

table illustrates in

summary. Pike's main

Comparison of Pike’s Definitions of Etic

Etic

Internal

External relevance

Absolute criteria/directly measurable

Relative criteria
Hierarchical/part of other system(s)
Total system can only produce data
Final analysis

Starting point of analysis

alien

with regard to

etic is definitely

neutral term like “external,” since “internal”

more accurate

agree with almost
hierarchal.

I

view

Internal relevance

Non-hierarchal/not part of larger system
Partial information can produce
data

are

& Emic
Emic

Alien view

The term

points:

is

dated and Pike could have used a more

used for emic. Internal and external views

descriptors and he goes on to use internal and external
for relevance.
all

of his main points with the exception of the

etic

being non-

agree with Hofstede in that there are layers in the culture.

both emic and

etic

I

I

contend that

systems have a hierarchy.

Pike asserts that the use of etics has special value in giving one
a broad training

about different behaviors that occur in the world.

It

prepares the researcher for

identifying different observable events and for recognizing indiscriminate
differences

between similar events. And of particular

interest to this study. Pike (1967) argues that

one may obtain a “technique and symbolism”

for “recording the events

of a culture”

(p.

40).

Pike contends that the use of emics leads to an understanding of the

a language or culture

it

is

way

in

which

constructed, not as a series of parts but rather as a whole, and that

assists in the appreciation

of culture and language as an “ordered”
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unit.

Additionally

th ls

approach allows for an understanding
of the “individual actors” - actors

drama - with an

ability to

comprehend or make sense of character
motives,

interests, responses, conflicts,

and personality development

(Pike, 1967).

in the life

attitudes,

The

categorization of “emic” thus appears to
be accurate in that having a view
from the inside
1

does aid in our understanding of people
and their culture.
Pike discusses the controversy that
surrounds the concepts, noting that the

viewpoints of etic and emic are so similar that
persons untrained cannot see the
difference.

Moreover, Pike argues

that the classification

of etic and emic

is

not a “rigid

dichotomy of bits of data, but rather the same data
from two points of view:

Through

the etic lens the analyst views the data in
tacit reference to a perspective

oriented to

all comparable events (whether
sounds, ceremonies, activities), of all
peoples, of all parts of the earth; through the other
lens, the emic one, he views
the same events, at the same time, in the
same context, in reference to a
perspective oriented to the particular function of those
particular events in that
particular culture, as it and it alone is structured.
The result is a kind of ‘tri-

dimensional understanding’ of human behavior instead of a
1967,

flat ‘etic’

one. (Pike

p. 41).

This limitation

is

particularly problematic

when one

defines cultural nuances, protocol

and dimensions. Both positions have a limited perspective. Such
are not easily identifiable,

and there are many

factors

and influences

factors to take into consideration

when

analyzing and interpreting people and their culture. Merton (1974) defines the
Insider/Outsider doctrine as the following:

From

the discussion thus

it should be evident that I adopt a structural
conception of Insiders and Outsiders. In this conception, Insiders are the members

far,

of specified groups and collectivities or occupants of specified social statuses;
Outsiders are the nonmembers... That is to say. Insiders and Outsiders are here
defined as categories in social structure, not as inside dopesters or the specially
initiated possessors of esoteric information on the one hand and as socialpsychological types marked by alienation, rootlessness, or rule breaking, on the
other, (p. 22)
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Hams

expansion upon the etic/emic theory

is

reiterated throughout his

many

scholarly works. In his 1964 book.
The Nature of Cultural Things, he
cites Pike's
in his discussion

of the epistemology of cultural materialism.

work

Harris begins by exploring

the notions of “subject” and the
“object” in terms of how scientists are
soon in a

dilemma

over the object being the subject and that
they (the subjects) have well-developed
thoughts about their

own

behavior and thinking (Harris, 1979). This

is

very similar to the

thinking of Hofstede (1991).
Harris

characterizes

( 1

it

979)

insists,

than the

way

“No
in

aspect of a research strategy

which

it

treats the relationship

more

decisively

between what people say

and think as subjects, and what they say and think
and do as objects of scientific inquiry”
(p. 29).

He

claims that thoughts and behaviors of the “participants”
allow for two

different perspectives: the perspective of the
participant

observer.

He

the observers

and the perspective of the

further argues that both accounts can be objective,
“but in the

first

employ concepts and

to the

participants; while in the

distinctions meaningful

and appropriate

instance,

second instance, they employ concepts and distinctions

meaningful to the observers"

(p. 31).

In either instance the perspective

may

lead to the

knowledge of “real” events even though the description of events themselves may be
different.

Harris thus believes that both points of view can be objective or subjective, and

that using these terms creates confusion; therefore he finds the terms etic

and emic more

useful.

Emic processes empower

the “native” informer to

become

the critic of the

adequacy of the observer's description and analyses. The descriptions must meet the
scrutiny of the native by being real, meaningful, and appropriate.
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The

etic

processes

empower

the -native” as the critic of
the adequacy of the concepts
and categories used

the description

and analyses

(Harris, 1979, p. 3

of the adequacy of etic accounts

is

1 ).

Harris goes on to write that,
“The test

simply their ability to generate
scientifically

productive theories about the causes of
sociocultural differences and
similarities”

The observer
In

is free to

use “alien” language and data derived
from science.

conducting research, social scientists have
been baffled with the study of

humans. Harris expounds upon
difficulty

two

because he believes scientists have had

such as

their

own

research.

muddled with

etics

(

1

979,

p. 33).

With regard

to a science that

way

and the

clarification

does not consider

of replicability and

up the chimney when the world as seen by the observed

is

capriciously

the world as seen by the observer” (p. 33).

Harris (1979) acknowledges that Pike's theory

is

suggests that the

tribe, role, class, status, aggression,
family,

different views, Harris (1979) declares, “All
notions

testability fly

Etic

He

simply determine and report whether or not the
information has been gained by

means of emics or
these

that idea

communicating and deciphering

to “operationalize” concepts

like, is to

(p. 32).

is

important because

of the meaning of subjectivity and objectivity

not the objective view and emic

by embracing “epistemological

means of knowledge.

It is

is

in the

human

it ‘"’leads

sciences”

not the subjective view. Objectivity

criteria” in

which science

is

clear that the possibility exists in

differentiated

is

to a

(p. 34).

gained

from other

which one can be subjective

or objective about either emic or etic experiences.

James

Lett (in Headland, 1990), defines etic and emic, as follows:

Etic constructs are accounts, descriptions, and analyses expressed in terms of the
conceptual schemes and categories regarded as meaningful and appropriate by the

community of scientific
if

and only

if

it

is in

observers.

An

etic construct is thus correctly

termed

accord with the epistemological principles deemed
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etic

appropriate by science; in other
words, any and all etic constructs
must be ?precise
accurate logical, comprehensive,
replicable, falsifiable, and observerr
independent, (p. 131).

Emic

constructs are accounts, descriptions,
and analyses expressed in terms of
the
conceptual schemes and categories
regarded as meaningful and appropriate
by
the
native members of the culture
whose beliefs and behaviors are being studied
An
emic construct is thus correctly termed
emic if and only if it is in accord with
the
epistemological principles deemed
appropriate by the
insider’s culture, (p. 130).

The terms which spun off from Pike and

Harris’

work and became synonymous

first

with

etic/emic are: other/ another, and
in-group/out-group, and later insider!outsider.
These

show up

primarily in the sociological and
anthropological research arenas with work by

Schutz and Sumner in the 1960s and Merton
and Geertz
others. Like Pike

and Harris, each pair of researchers had

similar concepts meant.

renamed

to

fit

their

Such concepts were adapted by each

the context they

In other

in the 1970s,

saw

own

set

among many

ideas of what these

of researchers and/or

fit.

academic arenas Merton, a social

scientist

(1957) and Triandis, a

psychologist (1995) used these similar terms to etic and
emic in the investigation of
culture.

These terms have similar foundations and applications as those
of etic and emic,

although they are not completely synonymous. Their application
was primarily
cultural

framework with regard

Merton

in

greatly

to

how one

is

situated within a group(s). Robert K.

1957 authored Social Theory and Social Thought.

expanded upon

in a

In

1968 his revised edition

his first work. In this work, a specific chapter

is

entitled

Continuities in the Theory of Reference Groups and Social Structure”; here he clarifies
the concepts of reference group, group

group and out-group.

membership and non-membership,

Merton (1968) writes

specifically of the terms “other” and

“another while referencing the work of George Mead.

and another

in his writings in 1934.

as well as in-

Mead had used

the terms other

Merton then expanded upon Mead’s ideas by
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elaborating on these meanings as they apply
to

members of “the group”

(p.

293). Further,

he makes the distinction that as members
or non-members of a group, they
“may also
constitute a significant frame of reference”
(p. 293).

member(s) of the group;

Membership

is

that other than being

He

is

referring to the status of the

“members”, they have no

the only important aspect. Later

Merton

in his

status.

1974 work, specifically

uses the terms insider and outsider in a sociological
study.
Historically the

member's

(or the insiders') viewpoint

is

overlooked,

the important rationale for the development of the
etic and emic concepts.

was

that the

viewing could be seen through “new eyes” by the researcher

strongest focus

theorists

was upon

the etic view. Likewise, there were occasions

much

The

like

rationale

(outsider).

The

when the

and scholars, mainly Pike, but others as well, grouped the ideas together
as one

viewpoint. The etic view in theory
criticizing

Sumner, makes

not “co-terminous”

(p.

it

351).

was

clear that

revolutionary.

Merton (1968), however, while

member/non-member and in-groups/out-groups

The following

is

are

Merton (1968) quoting Sumner:

between ourselves, the we-group, or in-group, and
The insiders in a we-group are in
relation of peace, order, law, government and industry, to each other. The relation
to all outsiders, or other-groups, is one of war and plunder, except as agreements
have modified it... (p. 351)
...a differentiation arises

everybody

else, or the other-groups, out groups.

Additionally, Merton expands

upon

his ideas to the degree that relationships in a

social structure can be characterized analytically

in-groups and out-groups (1968,

p.

and

that there are primary

and secondary

371). These notions present yet another important

question, one that Merton briefly touches upon: the idea of groups, sub-groups and the

inter-relatedness of these groups.

how

it

He

also mentions the issue of in-group interaction and

effects the group’s perception of an outside group.

He goes

so far as to say that

the “inner-cohesion” creates “outer-hostility” toward an out-group (Merton,
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1

968,

p.

352).

Hofstede and Cox's ideas seem to
piggyback those of Merton by
acknowledging

that disparities in culture groups
can create conflict.
"outsider'' are used

somewhat interchangeably

we

as

Merton’s words “out-group' and
can see from the following
quote:

Attacks or threats of attack by each only
strengthens the cohesion of the other
and sets
the stage for even greater hostility
toward the outsider' (p. 352).

Harry C. Triandis (1995) in his work Individualism
and Collectivism continued
with Merton

s

ideas of in-group/out-group. (A point of
interest- Merton in 1968 spelled

the terms with a

hyphen

in-group and Triandis in 1995 does not; he uses
ingroup as

as,

one word). Triandis defines ingroups as groups of
people who care about the welfare of
the other people in the group

terms, and separation from

and

whom

that they will “cooperate without

demanding equitable

leads to anxiety” (1995, p. 9). In studies performed
in

1993, Triandis and his colleagues found that people from Indonesia
became anxious

when

not with their ingroup. Other characteristics of the ingroup
are that they share a

“common
has

its

fate"

own

and likenesses, for example,

important ingroups” (1995,

ethnicity.

p. 9).

He

Triandis suggests, “each culture

uses the example of family as an

important ingroup; depending on culture, other groups function as ingroups as well.

As

for the outgroup, Triandis (1995) remarks, “clear outgroups are groups with

which one has something

to divide, perhaps unequally, or are harmful in

groups that disagree on valued

attributes, or

groups with which one

is in

some way,
conflict” (p. 9).

Triandis elaborates on these notions with regard to individualist and collectivist cultures,

and

how

each would view ingroups and outgroups

individualist

and

collectivist

are clear instances

when

would behave

in a different

differently as well.

way. In relationship, the

He

illustrates that there

there are groups that are neither ingroups or outgroups (1995,
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Another advocate of the in-group out-group

p. 9).

distinction

is

the

work of Cushner and

Brislin (1996), in the second edition
of their Intercultural Interactions:

Guide they
,

A

Practical

write:

n m-group

is

made up of those people who

are psychologically close to
an
he or she feels comfortable and secure.
Members
o an m-group can be called upon in a time
of need. An in-group, then consists
of
people who seek each other out, who have
close and warm relationships, and
who
share their experiences with each other.
Out-groups on the other hand consist of
those people who are excluded as much as
possible from one’s everyday
experiences. Out-groups contain people who
are avoided, who are actively
discouraged from seeking membership in one’s
in-group, and who

individual and those with

whom

are often

distrusted, (p.

336)

Tnandis' work resonates with that of Geert Hofstede
(1991), where Hofstede

emphasizes culture and the

individualist, along with collectivist descriptions

Hofstede (1991) presents dimensions of culture, which
be measured relative to other cultures”

(p.

1

4).

is

of each.

“an aspect of a culture that can

These dimensions are “power distance

(from small to large), collectivism versus individualism, femininity
versus masculinity

and uncertainty avoidance (from weak
an important

fact: the variety

to strong)” (p. 14).

of cultural differences

is

intense and complicated. These details therefore have

These dimensions touch upon

enormous and

demanded another way of

exploring cultural interpretations of the ways in which people

Individualism and collectivism have added a

the dimensions are

new dimension

live, think,

and behave.

in the investigation

of

culture.

Geertz, a popular anthropologist in his scholarly

work The

Interpretation of

Cultures (1973), references the terms actor, practitioner, subject/object, and emic. Geertz

speaks about the individual with regard to culture and discusses the debate within
anthropology as to whether culture

is

subjective or objective. His ideas are
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more

closely

related to the concept

Hams

of insider and outsider,

etie

and emic. His opinions resonate
with

discussion in which the participant has
dual perspectives and that both
of those

accounts can be objective. Geertz
(1973) writes, “the question as to whether
culture
patterned conduct or a frame of mind, or
even the two

sense"

(p. 10).

Geertz

is

concerned with looking

somehow mixed

at the

is

together, loses

degree to which meaning and

understanding, from the actor's view, varies
according to the pattern of life by which

it

is

informed, and by the actor's subjective
experience. Understanding a people's culture
renders that culture and/or the people more
accessible (1973,

As

these notions of etic/emic in their various
forms expanded into

science and academia, in

scientist

p. 14).

many

instances an outsider

was considered

interpretations of the participants

(i.e.,

the insiders).

must be

He

study of it another’

In 1981,

way of

states,

“Normally,

is

it

is

not

one thing and the

(p. 15).

Evered and Louis,

works of Schutz and

upon

to that

cast in the light of the

necessary to point out quite so laboriously that the object of study

the

to be the objective

and the insider was the actor or the one being studied.
Contrary

thinking, Geertz (1973) asserts that scientific
analysis

many realms of

others,

in the field

examining the

of organizational science, expanded upon
role

of the researcher

(i.e.,

the inquirer)

interpretation with regard to connectedness or psychological distance. According to

Bartunek and Louis (1996), suggested with “ inquiry from the inside the researcher
,

immersed

in a setting

under study”

(p. 14).

and learns through being

in the role

of an actor

is

in the real situation

Basically this literature puts forward the assertion that meaning or

knowledge by the actor

is

derived from “being there”. This notion contrasted sharply
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with the typical researcher as outsider,
someone

who was a distant observer and

not part

of the phenomena being studied.
In 1996, Bartunek and Louis modernized
the

centering on

how

insiders

and outsiders work together on a

abandoned the focus of researching the ways
their

meaning

creation.

works of Evered and Louis by

in

which

project.

insiders

The

central issue

and outsiders

differ in

Bartunek and Louis (1996) claim, “Our approach
emphasizes

both the connection of each researcher on the team
to the setting in absolute terms- to

what extent

is

a researcher an insider or outsider?

relative to other

members of the

Throughout the years
theories to

fit

prevalent as

As

it

we

research team”

-

and the connection

to the setting

(p. 15).

see the expansion, adaptation, and modification of these

a wide variety of disciplines, although their importance today

was

is

nowhere as

since Pike’s original thinking, except within the field of development.

recently as 1997, Daniel Selener’s literature

on participatory action research

highlights repeatedly the concepts of insider and outsider. Selener follows
the theme of

speaking of the outside researcher versus the inside person(s) in a similar way as

Bartunek and Louis.

A trend within academia beginning in the

1950's has been the development of

theories and terminology derived from the notions set forth from Pike’s original concepts

of etic and emic. The range of these concepts has spanned many academic

now

and has

fields

reached beyond the original applications in linguistics and anthropology into

such as education, social psychology, and medicine, to name a few. These ideas

permeate present day academia and have reached into the “field” with the
application of these theories into

community development
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fields

now

practical

projects as well as into other

development

projects, domestically

and

internationally. Suffice

it

to say that

most works

currently focusing on development
and sustainability include, at the very
least, a mention

of the terms insider and outsider. All
these
significance in

many

the

words of Edward

models are incomplete. By
out

(p. 11).

1

he

etic

and connotations have

applied fields of study.

A
As

theories, concepts

Critique of the Literature

T. Hall (1976) so eloquently state, “All
theoretical

definition, they are abstractions

and emic theory

is

and therefore leave things

no exception. The 1950’s and 1960's found

Pike s theory and terms strongly imbedded within
the field of linguistics. During the
1

1

960's and

980

s the

1

970’s, the terms

became widespread

in the anthropological field.

late

In the

concept became diffused into other disciplines and spread
to other fields of

study not related to anthropology or linguistics (Headland,
1990,

During

p. 15).

period of expansion, the concept became confusing as proponents
put forth their
interpretations

and applications within

their respective fields

this

own

of interest.

This growth led to difficulties in definition. Terms became unclear as
anthropologists and linguists were explaining the concepts in

confusing ways.

Headland

(

1

many

990) argues, “Part of the confusion

different

is that

and often

Pike and Harris

not only do not use the concept in the

same way,

and definitions of the terms"

This was evident in the readings. Thus,

(p. 15).

but that they differ in their applications

founders of the theory were perplexed and in disagreement, certainly
the rest of academia

common

in

has become

became befuddled. Today, however,

anthropology and have been very useful
vital in the field, especially

it

is

no wonder

that

the terms etic and emic are

in that field.

Indeed, this concept

with regard to the insights of differing
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if the

perceptions of reality. Headland
(1990) writes, “the etic/emic distinction,
then, underlies

one of the basic contributions of modem
anthropology to the working world
ability to

understand and interpret other cultures)”

(i.e..

the

(p. 17).

Writing about the spread of the etic/emic
concepts, Headland (1990) contends

What

more

is

the 1970s

It

was

and

clear

interesting is

at the

how the

terms diffused into other branches of science
during

same time became common words

from the tables supplied

in

in the English language”
(p. 17).

Headland, 1990 that most dictionaries cited Pike

and not one of them cited Harris (see Appendix A.l,

p.

207). Other publications that

referenced emic and etic until 1989 total two hundred
and sixty-two, with

Pike and

7%

citing Harris.

The remaining percentages were

27% citing

for those that cite both Pike

and Harris, other theorists or no one.

What

I

found most confusing

is

that there is

no

literature available

which

strictly

address the theory of insider versus outsider as applied to the field
of education,

community development
have journal

articles or

practices or social services work.

would be very

beneficial to

textbooks on the application of these concepts in the fields of

education, sociology and the
into the field

It

of education,

it

like.

While Pike may not have intended

his theory to reach

has occurred and therefore attention should be paid to that

fact.

Pike emphasizes context as an important factor more strongly than does Harris.
Pike (1990, in Headland

et. al) states,

“Harris, however, by starting with an emphasis on

historical nonverbal material or procedure as

an outsider, with no chance

to talk to a

(dead) insider, cannot allow his theory to develop in this fashion without some

modifications”

(p. 34).

Harris

is

thus interested in nonverbal communication's influence
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upon behavior, while the reverse

is

true for Pike.

Pike and Harris have

many

disagreements, but they are nevertheless in
agreement on some basic fundamental
ideas.

one of which

is that

(Headland, 1990,

the “actor”

is

often not aware of his/her

is

no stranger

have taken issue with Pike's etic/emic

that the

purpose or meaning

p. 36).

The etic/emic theory

measure

own

this controversy

distinction.

stems from the

aim of social science

is

to controversy

fact that

to describe

and debate. Many scholars

Harris (1979) believes, “In large

Pike

is

a cultural idealist

As

believes

and analyze emic systems” and “Pike never

considered the possibility of studying the behavior
stream etically”
both have limited applications.

who

stated previously, Pike

(p. 35),

even though

and Harris were not

in

agreement about the meaning nor the application of the
etic/emic concept. Likewise,

some

scholars disagree with both these

Headland (1990), anthropologists have
stating that “etic

assumed

that

systems of social

theories they put forth. According to

criticized the use

of the terms

and emic have become slogans or catch words

than clear-cut concepts"
Harris

men and the

(p. 23).

anthropology, rather

free will

difficult to digest

that

with “no significant effects on the evolving

whereas Pike emphasizes interaction between people

and now. The terms are

by

The main contention between Pike and Harris was

humans have

life,”

in

in their field

in the here

and decipher, and are similarly complex

for

usage in practical applications.

I

agree with Headland and the anthropologists

Harris, as

I

who

criticized the

work of Pike and

see the terms as confusing and unclear. They are not easy to neither

understand nor apply. The terms insider and outsider are more understandable and easier
to grasp.

There seems

to

be more clarity that developed through debates among Pike and
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Harris and a great deal of energy spent
on that mission, as with Headland's
book. In

Cushner and

Brislin's (1996) intercultural guide,
although they

points about cultural dimensions,
fully developed.

It

1

found

make some

very excellent

that the in-group/out-group
distinction is not

appears limited and simplistic: insiders are
trusted and outsiders are

not.

Another problem with the notions

in these theories is

community of scientific observers, and what
solely

who

community

is this

comprises the

really about?

There

is

not

one community of scientific observers. Are they
academics, scholars, or those

science oriented types? There are a significant
scientists, anthropologists,

criterion be set

some order

and so

in the

this

its

behaviorists,

confusion suggests that a certain

judgment. In order

etic

to maintain

quest for truth and a scientific approach, there must be a basic

and objectivity

associated in

Thus

and agreed upon when making an

agreement about what constitutes
subjectivity

forth.

number of theorists,

in

meaning with

etic.

One

final

question remains: what about

correspondence with these terms? The
objective, but subjective

is

etic is

very closely

not as closely related to emic.

Ernie descriptions can be objective as well as subjective. The mere fact that etic
scientific

does not render

in the research

outcomes,

it

an objective perspective. As scholars

this

how we

become vested

can influence the perspective an investigator holds.

matter what our scholarly obligations are,

can influence

interests

is

we occupy

No

a place in the social structure that

observe things. Merton (1974) believes:

A somewhat less stringent version of the doctrine maintains only that Insider and
Outsider scholars have significantly different foci of interest. The argument goes
somewhat

as follows. The Insiders, sharing the deepest concerns of the group or
being thoroughly aware of them, will so direct their inquiries as to have
them be relevant to those concerns. So, too, the Outsiders will inquire into
at least

problems relevant

to the distinctive values
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and

interests

which they share with the

members of their group. But

“ty
With

this

these are

—

bound

to differ

from those ofth„

differenTp^aces in the

3

massive expansion into other
academic arenas, such as education,

medicine, psychology, and sociology,

was adapted and simplified
concepts, remarks,
simplest and most

it

for practice.

was only a matter of time

Headland (1990), referencing the

obvious, for example,

“It is

common

definition

before this concept

how heuristically

etic

and emic

helpful even the

of the concept (“insider” versus
“outsider” view)

has become to doctors and
psychologists attempting to diagnose
illnesses of patients of

another culture, or to educators teaching
in a cross-cultural setting”
classifications “insider"

Ultimately the use of insider and outsider

of what the terms actually mean, especially
when culture

The same Harris as mentioned previously,
between

whether

in

one of his

is

due

etic

operations”

(p. 35).

emic or

later

etic

is

a better descriptor

the topic under investigation.

works

to the fact the insider/outsider

the outsider s point of view leads to

on emic or

is

and emic as well as between outsider and

etic

This muddiness

(p. 35).

The

and “outsider” seem to be easier and more
palatable terms than

the terms etic and emic.

distinctions

(p. 22).

( 1

999) argues that the

insider, lack clarity

view does not specify

knowledge based respectively

Harris (1999) illustrates a brilliant example of this

problem:
In

my

Brazilian ethnographic research,

I was always an outsider whether
or not 1
or emic data. Similarly, one can be an outsider (like a member
of a rival gang) and have no interest in a scientific-etic description
of the gang's

was gathering
turf.

come
(p.

It

Used

etic

in this

manner, the distinction between insider and outsider does not
meaning of the etic/emic contrast

to grips with the epistemologically salient

35)

may seem from

his writings,

far reaching, but at least relevant

however, that Pike did not intend

beyond

that his theory

linguistics to the social science field.
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He

showed

that the ideas could possibly
translate to other disciplines
but that

argument was

not the thrust of his work.
Nonetheless, he suggests that his theory
could have
ramifications for the social sciences
and that there

elaborates on a quote from Gross that
there
that are not limited to a single
discipline

( 1

is

was

a need for

its

application.

a great need for concepts

967,

p. 36).

Pike

in social science

Pike had the right idea, but was

limited in his thinking by the context
in which he applied his theory:
linguistics. After
all,

how

could he

test his

theory across multiple disciplines? Pike

was ahead of his

time,

as he broke ground for the notion of the
person as important in the researcher's
interpretation

of findings regarding culture and language. The
person was now more than

a mere subject.

jnsider/Outsider Theory in Relation to the Study of Culture

Sharing the legacy of diverse cultures advances our
social economic, technological
and human development on this planet” (Harris &. Moran,
1991,
p. 23).

The notions of insider and outsider

currently have reached into

many

disciplines,

but have been predominantly used in cultural anthropology,
especially for exploring and

examining how human beings,
have been the mainstay

and outsider.

This

more frequently
less

in

is

society,

in the field,

and culture

we

anthropology as well as in

As

that they

many

other fields while there

early as the 1980s, however, the terms

in its research, as the people

wanted

to reveal.

etic

and emic

see the terms insider and outsider used

education, social sciences, psychology, and medicine, to

been limited

The terms

not relegated to a simple terminology such as insider

changing, however, as

usage of etic and emic.

interact.

Hall (1976),

name

is

evidence of

were introduced

a few. Anthropology has

under study have revealed only those things

commenting on
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in

the limits of anthropological

studies, states, “with the result
that

make

life

many of the

important things

The following
2.

Hall

patterns that

meaningful and really differentiate one
group from another - have gone

unnoticed or been unreported and brushed
aside as

Table

- culture

tri vial” (p. 1

2)

are several definitions of culture
that have been reviewed here:

Five Primary Definitions of Culture

(1976)

|

&

P.

Harris

R.

Moran (1991)

M. Harris (1995)

Anthropologists do agree on three characteristics:
it is not innate,
but
learned; the various facets of culture are
interrelated-you touch a culture in
one place and everything else is affected; it is
shared and in effect defines the
boundaries of different groups”
(p. 14)
Culture gives people a sense of who they are,
of belonging, of how they
should behave, and of what they should be doing”
(p. 12).
Primarily culture “refers to the learned, socially
acquired traditions of thought

and behavior found

in

human

societies” (p. 7).

“Although vague and ambiguous, the concept focuses attention
on widely
in a cultural sroun” tp 757t

Rossman (1998)

shared and deeply held beliefs extant

he ever-changing values, traditions, social and political
relationships, and
worldview created, shared, and transformed by a group of people
bound
together by a combination of factors that include a common
history
1

Nieto

(1999)

,

geographic location, language, social

There

it

is

is

class,

not one widely held definition of culture and

complicated to

classify.

defined in a variety of ways.
characteristics,

which define

From Table 2 we can

One common

Harris (1995, definition above)

is

we can

(p. 48).

see from the

list

above

perceive and accept that culture

thread in these definitions

These include

it.

and religion”

beliefs

is

and values among

that

it

is

has

others.

the other father of the emic and etic theory.

that

Marvin

He

utilizes

the theory in the study of cultural anthropology beginning in 1979.

Cultural Anthropology

is

the study of the description and analyses of cultures and

those traditions that are socially learned, both past and present; moreover, this field has a
sub-discipline, ethnography, that describes and interprets present-day cultures (Harris,

1995). According to Harris in his discussion of anthropological theorizing (1995),
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"Comparison of these

interpretations

and descriptions can lead

to the formation

of

hypotheses and theories about the causes
of past and present cultural similarities
and
differences” (p. 2).

and past day

Anthropologists study people from

in the belief that this

of the world's people.

It

is

approach

is

all

the optimal

walks of life

way

to attain

in

both present

sound knowledge

important to note that cultural anthropologists
consider

cultures to be equally worthy of
investigation and that no one culture represents

humanity. This attitude adopted by anthropologists

when

is

one that

is

all

all

of

best applied to anyone

interacting with people from other cultures,
without regard to

who you are or who

“they” are.

Anthropology has contributed greatly
the educational philosophy

that

known

to

many

fields

as multiculturalism,

which emphasizes a worldview

encompasses perceptions representative of all people of the world,
regardless of

culture or race. This issue

is

so prevalent that

address multiculturalism. Harris (1995)
multicultural approach to

prefer to

human

many

colleges have adopted curricula that

insists, “cultural

life” (p. 5).

He

how one

and behavior

further notes that

is

should act and think.

much more complex”

He

being.”

who
It is

“subcultures

share a

is

many

the original

anthropologists

ideas that people

suggests, “the relationship between ideas

(Harris, 1995, p. 7).

A society is defined, according to Harris (1995, p.
people

anthropology

view culture as a mental phenomenon merely consisting of the

share about

is

of study, but particularly to

7),

homeland and who depend on each other

as “an organized group of

for their survival

and well-

clear that in each society there is a general culture that exists, and there are

where one

is

part of the larger society but shares a lifestyle with others that

not necessarily shared by the society at large. Subcultures can be based upon
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many

thmgs, from gender, to religion, to
class, ethnicity, and many
more. Likewise, the notion

of subculture

is

similar to the idea of insider and
outsider as they both are
determined by

factors such as race, ethnicity,
likes/dislikes, politics,

member of a

situations, as a

and

others.

And

as with most

subculture you can be “in" or “out".

Both society and culture form an

interesting composition of interactions
that has

lead to the usage of the term
“sociocultural ."

To

research and analyze data

comparing one culture with another, the
anthropologist has

when

to consider cross-cultural

recurrent aspects, or parts, of the sociocultural
system. Likewise, to examine the culture

of a group, one must consider the values,
society.

This

is

rules,

and acceptable practices of any given

an important feature to consider

in relation to the insider-outsider

concept, as these rules determine one's context
and status, which in turn influences

whether one

is

“in" or “out".

Another important aspect of culture

is

the learning experience “enculturation",

whereby the older generation impresses upon the younger generation
traditions. This is vital, as

it

is at

its

values and

the crux of a society's cultural history and heritage.

These values and traditions are the

life

of a

society.

These are the very descriptors of

their

ways of being. At

own

patterns of behavior are always natural, good, beautiful, or important, and
that

the heart of enculturation

is

ethnocentrism, the belief that “one's

strangers, to the extent that they live differently, live by savage, inhuman,
disgusting, or
irrational standards” (Harris, 1995, p. 8).

People are intolerant of cultural differences and have a limited understanding of
others. If people

being, and in

were able

some

to live within other cultures

cases surviving,

it

would lead
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and experience different ways of

to a greater understanding

among

people. Nieto (1999) explains,
“because culture
not one's native culture
direct, sustained,

m any

is

an exceedingly

is

complex, -learning- a culture

difficult task,

and profound involvement with

one accomplished only through

it” (p. 57).

Awareness

is

the

first

step

process toward change. To become
aware of the erroneous belief of
ethnocentrism

leads to tolerance of cultural differences
and a willingness to learn

Because

and

that is

it

is difficult,

impractical, and time-consuming for
most to travel to other lands

live within a different culture,

would be

more about them.

a suitable alternative,

to integrate oneself within an ethnic

at least in the

United States,

community and minimally

indoctrinate

oneself about this other culture. This integration
also would allow for diffusion of
culture shock

and the negative aspects of acculturation one
experiences when living

in

another culture.

According

to

Merton, an early proponent of the insider/outsider theory,
the

outsider has not been socialized to

continued socialization in the

symbolisms and

life

become an

insider.

feelings,

grammar of conduct and

states

of a group can one become

socially shared realities; only so can

meanings ol behavior,

He

(1974) “Only through

fully

aware of its

one understand the fine-grained

and values; only so can one decipher the unwritten

the nuances of cultural idiom” (p. 15). In

my work,

I

have been

fortunate to be able to integrate myself gradually into the communities,
allowing for each

of the parties

to

become

relatively comfortable with

and educated about each other's

differences as well as to develop a reasonable understanding of these differences,

although

I

could never have experienced this acclimation enough. Habana-Hafner,

Bolomey, DeTurk and MacFadyen (1998)
need

to

do

is to

get to

know

write, that as “practitioners, the first thing

the group with

whom we work testing our knowledge
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by

we

,

gathering information and learning
about them" in order to lay the
foundation for
establishing mutual trust and
cultural sensitivity (p. 47).
Additionally, Hofstede
(1991

points out, "the inexperienced
foreigner can

and
but

rituals

it

is

of the

new environment (words

make an

209). This

enormous

is

let

some of the symbols

how

to greet,

when

alone

feel, the

underlying values”

to use,

unlikely that he or she can recognize,

effort to learn

to bring presents),

especially useful in a business scenario
due to the fact that there are

disparities in the

ways

in

which

different cultures conduct themselves
in terms

of business transactions. As Harris
and Moran (1991)

state, "the

Business Council for

International Understanding estimates
that international business personnel

abroad without cross-cultural preparation
have a failure
than

rate

2% of those who had the benefit of such training” (p.
Cultural relativism

of 33-66%

p. 8).

This

is

term appears to be a fancy word for what one

an equally significant concept when

may

simply

at

home and

others

the case.

It is

cultural practices

and

difficult to refrain

beliefs as each

abroad. This

No

call “respect”.

absolutely the most righteous nor superior over another,
although
is

in contrast to less

4).

studying or interacting with people from other cultures,
both

believe that

who go

“means not passing judgment on the moral worth of
other

peoples’ cultures” (Harris, 1995,

is

some

one culture

societies

from making moral judgments about

of us have our

own

engrained ideas, values

and morals. For example, certain cultures practice “mutilation” of some

sort,

westerners shun those kinds of practices, even to the point of impressing their
value(s)

(p.

upon a

culture.

members mission

is

to

Hence
go

the existence of “save the whatever” group,

into other countries

and profess

and most

own

whose

to educate the “natives” about

the problems associated with the cultural ritual or practice being performed. Imagine this
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scenario: a group of Ethiopians
(funded by

some right-wing group)

States with the purpose of
proposing to save
In this

theme

is

study

identified four

I

According

to Harris

Protestant churchgoers.

themes and/or concepts

a topic of discourse and a concept

instance.

all

is

arrive in the United

that

became

evident.

A

a notion generalized from a
particular

and Moran (1991), knowledge and
application of concepts

(general categonzations) have direct
relevance to increase the effectiveness
of a program

or project

(p. 10).

As mentioned

Personal Challenges

1.

-

in

Chapter One, the four themes and
concepts

are:

My inner feelings, behaviors, values andjudgments

explored and scrutinized. This category
was the most difficult as

it

are

required a great deal

of inner reflection and presented many
personal and professional challenges.
2.

Insider-Outsider (I/O)

applied the insider outsider theory to
associated with this role.

3.

Cultural Issues

My personal

culture

is

explore

- 1

my

I/O position in relation to others.

-

1

upon

elaborate

described.

(inside) perspective are described.

my experiences within the different cultures.

The major

Relational Trust Building

cultural differences are discovered

commented and

- 1

relationships with others in the projects.

I

location along with the problems and
issues

My attempts to gain an emic

written about. Cultural dimensions are

4.

my

illustrated.

examine the way

The

critical

and

in

which

I

established

elements in determining positive

relations across cultures with others are discussed.

Harris and

Moran (1991,

p. 10) offer ten

concepts that they

managing and the understanding of cultural differences
1

.

Cosmopolitan/ Flexible

- willing to

feel are

important in the

in business practices:

alter personal attitudes

and

perceptions. Being a sensitive, innovative, and participative leader
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2.

comfortable operating in a global
environment. One who is open
situations and can cope with
situations where one is
different.

to

new

Intercultural

3.

communication- being able to recognize
and decipher what is
involved in one s own self-image
and role. Understanding the
impact of
u ural factors on behavioral
communication. Being willing to
revise and
expand images as part of the growth
process.
Cultural sensitivity- being able to
integrate the concepts of culture
in
general. Ability to translate cultural
experiences into effective
relationships.

4.

5.

Acculturation- effectively adjusting to
a specific culture whether a
subculture within one’s own group or
another culture home or abroad.
Effective intercultural performance-ability
to apply cultural insight to
specific cross-cultural situations.

6.

Cultural

management

cultural differences.

work

influences-ability to understand the impact
of

Accepting that what works

in

one culture may not

in another.

7.

Changing international business-ability to appreciate
the effect of cultural
differences on standard business practice.

8.

Cultural synergy-ability to build

9.

upon the very differences in the world's
people for mutual growth and accomplishment by
cooperation.

Work

culture-applying the general characteristics of culture
to the
of how people work at a point in time and place.

specifics

10.

World culture-awareness

The four themes

some

listed

that a

world culture

above, identified as prevalent in

is

emerging.

my research are

similar in

cases to Harris and Moran's ten concepts, but are nonetheless derived
from

experiences. Harris and Moran's ten concepts strengthen

my findings. The

my own

intersecting

ideas are those of cultural sensitivity and intercultural communications.
Additionally,
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Cushner and

Brislin

996) offer three facts 7 to address when
attempting to avoid cultural

( 1

misunderstandings:

1

.

Insiders

do not have a great need

to

form new interpersonal relationships

with outsiders.
2.

Many

insiders have past experiences with
outsiders that shape their

decisions about interacting with
3.

People

in

some

cultures

make

new

outsiders.

sharp distinctions between the insiders
and

outsiders.

Throughout the narrative reconstruction of events
there

Moran's ten concepts as well

as,

Cushner and

evidence of Harris and

Brilsin's three facts.

influences, the application of the emic and etic
theory
in reality that

is

is

Within these cultural

relevant to gaining a perspective

includes understanding the cultural dimensions and
inclusion of the

viewpoint of others.

There are three assertions

1).

I

declare from this study:

Insider/outsider relations are vigorous.

Behaviors, influences and a host of other characteristics comprise relationship

development. According to Hofstede (1991) “Every person carries within him or herself
patterns of thinking, feeling, and potential acting

which were learned throughout

lifetime" (p. 4). These patterns are not expected; therefore

human

their

relationships are

constantly volatile and unpredictable. Within these relationships, a person or a group
in or out or both simultaneously. This is the vigor, the active force, behind

insider/outsider relations.

7

Summarized from page 336. Note:

their terms in-group

insider/outsider, the preferred terms for this study.
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and out-group were changed

to

is

2).

Insider/outsider relations are versatile.

Relationships are characterized by a
variety of factors, and

humans change

constantly

with regard to emotions and behaviors.
Conflicting patterns of conduct within
people

make

it

readily

Brislin

difficult to anticipate their

behavior (Hofstede, 1991,

and they turn with ease from one thing
(1 ) ) 6

)

People typically have difficulties

Suddenly, and with

little

1

1).

According

when moving

They
to

fluctuate

Cushner and

across cultures.

warning, they find that behaviors and
attitudes that proved

necessary lor obtaining goals in their

how

to another.

p.

own

culture are no longer useful”
(p. 2). This

is

insider/outsider relationships are versatile.

3).

Insider/outsider relations are rooted in context

and influenced by politics and

economics.

With regard

to context,

exists that affect I/O.

it

is

the interrelatedness of conditions in

The economic piece

and/or goods, services, and

money

in this study relates to the personal

and

to

what degree those

ties

is

which the

relationship

the aspect of significant material resources

as well as the distribution or access to such. Politics

and

political

connections between the stakeholders

influenced I/O relations.

As

stated

by Cushner and Brislin

(1996), “Recent conceptions of the influence of culture on people's behavior have

followed these phenomena and have expanded to consider a variety of contexts beyond
national culture to include issues related to ethnicity, social class, exceptionality, and

gender”

(p.

1 ).

Harris (1988) reports, “The comparison of etic and emic versions of culture gives rise
to

some of the most important and

intriguing problems in anthropology" (p.

1

33).

I

wholeheartedly agree. From this discussion of the application of the insider-outsider
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concept

in relation to the

and layers

to studying

there are issues that

study of culture,

humans,

we

society,

it

becomes evident

and behavior. Nonetheless, the

are obliged to address, as

human

fact

is

facets

remains that

beings, in order to form an

acceptable, appreciative, peaceful, and
meaningful global living space for

concern

many

that there are

all.

the insider-outsider notion. If the
outsider spends an appropriate

One such

amount of

time laying the groundwork with the
inside culture, then a positive relationship
can ensue

(Cushner

&

When an

insider

Brislin, 1996; Hofstede, 1991;

project, or a joint

and outsider become
endeavor

Cox, 1993; and Harris

partners,

common

to solve a

relationship in

The end

which neither party

result

is

Moran, 1993).

in a research study,

community

problem, they benefit not only from the

opportunity to learn about and understand their
differing points of view.

whether

&

own

reality,

but also from sharing

can be a mutually beneficial and harmonious

offended.

Ernie and etic concepts are significant and useful to both
the researcher and
practitioner.

For

my

studies

and from

my

and emic accounts of culture as much as

I

dual role,

it

was imperative

to look at the etic

could from different angles and from as

many

perspectives as possible. Both emic and etic accounts needed to be
deliberate in research

and

practice.

Research questions should include cross-cultural comparisons and a

cultural explanation,

and require an

etic

view.

Emic

research, through a variety of

analysis procedures, can provide realistic definitions and can be cross-referenced with the
etic accounts.

good

results.

emic and

etic

Likewise

it

In the study

is

I

imperative to cross reference findings in order to obtain

used a variety of methods to review and

views.
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reflect

upon both

the

All in

all,

I

and definitions

assert that research

and practice must be a balance of accounts,
judgments,

that are significant to both the insider

perspective or the other

is

and the outsider. Ignoring one

neither a useful nor an appropriate strategy.
Insight about

the Insider/Outsider concept plays out in

human

interactions

and

its

how

interface with culture

provides the researcher with a better understanding
of all participants, both individually

and

collectively. Thus, the framing

of cultural issues with insider/outsider terms has the

strong potential to promote mutual understandings
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among people

the world over.

)

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODS

& Rationale

Approach
The approach for

this study is in the

qualitative research. This study elaborates

my work

shared through

form of personal

narrative, a

method of

upon the extraordinary experiences

that

I

with a number of immigrant and refugee
agencies in

Massachusetts; the personal narrative methodology
supports both this mission and
personal values. Moreover, this approach

is

my

well suited to this study, allowing for an in-

depth examination of my practice and research.
2)
3)

Qualitative Research

According

4)

to

Creswell (1994), qualitative research (QR) encompasses
six major

assumptions (summarized from

p. 145):

5)
1

.

.

.

QR is primarily about

process, not outcomes or products,

QR is interested in meaning, how one makes sense of experiences and life,
QR

(i.e.,

the researcher)

is

the

primary instrument

for data collection

and

Data are collected through relationships with people, not inventories or

analysis.

machines.

.

QR

involves fieldwork. The researcher physically goes to the place under

investigation.

.

QR

is

The researcher

is

immersed

in the natural setting.

descriptive in that the researcher

(words and pictures)

that

is

interested in the various formats

can glean meaning and/or understanding.
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6).

QR

as a process

inductive in that the researcher can
build abstractions.

is

hypotheses, concepts and theories from the
details.

Creswell further elaborates that “One of
the chief reasons for conducting a
qualitative study

is

that the study

is

exploratory; not

much

has been written about the

topic or population being studied, and
the researcher seeks to listen to informants
and to

build a picture based

on

their ideas” (p. 21

).

This notion

is

in perfect

harmony with

my

reason for conducting this study. Typical
quantitative research methods, however, would
not be applicable to

(1996),

is to

my research because

its

purpose, according to Gall, Borg and Gall

"view causal relationships from a mechanistic perspective"

(p. 30).

I

see

quantitative research as statistics, experiments and
numbers. In contrast, a qualitative

approach allows the researcher
relationships;

it

to adequately reflect

found within a study conducted

manner with

relationship-building

allowed

me

is

happening

allows for a story to be told and listened to as well.

survey, sample, or questionnaire

a scientific

what

would not necessarily

in the qualitative

result in the

A quantitative
same type of outcome

would be

unethical. In addition, other approaches

become

would not have

closely involved with the research participants.

name of science, people have been rendered

component. Far too often

the status of "object" or "other",

importance of the person. Thus, there are many crucial justifications for

the use of a qualitative research approach in the current study. According to Marshall

and Rossman
problem

-

( 1

in

the refugee and immigrant population about personal

as a researcher to

trivializing the

dynamic

method. Furthermore, experimenting

When studying people, one must consider the "human"
in the

in

999), "qualitative methods can help find the natural solutions to the

the solutions that people devise without policy intervention" (p. 15). Inherent
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in

my

everyday activities with the refugee and
immigrant groups were solutions that

presented themselves regularly through a variety
of events; this qualitative research
project has deciphered, examined,

named, analyzed and

articulated these points.

Personal Narrative

Personal narrative

explain

(

1

human

how

a critical

interactions within a

)94) argue that,

inside

is

as

method

human

that allows

level

humans

to relate, decipher,

of understanding.

Ellis

and Bochner

communicating humans studying humans communicating, we

what we are studying"

(p. 743).

The goal of a

people act and think in the contexts

in

narrative approach

which they

is to

past and present circumstances. Personal narratives are frameworks
through

reality.

are

understand

exist through their accounts

people observe, understand, and judge their experience in

and

of the

which

They allow researchers

the opportunity to explore the writing and reflection as well as the multiple
of other

dimensions of their work and experience. Personally,
back, observe and analyze

and

my culturally

work

to

in the contexts

imposed judgments and permits

me

to

me

me

to sit

of my research

to distance

myself

open up the foundation of my

examination from others as well as from myself.

According
of reality.

.

I

Newman (2000),

expected to

my teaching and
could really do

is

to

"All research findings are someone's construction

.the point is to see the taken-for-granted

experiences,

making

my own behavior and attitudes

approach allows

Likewise, a narrative account of my work permits

practice.

from

I

this

with

come away with an expanded

new

eyes"

(p. 3).

appreciation of the intricacies of

of learning as well as a stronger sense of how these
for,

embedded

and with,
in

others.

Newman (2000)

realities affect

further asserts, "All

our cultural history and most of who
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Out of my

we

are

what

meaning

is tacitly

absorbed

both from our immediate community
as well as the wider community"

(p. 4).

Insider/outsider (I/O) theory thus matches
well with the narrative approach as
they both

take into account the

human

aspect.

Furthermore, I/O theory acknowledges culture
as a

critical

component

for a

researcher to be able to decipher, understand
and analyze people and behavior.
in

speaking of the narrative approach, describes

influence of culture.

As

stated in the quote above,

important all meaning making

emic and

how the

is

embedded in our

narrative

is

Newman,

not exempt from the

Newman views culture

as quite

cultural history. Pike, the father of

etic theory, brings in culture as a central
factor in his belief that the

use of etics

(view from the outside) can allow one to have a special lens
for observing and
deciphering behaviors that occur in the world.
the observer with a

way

He

also notes that etics can help provide

to recognize the small differences

1967). This application of etics

is

between similar events (Pike,

invaluable to the qualitative researcher for

understanding the intricacies of observation and the analysis of behaviors. Pike’s
main
thrust of the

emic and

etic

theory

behaviors. His theory elaborated

He contended

was

upon

that the etic (outside)

is

one

between language and

the cross-cultural dimensions in

approach regards

group and categorizes them together.
approach

to explore the relationships

all

On the other hand

its

application.

languages and cultures as a

he stated that the emic (inside

that lets each culture or language stand alone.

Likewise, the

understanding or acknowledgement of an emic (inside) viewpoint provides another
valuable insight for the researcher by providing a balanced perspective. In these ways,

both the narrative technique and I/O theory are directly incorporated and are affected by
cultural influences.
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Narrative has

at its roots

a

meaning

that is detached

from the moment

actions occur. Action takes place at a
specific time and space.
action,

becomes

it

"fixed” outside of that

By

moment, leaving a space

writing

which

in

down

the

that gets described

through the writing. Gudmundsdottir
(1998), in Society/or Cultural Research and
Activity Theory, writes that these actions
or recordings, "leave traces in the social
space

and become kind of artifacts of human

activity

current study will identify the artifacts of

Although the recording process

is

through collective memory"

my human

personal,

it is

experience based

equally important to

in

(p. 1).

my

The

reality.

remember

that

writing narratives allows not only the writer, but
also countless readers to interpret,

engage, and decipher the multiple meaning(s) of my
actions.

Also

in his

discussion of hermeneutics, Gudmundsdottir
(1998) asserts that,

"Creating a narrative text
the parts

is

is

basically a hermeneutic interpretation

a function of the narrative as a whole,

whole depends on the meaning of the

where the meaning of

and the meaning of the narrative as

parts" (p. 2). Hermeneutics, being the study of

methodological principles of interpretation, asserts that any narrative, whether
researched-based or fictional, functions
level

at

two

levels (Gudmundsdottir, 1998).

it

is

The

first

comprises "mediated actions that have been carefully selected out of a complex

situation

'

(Gudmundsdottir, 1998,

artifacts that capture the

theoretical perspective or

(p. 2).

generator of multiple

He

The second

is

made up of "selected

experience of the writer, and promote a

issue (Gudmundsdottir, 1998).

meaningless"

p. 2).

He

new

episodes" as

insight into the

further declares, "Narratives are always told from a

from the point of view of a larger

believes that a meaningful text

new meanings

in

new

is

issue, otherwise they are

one

that "functions as a

contexts and for multiple readers"
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(p. 2).

Gudmundsdottir (1998) also emphasizes

new conception of the
The

that the reader should gain

is

claims,

"Some

come under

scrutiny, as research or

intended to be the search for some form of "truth."
Gudmundsdottir (1998)
narratives are simply

more

’true'

than others because they are better

contextualized and have more appropriate interpretive
frameworks
(p. 2).

I

agree to a point with Gudmundsdottir as the context

accurate narrative, but even if the context

more

is clarified that

Likewise, the interpretive framework in

true.

the reader to decide. Ellis and

accommodated and

(i.e.

is critical

in the

:

second level)"

to portraying an

does not mean the narrative

my mind would

Bochner (1994) argue, "The reflexive

communication should not be bracketed

scientist,

a

larger issue at the core of the particular
incident(s).

narrative as a form of empiricism^ has

science

new awareness and

be one

left

best

qualities of

is

up

to

human

name of science. They should be

integrated into research and

its

products"

(p. 743).

As

a social

he turned to narrative because he believes that social science texts need to create

a dilferent relationship between researchers and subjects, and authors and readers.

The

narrative, according to Ellis

and Bochner (1994),

collaborative, and interactive relationship that focuses

regard to the moral and ethical choices with which
perspective

would appear

appears to be
institution

common

where

I

gate." This saying

at first

meant

a more personal,

upon human experience with

human

beings struggle. This

glance to be incredibly insightful of him, yet to

sense. There

worked

is

was an old adage

in the 1970s:

"Employees

that the context

behavior of the employee and that

(i.e.,

common

the

that

employees used

left their

common

me

it

to share at the

sense

at the front

work environment) changed

the

sense did not always prevail. Such a process

8

Empiricism as defined in Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (1980), “the theory
knowledge originates in experience” (p. 370)
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that all

appears to be

at

Bochner (1994)

work
state,

in the

academic quest for

truth.

In regard to this quest, Ellis

"Narrative truth seeks to keep the past
alive in the present"

745). Narrative does not seek to recover
already "constituted meanings" because

an unbiased attempt to

reflect the facts.

method cannot follow a

Rather,

prescription in order to "prove" something
in the

name of science. The

set

and

(p.

it is

not

of rules or a

action(s) within

the text is/are exposed to an infinite range
of interpretation(s) by the possible reader(s)

and

i

s/are

an "open work, the meaning of which

is

suspense" (Gudmundsdottir, 1998,

p.l).

Another criticism of narrative inquiry

is

whether

it

can be generalized to the larger

society (relating to external validity 9 ).
Gudmundsdottir (1998) writes, "There

however, good reason

always

to be skeptical

local, provisional

when

narrative descriptions of practice,

and essentially personal, are used

contexts where they are clearly out of place"
intentions of making

working

in

working

in the fields

where
will

my meanings applicable to the general

academia or

in society at large.

It is

my

me

state that

I

and

have no

population of people

intention,

however, that others

it

is

my

hope

that

some of my

promote more equitable relationship building between those from
I

are

of education or social services can glean something, especially

cultural differences prevail. Additionally,

Secondly,

which

to generalize to situations

First, let

(p. 2).

is,

differing cultures.

will not generalize but rather suggest that the application of

useful to social scientists, academics in the field of education and

findings

my

human

results will be

services

9

External Validity relates to the extent to which the results of a study can be applied to circumstances
outside the specific research setting in which a particular study was carried out.
extent to which the results can be applied to what

is

known

http://www.sar.bolton.ac.uk/ltl/Workbooks/exj57.htm, April
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Or

in other

as ‘the real world’. Available
9,

2004

words

at:

the

name

personnel to
with, for

a few.

example the

I

tested

my

cultural liaisons

10

who worked on

scrutiny and reevaluation. Goetz and

research that

is

upon

in factors different

from those pertaining
it

writing and share

my

reflect important opportunities for learning

I

am

many ways

The

in a variety

that, "the credibility

is

of

threatened by and

to experimentation

and other forms of

it

is critical

for

me, as the author,

to reflect

moments

that

allow a researcher/practitioner

about professional practices. Within

which

My critical moments have occurred

I

will utilize in

my

reflections

in

and analysis:

•

interacting with people

•

reading

•

acting as a student or as a teacher

•

watching others interact

•

seeing myself think and act differently

•

listening to others

was providing

my

of settings, alone or with others; here are some examples of

cultural liaisons are graduate students
I

examined with continual

imperative that the narrative be thoughtful,

is

able to conduct research on myself.

"locations" during

which

work

back and analyze his/her beliefs and teaching seriously. These occurrences

to stand

10

to

analytical ideas with others.

Critical incidents are the significant

stories,

had occasion

contextual, theoretically eclectic, and comparative

and as accurate as possible. Likewise,

my

is

LeCompte (1984) claim

quantitative research" (p. 222). Therefore
truthful

1

various projects with me.

important to note that narrative as a method

It is

grounded

findings with the people

from other cultures

from the home country of the ethnic community for
me on various cultural

a training program. These students helped educate

issues etc.
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N° te: these occurred in a variety of places, such as; hallways, outdoors,

walking, hiking,

driving, dining, meetings, schools, etc.

Why
declares,

are critical incidents so important to the
narrative?

"The

act

of creating the narrative

up

sets us

to

work we

Hence

This approach to the narrative echoes the notion of the
cultural
distinction

researcher/practitioner in order to understand

reading

my work

when

I

first

I

was

started writing

act

1

took place.

me

as a

my

cultural influences. In the writing

I

found.

Unknown

to

me

at the

the impact the actual reading out loud and to myself

of my writing would have on me. Not only did
doing the research, but

it

artifact(s) that

important for

is

surprised by what

was

which

personal judgments, by stepping back,

and considering the context and

of my comprehensive papers,
time

my

the need for critical

are doing" (p. 4). These

incidents record and signify the event in the time
and "location" in

Gudmundsdottir (1998) references. This

(2000)

be detectives; the narrative offers

clues to the kinds of cultural values affecting
our judgments.
incidents, for tracking the surprises in the daily

Newman

I

experience personal transformation

also experienced another form of personal transformation in the

of writing, reading aloud and reflecting upon

my

writing.

Data Analysis

For the emic perspective, insights were gathered from the cultural liaisons
(graduate students) and cultural informants (community members) to

Both the liaisons and informants were insiders

to

whom

I

had access.

one degree or another. Each group

represented an emic viewpoint. The cultural liaisons, in most cases, were not living in

the

community under

investigation but rather were from the

community members. These

homeland of origin of the

insider accounts differed, albeit subtly, in the explanations
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of cultural nuances, protocol and

and the

culture.

This

is

due

activities

with regard to

in part to the acculturation

community members have experienced, whereas
immigrant and refugee
they have gained as

For the

etic

and assimilation

the people

that the

the cultural liaisons have not.

community members of the United
I

engagement with

The

informant) perspectives are influenced by the
experiences

(i.e.,

view,

my

States.

have written personal narrative accounts,

and

reflections,

compiled data such as video, surveys, photographs and written
documents. This
information has been analyzed and reviewed from both the
etic and emic perspectives.

The descriptions of my personal experiences
will always

are

grounded

in the etic concept; after all,

remain the outsider. For the emic account of my experiences,

the questions, assumptions, interpretations and judgments that
insiders to confirm or refute

culture

is

my notions.

Therefore,

my emic

I

I

it,

as that interpretation

is

have shared

discerned with the

perspective within

presented. For the personal transformation explanation, however,

this process but not revised

rooted in

I

I

my own

have shared

my own culture and

values.

In this dissertation

(1994)

states,

means

to be

I

am

both a storyteller and a story analyst. Ellis and Bochner

"The most important thing

academic"

(p. 746).

is to

be smart, clever, analytical;

that's

what

it

Marshall and Rossman (1999) assert, "Narrative

analysis values the signs, symbols, and expression of feelings in language, validating

the narrator constructs meaning" (p. 123). For analyzing the data,

I

how

identified key

elements and themes. Rossman and Rallis (1998) declare, "themes become the major
organizing scheme for writing up the research"

(p. 185).

Within the analysis,

these aspects and the impact they produced upon the meanings derived.
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I

explored

my

Furthermore, in
personal perspective
ideas and findings

not

my

intention.

is

may

one
or

Rather,

study

I

do not intend

to use a feminist lens;

that scrutinizes information

may
it is

from a

however,

liberal point

my

of view.

My

not resonate as feminist but, for purposes of
clarity, that

my

intention to focus heavily on

my perspective

is

and

experiences as researcher and consultant within these
agencies, therefore an elaborate
narrative

my

is

included to offer the reader an in depth understanding
of who

am

I

and

how

ideas have been derived.

For the emic view of my study, the participants on

all

levels

were consulted

through participatory modes of dialogue. These events and
information were

documented

in a variety

to be meaningfully

Coupled with

my

of forms. As a researcher/practitioner,

experiences in these communities,

my

to share as representatives

from the emic perspective of the

however

with regard to

research.

whom

I

subtly, in the explanations

my engagement with the

acculturation and assimilation that the

the cultural liaisons have not.

worked with

I

have worked.

cultural insiders in

They have the most accurate

own

of their

I

culture.

Most

insights

cultural liaisons (graduate students)

informants (community members) to
differed,

have had the privilege

engaged with the culture and communities with which

order to gain a better perspective in

knowledge

I

and

were gathered
cultural

had access. These insider accounts
of cultural nuances, protocol and

people and the culture. This

is

due

activities

in part to the

community members have experienced, whereas

The immigrant and refugee (informant) perspectives

influenced by the experiences they have gained as community

States.
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are

members of the United

Training Sites

The community agencies were chosen based on
access to them and to represent a

mix of refugee and immigrant groups

located in different regions of the state.

which was added because

that is

where

The only exception
I

first

population (Nigerian). Relief Resources was
return to graduate school.

I

location, previous history and

is

the

in

Massachusetts

American agency,

became acquainted with an immigrant

my

employer for two years prior

used the other agencies

listed for reference

and

to

my

historical

purposes and to exemplify, substantiate, or elaborate certain findings, events, and
incidents.

I

experiences.

have provided them

I

in order for the reader to gain insight into

compare and contrast

prior to the Russian project)

my

factors:

I

1 )

and with the Russian group, and make some minor

BRIDGE

selected the Somali and Russian group for this dissertation based

The length and duration of the program;

on

through

my

three

2) the geographic location; and 3) the

degree to which the cultures are different or similar to each other's and mine.
to access these agencies

project

encounters with the Somali group (conducted

associations to the other projects. Please note that both are identified as
projects.

my

critical

"connections" with people. This

is

how

I

I

was

got

able

my

foot in the door of these agencies:

Somali Development Center, Boston, Mass. (SDC),
conducted 1999-2000, project implementation 2000-2001.
graduate students in a graduate class

class project at

program

to

SDC.

I

I

I

BRIDGE - Research

met a number of Somali

was co-teaching and they conducted

research for a

developed relationships with these students, explained

them, and convinced them to introduce

the University of Massachusetts professor

I

me

to the

my

agency leaders. Similarly,

was co-teaching with had experience with
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this

community. She and one of the students introduced
me

agency

director,

to the

head of the board, the

and the program manager.

Lutheran Social Services, Springfield, Mass. (LSS),
Russian-Speaking,

BRIDGE
same

-

Research conducted 2000-2001, project implementation
2001-2002. The

university professor had conducted youth
programs and has a long history with the

agency, she introduced

me

to the

agency director and program manager.

Vietnamese American Civic Association, Springfield, Mass. (VACA) Research and implementation conducted 1998. The same university
professor had
experience conducting program activities and introduced
currently funded program.

I

was introduced

to the

manager. In order to conduct the training there,
currently funded project) into the

Cambodian American

employment

to this

group through a

agency director and the program

had

I

me

piggyback nutrition training (the

to

training.

Civic Association, Amherst, Mass.

(CAA) - Research

and implementation 1998-1999. The same university professor has a long-standing
relationship with this agency and has

agency; she introduced

me

to the leaders

interim agency director and a

many town

officials.

I

done a

to

of the association.

become

Relief Resources, Hadley, Mass.

my

a

employment,

I

-

project also allowed

to the

me

to

meet

my

employer for two

conducted numerous staff training projects,

New

inspired

was introduced

This agency was

England.

Nigerian population in Providence, Rhode Island.

My work there

I

the

member of the board of directors.

(RR)

career services and recruitment throughout

education services.

number of projects with

community member. This

was asked

years 1996-1998. During

significant

my
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1

was

I

provided training to a large

the director of employment and

creation of the

GLJ

Center, Inc., a non-

)

profit

agency for employment services. After being
introduced

and/or community members,

I

to the

agency leaders

then developed the relationships either
with or without the

initial contact's assistance.

I

his study

draws on structured and unstructured interviews,
videotaped

sessions and exit interviews, written documents,
observation and/or participation of

and ceremonies, student evaluations of the programs,
journal

rituals

entries, letters,

photographs, trainer testimonials and other correspondence.
According to Bartunek

Louis

(

1

&

996), strategies useful for studying I/O are “research methods such as formal
and

informal interviewing, participant observation, social surveys,
examination of archival

documents, and so on
the best

way

to

(p. v).

The

mode of interviews was open-ended, acknowledged

encourage individuals

to tell their "stories".

accounts lor the individual experience(s).

I

as

My research describes and

he participants represent a wide range of

statuses within or outside of the agency, diverse backgrounds, cultural heritage,
ethnic
origin and professional capacity, so as not to slant the study for

example

in

only the

administrator's or dominant figure's voice.
2)

Research Question, Sub-Questions, Themes
l’or

my

study

&

have one main question to answer and a

I

they get at the heart of what

1

my

Sub-questions:

.

Mow did

these events manifest themselves?

What

my

are

of sub-questions

experiences as an outsider working

immigrant communities?

.

series

learned.

Research Question: what were

1

Assertions

interpretations of these experiences?
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in

refugee and

3)

How

.

did these experiences aid or deter the
development of positive

4)
relationships?

Can

.

this

information and analysis be useful to other researchers
and

practitioners?

Many themes

are presented in

my work:

the personal challenges that

face as a researcher and practitioner, both individually
and collectively
vs.

one

role or the other); the insider

and outsider dimensions and

situation insider outsider issues occurred

to

(i.e.

I

have

the dual role

what degree

and what influence they had;

to

in

each

cultural issues

such as values, assumptions, differences, and judgments; and relational
trust-building.

The following

is

a brief description of the themes and issues that will be the

main focus

of the study. These themes and issues are multifaceted and co-exist; they are not isolated

from each other.
1.

Personal Challenges

-

My

inner feelings, behaviors, values and judgments are

explored and scrutinized. This category was the most difficult as

it

required a great deal

of inner reflection and challenges.
2.

Insider-Outsider (I/O)

- 1

apply the insider/outsider theory to

with such. Attempts by

3.

me

Cultural Issues

to gain

- 1

is

discussed.

my

my

I/O position in relation to others.

I

location and the problems and or issues associated

emic perspective are described.

elaborate

My personal culture is presented.
dimensions

explored

upon

The close

The major

my

experiences in the different cultures.

relationship between I/O and cultural

cultural differences are discovered

Cultural dimensions are illustrated.
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and written about.

4.

Relational Trust Building

-

1

relationships with others in the projects.

examine the way

The

critical

which

in

elements

in

I

established

determining positive

relations across cultures with others are
discussed.

Data Collection
Data are utilized and combined to form an eclectic
narrative and analysis of the
personal, professional, and emotional aspects of my
teaching and learning experiences.
1

rom

the projects conducted, research data

including but not limited

to:

&

o

Interviews

o

Surveys

o

Videotape

o

Journal entries

o

Pre

&

were gathered from a variety of methods

conversations

o

training programs

&

photographs

o

Electronic correspondence

o

Academic papers

post academic tests of

o

for the specific data collected from each project, see fable

3,

underlying foundation of each project to become established,
cultural research that

would prepare me

for the

work

glean a basic understanding of the cultures for which

graduate students to be

I

my

written for

course requirements

participants

liaisons).

Evaluation summaries from the

that

1

Direct observation, field notes

page 70. For the

it

was necessary

was ahead. Thus,

in

would be working with

cultural informants (later they

would become

to

conduct

order to

1

enlisted

cultural

began by having informal “focused group” discussions early on with the

graduate students from Somalia and the Newly Independent Sates (NIS). At that point,
the projects were just in the idea phases.

As

the projects implementation began to look
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more promising than

solely an idea,

I

began

to arrange formal interviews
with a larger

number of Somali and Russian-speaking graduate

students.

For the Somali project, there were two
training components: one was technical

job

skills

(computer repair) and the other was office

English as a Second Language (ESL).
office skills/ESL

same

post-tests

participant s level of achievement.

trainer, at the

day

was

s conclusion,

I

both with a concentration

to

document

were used

revise curricula

The second component, job

and observations.

the curriculum

final evaluation

and teaching

were

observations

to gather information

skills,

My journal

personal interactions with participants outside of the classroom.

midterm and

my

I

on the

taught with a co-

entries also included

of the project. The findings were used to

strategies if needed. Likewise, the written evaluations

utilized to revise

and review the project outcomes. Cultural

and administrative meetings attended were documented
meeting notes were reviewed

for input.

in

incidents to

liaisons

in

my journal

liaisons

project

as well and then

to time throughout the course

This variety of data collection methods allowed the themes and

become

of

Moreover, the graduation ceremony and luncheon

were videotaped. Photographs also were taken from time
project.

my

We videotaped the

were consulted with continually throughout these documentation processes. All

of the

at that

wrote journal entries on each session’s experiences,

feelings, interpretations, questions

participant s

in

able to conduct direct observation while
the

component was being taught and

The language pre and

time.

I

skills,

critical

evident.

For the Russian youth project,

I

conducted direct observation while the cultural

were leading the workshops.

I

was able

which they occurred. The

cultural liaisons

to

and
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I

document

my observations

at the

time

viewed the videotape of each session

in order to assess

the videotape for

conclusion,

I

and revise the project as

my

we saw

fit.

Additionally,

research as well and document the findings.

would write journal

interpretations, questions

entries

was

1

able to view

Upon each

on each session’s experiences,

day's

feelings,

and observations. All project and administrative
meetings

attended were documented in

my journal

and meeting notes were reviewed

for input.

Student evaluations were reviewed to determine the
degree to which the students were
satisfied

with the training and to revise future training curricula.
During any

site visits,

notes were recorded. After social events took place,
journal entries were logged.
Cultural liaisons were consulted with continually throughout
these documentation
processes.

As with

themes and

the Somali project, this variety of data collection

critical incidents also to

become

evident.

The challenges associated with the data

was not

clear to

Therefore,

first

I

had

me that the
to

go back

to the data

I

At the advice of my professor

About half way through

would be used

as a research

research component.

I

had

methods were few.

Initially,

it

and review them from a research perspective. At

was reviewing data

study) before the project started,

journal.

collection

Somali project would be used for dissertation research.

with the Somali project,

project.

methods allowed the

site.

I

(the

for the

review and/or revision of the

same professor mentioned

had fortunately taken

the Somali project

field notes

was when

At the time of the Russian

to conduct

I

earlier in this

and had kept a

realized that the project

project,

I

was well

myself in the dual role of researcher and

practitioner as explained in the next section.
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into the

Table

3.

Account of the Agencies, Data Gathered, Dates,

Selected Agencies

Data, Location

Somali Development

&

&

Program Information.

Date Conducted

&

Program

Method

Participants

Implemented

Boston, Mass.

1999-2001

Adult Pre

Center-SDC

&

Employment

Post-

Vocational

Methods-SDC

Participant

Director, program
manager, board

&

observation, formal

nonformal

member, accountant,

interviews, video

of

training participants,

events, photos,

graduate students.

surveys, participant

questionnaires,

ceremonies,

language

Lutheran Social
Services

-

W.

ORI

&

representative

& trainers.

&

tests.

Springfield, Mass.

2000-2002

LSS

Youth Higher
Education Preparation

(Russian Speaking)

Parent’s Night

Methods-LSS

Participant observation,
site visits,

writing

&

program
manager, case manager,
Director,

collaborative

formal

&

graduate students,

community members,

nonformal interviews,
student evaluations

pastors

&

& trainers.

social events.

Cambodian American
Civic Assoc.-

Amherst, Mass

1998-1999

CAA

Methods-CAA

Participant

Interim director,

observation, interviews

community
members, town

and video-interviews,
rituals,

informal

gatherings

Vietnamese
Amer. Civic As.

council/task force,

& social

training participants

events.

& trainers.

Springfield, Mass.

1998

Director,

manager, case

interviews

RR

program

Participant

observation,

&

manager, graduate

ceremonies.

Methods-RR

Adult Employment
Preparation

Methods-VACA

Relief Resources Inc.-

Youth Business
Development

Hadley, Mass.

students,

community

members

& trainers.

1

996- 998
1

Participant

Director,

observation,

members,
administrative staff

interviews, surveys,
rituals,

& field staff.

informal

conversations

community

&

ceremonies.
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Adult Employment

Role of the Researcher- Dual Role
In

my

recent career,

and researcher.
degree.

aware

In a Master's

My onginal

at the

have frequently found myself in the dual
role of practitioner

I

intention

time that

time progressed,

I

I

program,

was

would use

realized that

I

was not

sure that

that practice as research for

fully as

cultures has

both a

It

groomed me

conversations and activities with people from

my

all

thus

to

I

classes, conferences, socializing,

more valuable than anything

that

I

wished

to

outsider at the

as

my

same

how

instance.

role as a researcher?

related

and did not apply

agendas and
influence did

as well as a practitioner.

come

to

me

through personal

over the world.

to

me

that

I

have ever learned

questions for

me

in a class or

as a researcher.

being a practitioner/researcher led

Did

Did

my

with regard to

have spent a great deal of time with

I

my

my

at

my manner

colleagues at

me

I

from a textbook,

came

to be

to the point

an insider and

experiences as a practitioner yield the same results

experience events as a practitioner that were context-

role as researcher or vice versa?

interests for both roles:

it

crystal clear that the

and informal and formal gatherings. These experiences

many compelling

to explore

my

formal practical experiences shaped me, but also colleagues

of being, thinking, and teaching.

and have led

became

As

be more empathetic,

the university from diverse countries have helped to change

are

a doctoral

doctoral program.

the bases for

human being

understanding, and a better person. This awareness has

Not only have

my

my experiences would become

me more

My awareness of different

would be pursuing

to gain practical experience in the
field, not fully

dissertation work, resulting in the use of a dual
lens.

experiences have shaped

I

how was

have?
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that competition

What about competing

handled and what

In the

complex

interplay

participants,

reflect

words of Rossman and

Rallis (1998), as researchers

of our own personal biography, power
and

and written word"

upon our own

lead to change.

When

the researcher.

The

character,

This

(p. 67).

we

is

"we examine

status, interactions

researcher praxis: as

is

an "important element

sustaining participatory research efforts"
(Selener, 1997, p. 39).

The researcher

involved in "reflexivity" as he or she interacts with
the participants.
Rallis (1998) assert, "Reflexivity, in this sense,

between the researcher and the participants

the roles

I

is

is

to

also

As Rossman and

the package of reciprocal reactions

in the setting" (p. 39).

experiences,

it

may

be difficult to differentiate between

performed as researcher and practitioner and the inherent power each
of these

carried, as well as the privileges afforded

me

by being a white American woman. The

power associated with being a researcher allowed me
office

we examine and

allows for personal transformation of

it

researcher's personal transformation

my

with

develop insights and awareness that may or
may not

this praxis leads to change,

While writing about

the

and removing myself from a

problem(s) in the classroom.

Still,

situation.

the option of going back to the

For example,

as a practitioner,

I

had

I

did not have to solve the

to find relatively

immediate

solutions to class problems, especially during teaching times.

The dual

role

of researcher/practitioner

and qualitative research

projects.

The

conducted as part of my work and

Objectivity

is

now

is

I

me to

many

participatory action

focus on here, which have been

serve as data for

Many problems

obscured when there

prevalent in

projects that

participatory nature and therefore required

researcher/practitioner.

is

my dissertation,

are

of a

be in the dual role of

can surface while being

in this dual role.

a personal investment. In wanting a project to be
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1

1

successful,

it

can color the findings and writings of
a researcher. Qualitative research

and of itself is a

difficult genre; the addition

research and writing only

of a dual role

to that difficulty

more complicated. Likewise, much

the

same

makes

in

the

as the role of

researcher, a dual role presents ethical
challenges such as confidentiality, deception,
and

informed consent.
Participant observation, another research

method by which data

are gathered,

is

similar to the dual role mentioned above
because with both methods, the researcher

becomes immersed

in the daily lives

of those he/she

is

studying. In these methods, a

researcher becomes close to the culture or people
under investigation. Being a
teacher/facilitator/researcher of the group under study

participant/observation, as one

is

immersed

in the

is

similar to

group on a regular basis and

conducting research and/or performing data collection. The
teacher/facilitator
experiences the daily lives of the people. According to Marshall and
Rossman

"Immersion

in the setting

reality as the participants

make

researcher can

so that he or she

I

is

allows the researcher to hear, see, and begin to experience

do"

(p. 106).

is

Further, Selener (1997) points out, "The

a significant contribution by building

no longer an outsider"

I

new

understandings of reality

(p. 38).

disagree with Selener' s statement that "he or she

outsider;" unless the researcher

1

999),

argue that the two methods, participant/observer and researcher/practitioner, are

synonymous.

close as

( 1

you can

is

a "native’'

get", but the researcher is

The use of the term

native

is

meant

1

no longer an

of the group under study, he/she

still

to suggest

is

one

who

and as a quote from other sources.
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"as

an outsider to some degree.

is

of a particular culture or group. There

certainly controversy surrounding the use of this term. In this writing the term

identification purposes

is

is

used only for

The researcher

awarded special privileges and

is

typically educated in a

manner

from those being studied. For example,
Bartunek and Louis (1996) claim. "The

different

outsider

is

more

likely than the insider to

research methods" (p.

15).

To

have received formal training

strengthen

my

in social science

argument, one can see that being a

"researcher" holds the advantage of facilitating
the sharing of information about the

research project.

The old adage "information

words corroborate

my

position, as he writes

facilitator in setting the research

data,

and analyzing problems

context" (1997,

power"

is

is at

play here. Selener's

"The researcher also participates as a

agenda, defining problems, collecting information or

in light

of the

social,

economic,

political,

and technical

p. 37).

For the formulation of my study's conclusion and as a result of the
research,

asked myself three

1

.

2.

What are the consequences that my story produces?
What new possibilities does my telling introduce for
Into

I

final questions:

my teaching and
3.

own

my

living

life

and from

learning?

what kind of a person did these processes shape me?

Limitations of the Study

The
research

is

limitations of this study include but are not limited to the fact that this

about

countless others

my experience

may have

discussed in the personal narrative form.

probably had similar experiences, but

documentation of any such study.
to see this issue through

I

own

experience.

gross generalizations but that approach would not be useful, as

I

limits

I

my ability

could

is

any

to find

cannot predict

experience will be interpreted and used or not used by others. This study
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believe that

was unable

My privilege as a white woman also

any lens other than that of my

I

not

make

how my

2

"scientific" in that

way. This type of study could possibly have
been conducted by other

methods; for example
inquiry.

I

originally planned to use the

As time went by and more of the

itself as the

more

at the heart

Likewise the study

As

is

project experiences

limited to the

would evolve

my

these factors,

I

some of the

projects

data that were gathered at the time.

it

was not

into dissertation research.

study.

I

On

clear to

me

one hand,

that these

that is

for

its

own

did not have preconceived notions of what results

Although researchers are not

ethically

supposed

value, not

would be

to be

can influence outcomes (Rosenthal's Expectation Theory 12 ).

other hand, the lack of knowledge that

may have

found that

I

swayed by

believe there can be influence through no fault of the researcher; rather

that expectations

I

sum of the

were just projects and the data were just data

of research.

beneficial for

as

debriefings,

have data that are not influenced by being for "research" purposes.
The

I

projects at the time

for the sake

From numerous

of this research.

stated previously, while doing

beneficial as

research unfolded, personal narrative revealed

useful or fruitful method.

was

story telling

method of phenomenological

I

was conducting research

also has

its

On the

limitations

structured events differently, included other data collection tools and/or

prepared the training evaluation and implementation materials differently. Overall,

1

I

•

During the 1964-1965 school year. Harvard's Robert Rosenthal conducted an experiment in an
elementary school to see whether teacher expectations influenced their students' performances.
Teachers were told the names of children in their classes who were "late bloomers," about to
dramatically spurt in their academic learning.

were randomly selected and no smarter than their classmates. At
were tested, and the results made an important point. The
"special" children not only performed better in the eyes of their teachers (an expected outcome,
the so-called "halo effect"), but they also scored significantly higher on standardized IQ tests.
In fact, these "special" children

the end of the term,

Online. Available

all

at:

the students

http://www.psichi.org/pubs/articles/article_121.asp [April 2, 2004],
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believe the study to be a sound balance
of objective and subjective data. Also
the
limitations

make

the study rich and honest.

Additionally,

some of the

initial

information gathered was not presented to
the

students as data for research purposes but
just what

it

was. For example, the program

evaluation form for the Vietnamese group was
presented to the students as a tool for the
trainers to reflect

and revise programmatic

strategies

and procedures, not as a

tool to

decipher the feelings they shared about their
experiences. All the documents that
into that category

and are used

for substantiating findings, however,

did not require any student to reveal his/her name.
The decision on

data without the consent of the students
fact that

1

am

substantiate

with

my

reflecting

and writing on

my own experiences.

performance as a

trainer, then

my

my own experiences

I

were anonymous and

my part

to use that

determined by that anonymity as well as by the

For example

of trust and a positive rapport with the
of confidentiality or

is

fall

may

class.

if

and

that data will be

used to

seven of ten students were satisfied

elect to

draw a

parallel to the

development

This scenario does not overstep the bounds

researcher responsibility to be ethical. In

my

study,

I

am

the

primary subject of the research.

Ethical Considerations

As mentioned

above,

it is

my

&

Trustworthiness

intention to use small

amounts of data

that

were not

revealed as research gathering data during the projects implementation phase. The above

statement highlights

how the

data

bounds. For those cases in which

like,

an informed consent

letter

may be used and
human

was used

are protected here as in the case study for

that use does not

go beyond

ethical

subjects were interviewed, videotaped and the

(see sample attached). All subjects' identities

my

comprehensive exam:
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all

participants'

identities

were protected as they were given

fictitious

names. Moreover,

all

potential

interviewees and students were given the
option of not participating in the survey
or
interview.

As a

researcher,

I

also have reviewed the guidelines for
ethical research within

our university and within the

The

final analysis

field

of qualitative research.

of this study was shared

in

a variety of ways with those

who

participated in the interviews and co-facilitated
the training projects. This sharing

allowed the study to be scrutinized by those closest to
the cultures
participants of the actual events, as

example, former student Fellows

was

who

also the case for

my

I

worked with and by

comprehensive papers. For

participated in the interviews

were invited

to

review the findings and descriptions for the component for which
they were involved.

These fellows were not under

my

direct supervision but rather colleagues

who

shared mutual benefits from our interactions.

on a

project

on which we

them

her Master's Thesis

collaborated. Additionally, at the end of each interview with

the Russian-speaking graduate students

generalizations for

One Fellow wrote

and friends

to

I

summarized our discussion and

comment upon. Changes were made

detailed the

accordingly. During the

project's research and implementation phases, the co-trainers/cultural liaisons for both

projects

were consulted continually as

to the

adequacy of my

interpretations. In the

informal and formal interviews with Somali students and cultural liaisons,

all

findings

were reviewed with them. Changes were made accordingly. All data and findings were
reviewed and when needed changed as a
project

were interviewed on video

included

my

instruction

result.

in order to

Participants from the Somali training

provide feedback on

and coordination of the
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project.

many

issues that

Because
facts

I

am

are revealing

was thinking

the primary' subject in this study,

my

truth

it

is

important to note that the

and not some speculation of what a "human subject"

or feeling. Substantiated and

documented statements from

the participants

serve as supportive data. Likewise unfavorable data
are also included so not to exclude
the actual events or taint the study.
faculty of my

committee

demands

1

that

And

last

but certainly not least, because

in the highest regard,

conduct myself

my commitment and respect

in a highly ethical

study.
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I

hold the

for

them

and moral manner throughout

my

CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SOMALI COMMUNITY
PROJECT
Overview
Chapters Four and Five of this dissertation examine
and analyze some of the
issues associated with insider/outsider (I/O)
or emic and etic theory as applied to the

Somali Community and the Russian-speaking
Community training programs

that

I

coordinated and implemented throughout the years 2000-2003
as well as to the research

conducted. These two cases are described in Chapter Four
and Five and explore

my

personal history within the realm of these projects, in an effort
to understand and

decipher

how “who am”
I

impacts and contributes to what

I

value and

myself professionally and personally. This dissertation presents
these

two projects

that act as the context

of my

travels.

how

I

conduct

my journey through

The purpose of these two

chapters of the dissertation are described in Chapter Three and are written in the form
of

personal narrative. These stories, composed of descriptive vignettes, relate the notions of
insider/outsider theory to the scenarios presented and then render an interpretation and
analysis.

The data
incidents) during

my

consist of narrative accounts of significant

my

moments

(i.e., critical

project experiences. These incidents promote an understanding of

values, provide insight into

my

decision-making process, and help to examine

my

personal growth process. The evidence has been generated through a narrative
reconstruction of the incidents.

“researcher-praxis”

13

13

The elements

that

were important

in

my

self-reflective

process are described. Additionally, these two case studies reveal

The examination of my actions through

reflection influenced

research.
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my

character changes within

my

the choices

I

made during

me

the projects, enabling

professional and personal reasons for

upon the

to reflect

making them. The point of this

understand and clarify the various influences on

my

theoretical,

inquiry

is

to

research and practice as an

educational professional, not to represent the world
of education, but rather to represent

myself within

The

that world.

critical incidents are the significant

moments

researcher/practitioner to stand back and analyze seriously

These moments

Through

my

occurred

in

allowed

that

me

as a

my beliefs and teaching.

reflect important opportunities for learning about
professional practices.

stories,

I

was able

many ways

examples of the

conduct research on myself. The

in a variety

“locations,’ in

v*

to

critical

moments

of settings, alone or with others; here are some

which the

reflections occurred:

interacting with people

from other cultures

reading

v

acting in the roles of a student and as a teacher

**

watching others interact

v

seeing myself think and act differently

v

listening to others

Note: These occurred

such

To

date

I

as; outdoors,

in a variety

of places while engaged

in

numerous

activities,

walking, biking, driving, dining, meetings, school time,

etc.

have collaborated on educational projects with Vietnamese, Cambodian,

Somali, Russian, Nigerian and North American people. These projects took place mostly
in collaboration

with the University of Massachusetts during

were conducted before
multifaceted issues that

started pursuing

1

I

my

my

Master’s degree.

I

studies, although

two

have reflected upon the

faced being an “outsider” and to what degree these experiences
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have changed

my

thinking and practice.

I

have experienced a deep personal

transformation. In this chapter of the dissertation,

Somali Community

examines

my

in

I

illuminate

my experiences within

the

Jamaica Plain (greater Boston), Massachusetts;
Chapter Five

interactions with the Russian

Community

in

West

Springfield (Western),

Massachusetts.

Part

I,

Description of the Somali

BRIDGE

This

was designed

program (2000-01) was the

to build a

BRIDGE

BRIDGE

Participatory Action Research (PAR), this

Methodology

training

their

section.

Project

method

year of a five-year program that

is

was conducted

in the

mode of

further explained within the

Major

This project provided Somali adults with vocational

and English as Second Language (ESL)

newcomer communities. The Somali

factors

first

Project

between newcomer refugee and immigrant adults and

community-based employers. This

Project

Community BRIDGE

skills

and linked them with employers

project’s birth

came about

in

as a result of many

and developed through a variety of linkages between students and

faculty of the

University of Massachusetts and the Somali community.

The

first

such linkage was when a few Somali individuals were attending the

university for graduate studies.

community.

A professor

14

Most of them were

from the Center for International Education

of Massachusetts knew a Somali

man (Mashi

doctoral program at the university. While

I

14

met with the Somali
This professor

was

is

familiar with Boston’s Somali

students.

I

Gari)

who

at the

University

recently had graduated from a

was attending a

class taught

We were all required to become

referenced throughout this dissertation. She was

by

this professor,

involved in and analyze

my

advisor and mentor.

I

also assigned as the Teaching Assistant for two graduate classes with her. These courses are

also referenced in the text. This professor had long standing relationships with

ethnic communities for which

I

conducted projects.
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many of the

a community project. The Somali students
went to Boston to investigate the
programs
offered by the Somali Development
Center

(SDC)

refugee members. They presented the
findings

in

to serve

(MAA)

agency (the

employment programs

became

enter) provided

intrigued by the

mind. The professor

SDC

community immigrant and

a final report to the class.

Mutual Assistance Organization 15
CiI ,J (

its

and, because

my

SDC

newly formed nonprofit

for non-native speakers,

The partnership was already formulating

mission.

who was teaching this class also had

a

is

prior contact with

I

in

my

some of the

leaders of this organization.

After the class concluded,

suggested that
project for

strategy

we

I

approached the instructor and the Somali students and

write a proposal to acquire funding to do an employment-training

SDC. The

idea

was warmly

a

We met a few times and decided on a

and proceeded. As a group, we approached

they had any interest in a partnership.

we

received.

I

hey

did.

In

SDC
our

to inquire as to

initial

meeting

should conduct a community needs assessment. Thereafter,

few proposals, which resulted

in

we

whether or not

we

decided that

collaboratively wrote

a one-year grant from the Massachusetts Office of

Refugee and Immigrants (MORI). As time went on, most of the Somali students had

moved on

or graduated, but the doctoral graduate and his wife were

still

residing in the

area and were willing to participate in this project. They both became co-trainers with

me. Additionally, we hired an
liaisons

15

and

ESL teacher.

Needless to say, they became

my

cultural

friends.

Mutual Assistance Associations (MAA’s) are agencies

services such as housing, healthcare and

employment
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that provide refugee resettlement

assistance.

Major Project Klements

All

June 30, 2001

am

staff

-1

1

Somali Community

program components were implemented

Plain, Massachusetts.

(9

-

am

Two

.

&

1 1

at the

SDC

facilities in

The program was conducted from January

1,

Jamaica

2000 through

fifteen-week programs met twice a week, two
sessions each day

:30 am-1

:

30 pm). There was an orientation, base ESL

and

testing,

meetings conducted prior to implementation. The
project team consisted of eight

members: Project Coordinator/Manager, Job Counselor, Math
Assistant

ESL

Instructor,

two Job

I

Instructor,

ESL

and two Computer Instructors

rainers,

Instructor,

(note:

I

was

both the project coordinator and a job trainer).

The

was conducted with

training

(PAR) throughout
revisions were

the

mode of Participatory Action Research

the project s implementation. During the implementation
phase,

made

as necessary to the project

components

16

At the completion, there

.

were participant evaluations, surveys, video taped interviews and a graduation ceremony.
I

was

also the evaluator of the project and wrote

agency,

SDC, and

two

the University ol Massachusetts.

final reports,

And

there

one for the funding

was

a separate evaluation

written for the participants.

The vocational

skills

program provided

the participants and employer.

More

specifically, the

all

aspects of training and evaluation for

The program incorporated

all

collaborators in the process.

program performed a vocational assessment on

all

participants to

determine the individual needs, prior to the implementation of the project.

16

Because

this training

was conducted

in the

mode of Participatory

An

individual

Action, the class would

evaluate itself on a weekly basis. If necessary the curriculum or focus of the project was revised

accordingly to reflect the input (emic perspective) of the participants.
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service plan

was then developed

participants,

and the training/development and research
team collaboratively developed

for each participant

from the findings. Employers,

culturally appropriate curricula to serve
those needs.

Emphasis was on the

participants’ ability to

grow

into job

advancement

opportunities and maintenance of current jobs.
Likewise, the program

allow unemployed participants to acquire the necessary

skills

was designed

and resources

to

to

begin to

seek employment opportunities. The program was
tailored to the specific jobs of the
currently

employed

participants.

It

also offered hands-on training;

work based

learning,

simulated work environments and a variety of work related
scenarios. Additionally, the

curriculum utilized actual forms, hardware and assorted job
requirements in the

implementation of the project. For example the students

in the

technology training

section repaired actual broken computers. Mentoring (job shadowing),
internships and

apprenticeships were a main focus ot the program. Support services such as reading the

bus schedule or

how to

arrange for transportation were provided. Simulated work

environments allowed the participants to deal with

real life scenarios.

bring actual examples of difficulties they encountered in the

Participants

work place

and resolution. These scenarios were reportedly one of the most

would

for enactment

beneficial to the

participants.

Technology and academic

computer technology, data
the employers.

components

skills

included but were not limited to math, writing,

entry, clerical, report writing

The program was

and various duties as required by

integrated with the delivery of the

at all levels.
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ESL

training

—

Table

4.

Major Project Goals

Somali Community

-

GOALS

ACTIVITY

English Language Proficiency:

ESL training

MEASURE
ESL

standard

tests.

Increase English proficiency

50%
in

employment. Improve

for

STANDARD BENEFIT
increase

15-20
participants

language

proficiency.

conversational English.

Job Placement/Advancement:

To

secure gainful employment.

Employment

skills

To development.

upgrade current employment.

Demonstrated

50%

employment

will

participants

advance or

become
employed and

attainment of job.

25% will
advance

15-20
participants,

employers

in

current job.

Community

Partnership:

Develop relationships with
employers and place participants
in

well paying jobs. Enhance

visibility

of agency as a training
community.

Dialogue and

Increase

visit

Assessment by

with partner

interaction

employers. Promote

dialogue between

SDC

SDC

as a visible

training

site.

and

institutional

community

and employer partners

partners.

and

15-20
participants

and

their

families and

neighbors

site in the

Maior Protect Methodology

The

BRIDGE project

is

-

Somali Community

based upon a Participatory Action Research (PAR)

model. According to Selener (1997), “Participatory Research

members of an oppressed group

or

community

is

a process through which

identify a problem, collect

and analyze

information, and act upon the problem in order to find solutions and to promote social

and

political transformation” (p.

1

7).

There are many words used to describe the intentions of social “do-gooders”
assisting, helping, supporting

and guiding

to

name

a few. The

say that there has always been and will always be those

list

who have

groups or as individuals, governments and non-governments,

can go on. Suffice

it

great ideas whether in

in order to “help” those

they perceive as less fortunate than themselves. This happens for a wide variety of

reasons;

some

political and/or personal

and other reasons as well. Participatory Action
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to

Research also known as

development

PAR

initiative for

is

an alternative approach to implementing a
community

purposes of economic independence, sustainable
development

and personal empowerment. This
assisting people.

is

McTaggart (1997)

contrary to the position of merely helping or
states

“because of the diversity of fields in which

participatory action research has been developed as a

and

cultural practice,

it is

I urticipation itself

to different people” (p. 26).

in relation to the type

participant

is

getting something

giving something

is

(i.e.,

(i.e.,

of participation. In a formal or

can mean something very different from

setting, participation

participation in a political fundraising event.

a participant

The

contrast

knowledge), and

at

is that in

Still, this is

usually money). This simple example of

life

seems only natural
activity with

some

interaction

a very broad example of participation.

The concentration of participation
education and/or

an educational setting

a political fundraiser the

participation can be seen as the act of giving or receiving, involving

with other(s).

economic,

can mean many things to many people, depending on one's

where they stand

nonformal educational

social,

perhaps understandable that the idea can mean quite different

and sometimes contradictory things

perspective,

way of improving

for the purpose here

is

focused on nonformal

experiences. Delving further into the notion of participation,

that the person(s) involved in the participation

which they

will be involved. For example, a person

have a voice

who

in

it

what

chooses to take a

continuing education course in computer literacy in order to enhance his or her chances
for job

advancement does not have any input

into the curriculum design of the course.

This scenario would be a basic level of participation and one which simply describes

most North Americans

are expected to

and do participate
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in society.

how

This participatory

act does not require

just

showing

much

action on the part of the participants
above or beyond merely

up.

Participation in a truer sense

and keeping

in

alignment with

PAR

values would

include sharing in the decision-making processes,
curriculum design or actually being
responsible for the impetus behind a course being
offered. Although

approached by a group of us from the university,

SDC was

this organization collaborated

on the

funding proposal, the needs assessment, sought out the
funding source and were the
direct recipients of the grant. Likewise,

SDC

participated in the project design, staff

selection, participant selection, implementation, evaluation

This program was a choice
In general,

but insist that a

•

made by

this

community group with our guidance.

nonformal education professionals and

PAR

and re-design throughout.

PAR

theory not only suggest

project:

involve the participants in decision making at basic levels

during early stages of thought and inception;
•

include participants in actively deciding that an action

research project needs to be implemented;
•

have participants

•

have participants be responsible

outcomes of the

PAR
who

is

set the

agenda of the action research

and

for overseeing or utilizing the

project.

a comprehensive and quite complicated process, according to McTaggart (1997)

states “it is

more systematic and

collaborative in collecting evidence on which to

base rigorous group reflection, and in planning change”

seemingly

major

project;

lofty goals for a

inhibitors.

PAR

project for

Therefore, in reality

can also be beneficial;

it

is

it

many

seems

not to say that

PAR
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(p. 39).

Overall, these are

reasons, time and

that a

more

in its true

money being

simplistic approach to

the

PAR

sense should be abandoned, but

to suggest that

was one such

modified

PAR

projects can have

some value

as well.

action,

which has the

that

is

determine a course of action for the project and further
implement
separate concept does imply that

comments

some type of action

it.

Participation as a

takes place, suggesting that

and action go hand-in-hand. “Action” independently digs
deeper, however,

setting,

implementation strategies and the

that “put simply, action research

the

is

way

like.

in

experience accessible to others

(p. 27).

in decision-

McTaggart (1997)

also

which groups of people can

organize the conditions under which they can learn from their
this

project

participants

and requires that a great deal of involvement by the participants
occurs

making, goal

SDC

project.

The second component of PAR,

participation

The

own

experience and

make

This definition should apply to individuals

as well as to groups.

1

he notion of action in a positive

light

can conjure up an image of control, with

an individual or group having choices and/or goals for

their actions.

Action, however,

can merely be the act of doing something for any of a number of given reasons; often
there

is

something that motivates one into action or

motive for action can be money, food, well-being,

it

can be a response to a situation.

etc.

A

A

situation that requires action

could be a flood that has destroyed the village and the members of the community need to
clean up the destruction

it

impetus. In this case with

better jobs for the

not

static:

it

caused. Moreover, situations can have motives acting as their

SDC,

the action

was

the project and the motive

members of the community. And

can be revised, impeded or abandoned.
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finally, action is

was

to get

ever changing and

Research, as

Ae

last

component

in

PAR,

is

the one that does not

the fact that traditional research does
not take into account
action, as intended by

PAR. According

to Stringer

1

(

its sisters,

the

way

to connect the reality

research in that

is

it

of work and

facilitating the discovery

The

is

endeavor needs

to

needed

is

PAR

If these

(p. 6).

life, it

PAR

with

the world

SDC

were placed

of participants

fit

can be seen as

are for the people,

intentionality of

PAR as a process

PAR

a

is

in

way of being

any educational

in the world, with a set

would be a

better place in

which

life,

society

to live.

would

We

for those very reasons.

project

-

was

Somali Community

significant.

The

participants revealed

through the evaluations that they benefited greatly. Also the evidence

65%

largely fails to

contradictory to traditional

values could be integrated into daily

The impact of this BRIDGE

that

a

a key component.

Major Project Outcomes

of participants

at

provides interesting

PAR has at its core the

in order to select

become more balanced and
therefore utilized

is

be clear and accurate.

of values and principles.

due to

of knowledge, which further provides access to power.

power and access

criteria

work”

PAR

life.

fit

participation and

done with people, not on people and the outcomes

not for the researcher or funding source.

Knowledge

it

and complexities of social

penetrate the experienced reality of their day-to-day

to

9%), “formal research operates

distance from everyday lives of practitioners,
and, although
theoretical perspectives about the nature

seem

in or

this category.

advanced

As

a

in

PAR

employment

project,

it

was

rests in the

situations.

number

Approximately

critical that the

major

stakeholders be the ones to benefit. Thus the project allowed for the Somali participants

who were unemployed

or underemployed to advance in current

89

work

situations or attain

new jobs.

It

diminished cross-cultural barriers between the
employers and the new

culture of the homeland. Furthermore, the
project greatly enhanced English language
skills in

speaking, comprehension, and composition for the
participants, as revealed in the

improved language

test scores

(89-98% improvement). Importantly,

the project

addressed those cultural issues that prevented community members
from advancing
their current

employment

in

situations.

Moreover, the employers learned about African culture and became empathetic
with the struggles of the employees. Most employers were grateful to have
an
opportunity to discuss and support the employees.

interject ideas in the project delivery

become

and design.

trusting of the project leaders

and

and culture of their new homeland. As a
from

this

new

and employers

The

culture.

to

In the process, participants

become comfortable

result, the participants

project demonstrated to

employment concerns and

that the

Participants also were able to

SDC,

the

were able

to

learning the language

became

less alienated

community, participants

limitations of the

community were

being addressed.

In addition, this

issues

BRIDGE

project investigated the root causes of the

from both the employer and employee (emic and

participants

were able

to

become

part

of a

etic) perspective.

employment

The

PAR project that allowed them to have a voice

(emic view). This newly found voice of the community empowered

its

members by

allowing them to have input into the development of the program and their future. The

lack of connection between the employer and the employees

developed.

As a consequence, mutually

was examined and

beneficial relationships

90

among employees and

employers were established. Participants were taught
about U.S.

employment
roles

17

protocol.

The students learned

strategies for

how

cultural

and regional

to balance their dual

and competing obligations.
Likewise, they were able to role-play real

life

scenarios and discover solutions to

the problems presented to them.

Thus, the project participants were able to engage
evaluations, and a

PAR

in systematic reflection,

Through these processes, these stakeholders became

project.

invested in the outcome of the project and their

own

successes.

And

finally, the

concluding evaluations gleaned insights and suggestions for future projects from

all

major and minor stakeholders.

Part

The

II.

In this story,

I

Story:

My Experience with the

Somali Community

comment on my experience during the

participants, the administrators

and the cultural

liaisons.

training with the

The most memorable and

transformative experiences are described below.

On

the frequent rides to the training

site,

I

was with Mashi 18

male doctoral student and a native of Somalia. He was
unofficially

trainer.

my

I

17

spent two hours driving to Boston chatting and two hours on the

way

He was

Cultural Pluralism

adapting to the

co-trainer for the project and

ESL

back chatting as well. He was
information.

a recently graduated

His wife was the assistant and cultural liaison to the

cultural liaison.

Mashi and

my

,

is

the one

my cultural

informant and provided

who made my

life

so

much more

me

with useful

pleasant and

my cultural

a compromise between preserving the newcomer’s traditional culture and

new one (Habana-Hafner

et al, 1998).

Immigrants and refugees have to balance

dilemmas associated with adjusting and assimilating to a new culture while valuing and
respecting the traditions of their native culture.
18
Mashi is a man, Asha is a woman and Nayma is a woman. These are identified in order to

the

simplify the reading.
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and attitude adjustments smoother. Soon

good

cultural liaison.

Somalia and his
think of, from

On

culture.

the ride,

I

learned that these were the characteristics
of a

would ask him numerous questions regarding

I

would interview him (informally) about everything

1

wedding and marriage

rituals to

1

could

education and academic standards.

I

learned a great deal from this man.

I

more

here

is

one day

in particular

details about the civil war.

When

to survive.

described to

me

in detail the

have experienced anything

in

tight

me

at the university

and

we

similar to

their

mouths so not

and can only imagine what

deeply.

1

to this

was appalled

at the

one when we traveled

all

1

listened,

they

managed

home. He

They were scared

to be discovered.

that

1

must have been

inhumane things

the rest, stands out because

war and

his family.

1

lis

that

never

like.

went

my

heart, as

I

spent

We

1

1

was brought

to tears

tell

picked him up

probably traveled this route

at least

asked him to

I

200 hours together

One

day, originally

by the story he

me more

told.

As

about the culture,

response lasted almost the entire two-hour journey.

striking about this day's story

deep into

we

for training.

lie talked at great length.

traveled the Massachusetts Turnpike,

the civil

his

and cover

ventured on our two-hour drive.

chatting, although mostly

it

his family tried to escape.

times in six months. This meant

at least lifty

Most

how

me

Somalia.

hach day was similar

we

again spoke about his family and

ways he and

like that

learing his stories touched

on

discussing Somalia, and he told

the military came, they took everything and raided his

and would hold the children

1

He

when we were

was how

it

affected his family.

previously had met his immediate family.

1

lis

I

narrative brought

had not met any of

extended family and neither have his children. Mashi has six children.
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Mashi revealed

me

to

that his father

had gone into hiding and

of his extended family were tortured, maimed
and
his

mother for ten years. The

point.

As was absorbing
I

my own
to

life,

have been

the privilege

bom

cultural standards,

ride,

I

war had been going on

civil

all that

he shared with me,

how

have, and

into a family that has

we were middle

me some

me

to reflect

more

insight into the folks with

and

life

seriously

fortunate

means

class

he would share details of Somali

encouraged

that

that

first

I

I

in particular.

to share with

After

I

father often

to live in the United States

lot in the U.S.).

separated.

was off at work and

During each

began to have feelings of empathy and

to

know many of the

had a horror story
iife

on

to

about

civil

participants.

They accepted

tell.

life's terms’.

me

it.

how they came
war.

the fate

Often in class or during

I

to be in the

took a fond liking to

shared a number of personal stories with her, she began

me. She was separated from her family and ended up

became

and

and practice. His narratives gave

camp, without her husband and with only one of her four
conflict, they

reflecting about

working and the struggles and

United States and what they went through during the

woman

am

life

came

break time, they would share a story or two with

one

wandered off into

empathy brought with

project got underway,

was thrown toward them, accepting

for over fifteen years at this

means a

my own

on

when

all

not seen nor heard from

with me. This sharing of experience

the associated personal challenges that such

They were very nice people, and they

I

I

members

to survive. (Although not rich by U.S.

whom we were

hardships they had endured. This was

As more of the

He had

killed.

that other

children.

in a

Kenyan refugee

Somehow

in the

My understanding is that when the raids occurred, the
the children at school; this timing

was planned

intentionally in order to separate the family. Another technique used
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was

that the militia

would take

the fathers

account of the

civil

and sons away

war

in

Somalia

they were present.

if

The following

a brief

is

19
:

June 1991, Aideed was elected chairman of the
United Somali Congress by a
two-thirds vote, but Ali Mahdi refused to step down
as President. By October
1991, All Mahdi had formed a government of eight
ministers, and the Italian
government promised massive financial support.
In

war erupted

Civil

after the collapse

as various clan-based military factions

competed

for control

of Barre's regime.

Aideed’s militia forces gained the upper hand, confining
Mahdi's supporters to a
portion of Somalia's capital, Mogadishu. Aideed then
concentrated his efforts on
violent factions in southern Somalia, which were largely
responsible
for the

famine
In

in that region.

March and June 1993,

six clans from northern and central Somalia sided with
Aideed, adopting the traditional Somali political system known as the Xeer
(pronounced "hair"). In a bloody civil war with devastation on all sides, Aideed's

faction

The

was emerging

participants at

SDC

as the center of a coalition.

were approachable and friendly which allowed

casual relationships with them. Harris and
culture, write “African societies are

(p.

514).

Most of the Somali

stories to Mashi's.

warm and

participants with

Many ended up

in refugee

members. Lost husbands,

lost children

be revealed as dead). The

woman to whom

me

each day

Ethiopia.

way

19

at

Moran

and

friendly” and that “friendship

whom became
I

Online. Available

at:

if

first”

had similar

were commonplace (often

later to

took a liking, Asha, shared her stories with

break time. She speculated that the

where they ended up or

friendly

comes

camps and were separated from family

rest

of her family was

Not only did she not have her husband or other

to affirm

to develop

(1993), while referencing African

lost parents

I

me

in

camps

in

children with her, she had no

they were living or dead.

Now in the

U.S., she

http://www.boogieonline.com/revolution/multi/war/somalia.html [April

2004]
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2,

has been trying to locate
to tears yet again.

people.

I

I

members of her family who have been misplaced.

began to think long and hard about what

began asking myself: what

outsider in this situation, as
really

I

is

my

meant

life

have never been

to be?

etic theories stress the

comprehend people and

was doing here with

I

definitely felt like an

in a position like this before.

(the inside), then

importance of the emic view as one

their culture (Pike, 1967). If

I

would have

I

became

I

was brought

I

fathom the impact of such a loss of family and of living
through a

emic and

1

were able

in

I

civil

these

could not
war. Pike's

which one can

to glean an

emic view

the ability to better understand the plight of the Somali

people.

Asha and
Ethiopia.

1

close because

had heard many

stories

sat

on

my

friend's stories with Asha.

I

told her about Fikrete, a friend of mine,

from Fikrete about her struggles

the back stairs of the building

where the training was being

On the

lighter side

had been a dear friend who cooked African food
story

and

my

Somali food

Somalia

are in

camps

is

very similar.

is

result

and

me

I

I

When

regularly.

thrilled.

explained to Asha that Fikrete died

of drinking contaminated water

at

shared some of

me

that

I

I

shared this

learned that

age 40 suffering

in Ethiopia.

a close neighbor to Ethiopia, and Asha told

I

also

remembered

many Somali

refugees

in Ethiopia.

Another reason
classes.

for

held,

As we

talked about African food. Fikrete

knowledge of African food with Asha, she was

from Hepatitis as a
that

we

in Ethiopia.

from

She had

after class

I

became close with Asha was

difficulty with the English language.

that she

was

struggling in her

Spending time with her on break

allowed her to practice conversational English informally. Therefore,

our conversations she did not have to worry about whether she was passing or
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in

failing.

We

laughed a

lot

when

either of us realized

became one of the most successful students
She came

scores.

was

to the

employment

These subtle yet effective
and

to the

misinterpreting the other.

had the

as she

program jobless; a month

able to secure part-time

trusting each other

we were

after

largest increase in her

as a receptionist.

strategies

used with Asha are the ones that led

mutual confidence that developed, thus resulting
trust,

relational trust building

was thus an on-going process

to

our

in a

understanding are

connected; without one you are not likely to see the others” (Habana-Hafner

Our

ESL

completion of the training she

decrease in the cultural gap between us. “Cultural awareness,

p. 47).

Asha

as

was my

et al,

all

1998,

cultural

awareness.

This particular training program had a large number of participants, as

Somalis were without jobs or

in very

low paying employment

situations.

In

many

Somalia the

participants previously had been teachers, doctors, lawyers and engineers. Well-educated

and respected, they had homes and

status.

Now these

were parking attendants, chambermaids, dairy

educated and skilled individuals

store clerks

and security personnel.

speaking of the experience of the newcomer, Habana-Hafner

et al.

“Their adjustment most likely means facing poverty, isolation, and

language discrimination”

who am
knew

I

On the

participants.

Yet

employment scene

other hand,

this equality

I

felt

(1998) state that
racial, ethnic, or

This situation was appalling to me.

to be teaching these folks job skills?

the “ropes” of the

educator.

(p. 34).

My role made

in this country

strongly that

I

It

made me

think:

sense on the one hand, as

I

was a non-formal

should be seen as equal with the

could never be, given
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and

In

my

culture and privilege. This

I

imbalance was something that

I

struggled with eve.? day in the classroom,
presenting

personal challenges and cultural issues
to me.

The

classes nonetheless

often late for the sessions.
liaison

and co

trainer; his

I

were very productive, although the
participants were

spoke about the issue of tardiness with
Mashi, the cultural

response was that even though he did not
like

culture does not revolve around a U.S. time
clock!

Africa time

(p. 5

for

1

5).

is

viewed as

flexible, not rigid or

As

Harris and

Moran

segmented. People come

either,

it

African

state (1993), “In

first,

then time”

This cultural norm presented a number of problems,
not only for our class but

many employers who complained

Somali cultural norm

is

that

employees were often

comes

that the family

first.

late for

Taking your child

work. The

to school is

more

important than getting to work on time. Therefore, work
protocol became a number one
task in our training.

The

participants had to start by understanding

important factor and

why

they needed to arrive to class on time. Since the project

operated in a participatory fashion,

we

why

this is

presented this problem to the class

an

members

for

resolution.

One

strategy the class decided

folks to get to class

upon was

on time. Recall the

earlier

to

implement a reward incentive

for

mention of qualitative methods being

useful for finding natural solutions to a problem without policy intervention (Marshall

Rossman, 1999). The standard

practice in North

American

solve this problem with yet another policy or reprimand.

sharing and reading a bus schedule.

problem solving

skills

More

specifically,

culture

her daughter

was

sick, but she
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to

We also helped people with ride

we

focused on the students'

and time management. For example, what

woman) could do when

would have been

&

is

it

that

Nayma

(a

could not take her to see a doctor

because she would lose her job? These
low-wage jobs threatened employees
with job
loss, as they

could be easily replaced. Likewise,
these jobs had no benefits such as
sick

time or personal time. The class members
and trainers helped
support system.

Nayma

to

We contacted neighbors and other Somali community

were available to help

in the

event of an emergency. The

initial

develop a

members who

needs assessment had

demonstrated that there were many administrative
assistant positions available

metro area. Thus, the training focused on these job

Nayma did complete

skills.

program and became employed as a part-time
administrative
interesting to note that both

in the

Asha and Nayma both became

assistant at

SDC.

the

It is

part-time administrative

assistants shortly after the training concluded.

“The way an individual views the concept of time has a major
impact on any
business situation” (Harris

working with
motivated
that

A

this

community was

initially,

SDC was

particular

& Moran,

1993,

p. 515).

the time factor.

One of the most

The

participants

but became more motivated as trust developed

problem was when we wanted
and

to get the training

we had to

postpone the

among

were often cancelled and twice when we drove two hours
and the office was closed.

No

one called us

to

to let us

locked doors. These were frustrating issues for the Somali

underway:

start

accomplished"

us.

It

appeared

(p. 5

1

5).

I

if the

schedule

is

it

took months

Boston

to meet,

no one was

know; we were greeted by
trainers, the

ESL

instructor

stated “the

interrupted or if

little is

determined that these problems were due to cultural and
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States.

of the training. Meetings

and myself. Harris and Moran (1993), when referencing African time,

American becomes uneasy or nervous

when

were moderately

having a host of problems being a successful business in the United

to get the participants together

there

difficult tasks

personality issues as well as to the laek
of SDC's adjustment to the North
Americans'

way of conducting
experiences, but

1

business.

am

1

had to challenge

my own

understand the cultural differences,

to

how much 1 changed

not sure

1

cultural judgments.

was

as a result of these

Even though

not able to understand

why

they

1

was

able

would not

assimilate to the U.S. business practices,
especially if they wanted to be a successful

agency.

Despite our problems and cultural differences,

I

developed very strong feelings of

attachment to the participants. The duration of the
project was lengthy which required

tremendous engagement with the participants and the agency
significant event tor

ceremony.

me was

at the

The most

leaders.

end of the program when we held a graduation

We awarded certificates and, to my surprise, had a buffet luncheon.

expect that the ceremony would be as wonderful as

was;

it

I

thought

1

did not

we might have

a

small snack, not a huge luncheon. “There are often activities within a
culture that are

meant

tor a certain in-group, a

whom everyone
we would have

feels comfortable”

(i.e.,

(Cushner

as the teacher,

1

By

was regarded
this time,

cultural insight into this culture (Harris

dear friend, was the one

it.

for

Each

me, as

1

& Brislin,

1996,

p.

who

organized

I

& Moran,
it

all.

I
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I

felt

1993, concepts 4

The gathering had

folks had barely

I

heard that

to feel

me

mixed about

my

had assimilated and attained some

participant brought an African dish to share. This

knew each of these

When

this together for

as a figure head),

felt that

223).

was expecting

I

of the group, but because the students put

insider/outsider dimension.

to

familiar with each other and with

a small gathering with the certificate awards,

significantly outside

personally

number of people very

10).

Asha,

my

a bit of charm and grace

was

enough money

& 5, p.

a powerful experience

to feed themselves.

They

not only thanked
they

me

graciously and feasted with me, they also

waited on me. Not to be rude,

all

1

had

to

consume foods

otherwise eaten like goat and dried meat of some
sort that

was such

protocol

lelt like

no one else could eat

that

until

I

had

all

I

that

I

In

incidents

my

would never have

cannot remember. Cultural

the food

I

could consume.

where

I

was

investigating and reflecting

I

will

comment on

had several moments or

I

upon

my

personal and professional

a few of them. With regard to the story of

traveling to Boston with Mashi, as mentioned previously, there were

°f discussion.

I

would

reflect during

our dialogues as well as

other things and thinking back on our discussions.

brought to tears on a couple of occasions.

emotions but

I

I

As I mentioned

was often embarrassed

more

like for the

me

lot to say.

I

was shocked, however,

what he was saying

to get a clear

Somali people and for his family

I

at

what

speechless. During these periods of shock,

astutely to

other countries,

had been forced to develop

in particular.

my

listener.

In this case,

I

found out otherwise.
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I

I

image

in the story,

for

him

was

see

I

was

I

I

I

was

my

am someone

realized that

in

What he

hearing.

I

needed

my mind of what

it

to

was

Working with people from

listening skills because

decipher words because people have accents. Previously

good

alone or doing

could not hold them back.

always has a

said often left

many long hours

when I was

This relationship with Mashi created a range of emotions in me.

listen

I

& Change (Praxis) with the Somali Community

experiences with the Somali community,

practices. In this section,

who

eat first while

royalty yet not without a twinge of uncomfortable
guilt.

The Moments of Reflection

my

made me

it is

often hard to

considered myself to be a

not forced to listen, but rather

came

to this conclusion

on

my own.

Practicing this skill

became

crucial in developing

relationships and professional practices with
people from other cultures.

As

stated in the literature review, Geertz believes that
understanding a people's

culture from an

accessible

were ones
at

( 1

emic

973,

that

1

(inside)

Many

p. 14).

would

view “renders

care about

my

exception.

I

was

I

want

I

was evidence of Harris

being able to recognize and decipher what

realize

I

I

work

1

is

had never been subject

beginning to realize that

,

I

my own

privilege

whom

Once again

it

1

p. 29).

I

came

me from truly

20

Marvin Harris (1979)

to poverty, never

Number

2,

mind a war, made me
1

was

my own behavior and

to the conclusion that never having

been to a

understanding the complexities of the lives of

clear to

me

that having a cultural informant or “liaison"

The nature of the work and my own
is

being

work.

became

seat.

1,

involved in one's self-image and role (1991,

invaluable to me. Involvement in these relationships thus

of taking a back

to look

and

& Moran's Concept Number

had well-developed thoughts about

1979,

third-world country limits

the people with

had

perform, and

could never truly understand the plight of a refugee or immigrant.

thinking (M. Harris^

1

to be a considerate person.

continually struggling with reconciling

fact that

found myself

did this soul searching

willing to alter one's personal attitude and perception, as well as Concept

The

I

can often be a large and complicated undertaking and mine was no

whiteness. This struggle

p. 10).

more

values and behaviors.

relations with others, the quality of the

doing good in the world. In many ways,
Sell -reflection

my

going with regard to the projects.

I

I

of the discussions or situations in which

upon and challenge

reflect

who was and where I was

because

that culture and/or the people

not the

same “Harris”

made me
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realize the necessity

feelings also

as in Harris (Philip) and

was

made me

Moran

(1993).

challenge

my usual

manager or some
question

me.

1

my

still

sort

to

answer

I

it

process for me.

I

have typically been a middle

who always gave

Here

directions.

I

had

to

did not lose any of the responsibilities that were assigned
to

to the administrators at the university

of the projects. As commonplace as
leader and insider,

new

of supervisor, the one

although

role,

had

role as a leader, a

it

was

for

me

was seemingly impossible

to

and

always have been

have any status

to

to the

(in

funding agent

of

in the role

my

perception) as

an outsider.
In this case being

my own
the

an outsider made

me

feel less

than adequate and unimportant by

standards. Often times in a research or training venue the outsider

one with power, and quite possibly

contradiction

was

inside or outside

that

is

1

that is

part of a

complex

situation.

at least

it

became obvious

You can

regarded as

saw me. Nonetheless,

others

did not feel powerful. Here

choose consciously or unconsciously not to

one should

how

is

to

me

the

that being

be seen as powerful, and then

utilize this position.

The bottom

line is that

be aware of these intercultural dynamics. Research shows that people

can successfully overcome the

difficulties in

an intercultural situation

the range of challenges they will face (Cushner

& Brislin,

1996.

p. 3).

if

they are aware of

Likewise, with

access to certain opportunities of reflection and analysis, people are capable of

developing relationships that are no longer obstacles, and
to

come

to a better understanding

of a given

reality (Selener, 1997, p. 37).

say that the participants of the projects did not see

me

in the process facilitate efforts

me

as a leader.

I

This

is

not to

believe they did see

as a person of power, education, wealth and privilege. This perception presented a

contradiction for

me

Furthermore, even

if

in that

I

1

was seen

were seen as a

as a leader, but

leader, they
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still

was not a
saw me

leader in

my own

as an outsider and

I

eyes.

still

felt like

an outsider.

always

I

felt like

comfortable with that position than

Thus, in this scenario,

Personal Challenges

1.

category

many
2.

was

the

most

-

My

at

times

was more

I

other times.

four themes were at hand interacting with
one another.

inner feelings, behaviors, values and judgments.
This

difficult as

it

required a great deal of inner reflection and
presented

personal and professional challenges.

Insider-Outsider (I/O)

outsider theory to

role.

all

at

an outsider, although

my

This highlights

-

I/O position in relation to others. Application of the
insider

location along with the problems and issues associated
with this

my

attempts to gain an emic (inside) perspective.

My experiences within the different cultures and my personal

3.

Cultural Issues

is

described.

4.

Relational Trust Building

-

The major

The

in the projects.

culture

cultural factors that are at play are presented in this theme.

critical

-

The ways

in

which

I

established relationships with others

elements in determining positive relations across cultures

with others are addressed.
In another case,

my

relationship with

Asha was

incredibly transformative for me.

Over a period of time, we developed a mutual fondness
working towards laying the groundwork

for establishing a

developing mutual

trust

and cultural

me was the

laid

back approach that

key for

sensitivity

I

stories

about what

and eventually led her

I

needed

47). Likewise,

I

trust in

et al,

time to

listen.

1998,

In our sharing,

to share her personal stories with

same

each other.

was

I

working relationship by

(Habana-Hafner,

to share in order for her to trust

practiced the

and

p. 47).

The

took with her, speaking politely, acting

loyal, expressing respect, as well as taking the

own

for

me

me.

(Habana-Hafner,

strategy with the entire class. Trust
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1

I

related

had

et al,

is

my

to think

1998,

p.

an odd thing.

It is

risk

hard to describe

of opening up

Cushner and

how

first

Brislin

( 1

it

develops, but at

some

point

knew

I

and she eventually over time, followed

it

was

there.

I

took the

According to

suit.

996), in order to be successful with people from
other cultures one

must have good interpersonal

relations.

This includes spending free time with
those of

the other culture and sharing personal
information, (p. 3).

Spending time with Mashi allowed

my

life

and

sensitivity

As

how am

me

with people in general.

I

(Habana-Hafner

et al,

the opportunity to seriously contemplate

I

developed empathy and cultural

1998; Cushner

& Brislin,

a direct result of my interactions with Asha,
however,

approach with the training participants and not be

Themes One through Four
circumstances.

recalled a story

When
was

I

she

therefore were

was

told by a

telling

me

all at

I

1996; Harris

decided to be gentle

my “business as

about her experiences
-1

boys

I

in

1993).

my

usual” personality.

work interchangeably

few refugee Cambodian*

& Moran,

in these

at the

-

refugee camp,

I

worked with one

summer.

One day
house, which

shared with

we

me

work with

after

Cambodian boys, we went swimming

did often. They loved to go

their experience

starving to death.

the

What

little

swimming

after a hard

of eating snakes and catching

food they were given

These youths had been pre-adolescents

at the

at the

rats

day

at

articles,

how

and theories

deeply these narratives

that

I

have read, nothing was able

21

work. They

camps was rancid and

time they were

moved me.

a friend’s

because they were

in the

inedible.

camps. At the time of

sharing their stories with me, they were between twelve and sixteen years.

express in words

at

I

cannot

In all the literature, journal

to prepare

me

for the

amount of

conducted a summer training project with the Cambodian American Civic Association. The
project trained Cambodian youth in entrepreneurial skills.
1
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sadness and the overwhelming feelings
that would be associated with

was

feeling

was not something

attitude adjustment or

Rather,

I

had

to

work toward a

better future.

1

I

Granted

some

my

human

awareness and sensitivity made

new dimensions

to intensely

change the ways

I

with every

think, act,

conduct business as usual. Harris and Moran

cultural

was

new group met and
1

and

what worked

group (1993,

p.

1

1).

I

in

my

culture

s

is

feel as

was

at

me to

not relevant

I

about the participant's

immigrant population.

I

lives.

1

I

could be.

was becoming

I

was a

No

longer could

reflected

on

my

I

had

when working with

what was being

better practitioner:

a male director (this

to

another

others.

said.

This

was

one

who

cared

increased.

experiences with the Somali participants,

I

I

I

a stronger advocate for the refugee and

My commitment to the work

had more patience with them than

members were

work.

became more empathetic and compassionate with

was hoping

whom

with

a practitioner and as a

read between the lines and to imagine what had happened.

becoming the person

When

I

on me. They

effect

Concept Number 6 applies as

a better listener, not just to tune in but also to really hear

required

a better

could not ameliorate. This was a hard lesson to learn
and to accept.

had taken on

that

me

things that happened in other people’s lives, for
people

being; Selener’s idea of personal transformation

acknowledge

what have you.

could not change the past but just

worked. All these experiences combined are what had
a profound

were enough

I

I

I

sensitivity, cultural

factors, concepts or

be with the feelings and accept that

cared about, that

life

remedied with cultural

any of the other reminders,

person, but there are just

My

that could be

my work. What

I

found that

did with the administration.

The administrative

was

assistant director (he

his only job)

and a male

had another full-time job), both from Somalia. They had been
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in the

1

United States for a

longer period of time than the participants
of the program. The executive director
was
the

mam contact; we met the assistant director on only two occasions.

my

In

my

practice,

values suppose that business should be conducted
with a certain degree of decorum

Hams and Moran

and/or protocol.

U.S. values that possibly influence
aspects were significant for

me

prerequisites of these positions

return.

These were the values

how Americans

would
is

the

instilled

administrators should be leaders with

way

.

that is

In this regard, the mistake

assuming

did (Harris

works

for

on

way I conduct
upon me

in

part

1

993,

p. 59).

was

culture.

I

I

expected the same

that

is

the

Yankee

of projective cognitive similarity,

and reasons the same way as

This was an oversight on

feeling taken advantage of. Also Harris and

my

part as

1

was

I

the one

Moran's concepts - what

one culture doesn't work for the other (Number 6) and the

ability to appreciate

(Number

7)

- were

evident

p. 11).

Interactions with the adminstration

project for me.

The executive

director

were by

was

far the

most challenging aspect of the

the primary leader of the center

who was

involved in the project and positively motivated until about three quarters of the way

through the project.

We had a few lunches together, a way that this culture becomes

friendly before conducting business (Harris

22

in

also believed that the

experience. This

the effect of cultural differences on standard business practice

(1993,

Some of these

my thinking and practice the

business and

my

some business

my

aspects of the

good communication and management

that the other perceives, judges, thinks,

& Moran,

who ended up

consist of

lists

conduct business.

(see Table 5, page 119). In

respect and honesty. That

skills,

(1993) have designed a chart that

& Moran,

1993).

We

seemed

to be

Yankees are considered to be those of English-American descent. The main values
autonomy and a preoccupation with order and morality.

industriousness, personal
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are

developing a good working relationship. After
three quarters of the project was
completed, he was no longer available to us and
was no longer showing up for work
the agency.

at

We heard rumors to the effect that he would not be in charge of the

organization any longer. Rather, the Assistant
Director would be assuming the
responsibilities

even though he had a

Assistant Director

was not

full

time job

at

a Boston hospital. Therefore, this

available to us either. This absence of administrative

leadership created chaos for our project and likewise
the organization.

These issues described above challenged

how

to be less

strategies for

some

of a leader and

me.

1

my

leadership style.

had hoped these adjustments would lessen

I

my

is

conducted

complicated experience for

me

to confront

outsider status. After

found out that the Somali

culture does not regard time and written contracts as important in the

Business

had

autonomous, both of which were usual business

less

research and discussion with the cultural liaisons,

culture.

I

in a

much more

social

same way

as

my

and flexible manner. This was a

because of the challenges associated with

it;

such

challenges were mostly attributable to these time and contract differences. According to
Harris and

Moran

(1993), “Socializing outside of the office

is

common.

It is

under those

relaxed conditions that managers talk politics, sports, and sometimes business”

(p.

514).

This was another

to

meet

way

in

which

1

the requirements of the program.

this situation

had to change. The struggle then became how

One

was no exception, was

to

thing that has always been important to me, and

be good

at

what

I

do and become a

better person

through experience.

One way

that

I

coped with the feelings and problem was

to share

it

with the

Somali cultural liaisons and ask for advice. The cultural liaisons performed
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cultural

bridging services between the university and
the
as the go-between for

first

persons

managing administrative

would speak with when

I

I

SDC

administration.

had any idea

as

I

up.

that cultural

have begun to occur. The liaisons offered to help
since

way

came

issues that

to the administration.

Still, this

discussed these issues and problems the

back approach (as opposed to calling

were the

misunderstandings

When was
I

back

laid

in

my approach

in the cavalry)

and

what would happen.

When the

time, they had suggested that

first

and

I

try to

same

changed

I

liaisons

I

take a laid-

did what they recommended.

my

I

attitude

found that there was

and posture

to see

we were

able to meet with the assistant director

informed us that the executive director was leaving his post. The liaisons and

same conclusion and

going to be able to change
Before

this

I

same

personality.

I

We rescheduled some meetings and they never happened.

Eventually after a few failed attempts

arrived at the

and

understand the cultural

attitude, as suggested,

no significant difference with the outcome.

friend.

may

reporting of the problem did not change

differences surrounding the conducting of business.

had

also

think they were feeling the

1

anything. Interestingly the liaisons ended up frustrated
as well.

I

They

liaisons acted

was; they thus communicated the problem of missed
meetings and no

communication

who

The

realization: there

was a problem and we were

I

soon

not

it.

became a nonformal educator with refugee and immigrant communities,
conflict of trying to decipher

The woman

I

spoke of earlier

to

what was due

Asha about

and what was due

to culture

(Fikrete)

from Ethiopia was

my

We had worked together on a board of directors for an Ethiopian water project.

found myself clashing with her

in

many

situations

cultural or personal. In this case with the

SDC
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and often wondered whether

administration, what

I

it

was

experienced as

to

I

rudeness on the part of others (as defined
by

my culture) may

rather a strong cultural ditference and
large cultural distance

1991).

Thus the enormous

cultural distance

not have been intended,

were

at issue

(Hofstede,

and cultural difference intensified the

outsider dimension.

1

tried to

understand whether the problem

cultural conflict, or

my

priority for the

SDC

conflict, a

professional attitudes about business conduct. Hofstede
notes that

confusion between personality and culture
science arena (1991,

hand was a personality

at

Being

p. 112).

is

fearful,

known

I

often

as ecological fallacy in the social

wondered

if this

administrators rather than us. In the end,

cultural misunderstanding

was due

to a host

I

project

was

concluded that

less

of a

this

of factors. According to Harris and Moran

(1993), in regard to the attitudes of African business practices,

“Many

times foreigners

misinterpret this as laziness, untrust worthiness, lack of seriousness in doing
business, or

even lack of interest

As

in the

a result of

offended that

1

the insiders the

my

venture”

values,

was not awarded
same way. Was

I

felt

intentional at all

as this

was

on the

5).

disrespected and taken advantage of.

this a

wondered

reason for the

made me

Even though

part

1

respect and

of the participants? This realization

professional commitment.

(p. 5

I

felt

if the

initial

confront

my

disrespected,

of the administrative leaders;

When

I

was

administrators treated

lack of motivation on the part

deepest business values and

may

it

still

foreign to me. This situation of clashing cultures

an outsider and any attempts

SDC

1

I

not have been

had a sense of uneasiness,

compounded my

feelings as

had made to get inside were now diminished.

confronting a situation with unfamiliar differences

in culture,

people lack

various perspectives and the vocabulary to address the issue. Although this was not
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necessarily the case with the liaisons, these
limitations

According
level; they

to

Cushner and

may become

end an interaction

when

may have been

Brislin (1996), “People typically respond
first

quite frustrated,

at this point

make

of frustration”

the foreigner experiences

(p. 7).

Hofstede (1991) also states

some form of culture shock,

209). These emotions were the ones that exacerbated

ran the gamut.

for

It

is

that

“this usually leads to

new environment”

my outsider-ness. My feelings

interesting to note that the Somali liaisons have

some time and have been

on an emotional

negative judgments about others, and then

feelings oi distress, of helplessness, and of
hostility towards the
(p.

the case for me.

been here

in the

We

assimilated into the U.S. cultural time clock.

U.S.

decided to

do the best we could as the participants were showing great progress
despite our
problems with the administration.
All lour ol the themes, which

I

have articulated, were

The personal challenges were evident

events.

judgments came

in to question.

as

my

at play also in this set

inner feelings, behaviors, values and

This was the most difficult issue for

great deal of inner reflection and required

me

more

me would

typical response to this situation tor

to

of

change

me

as

it

required a

my way of doing business. A

have been for

me

to directly confront

the administrator and point out that the behavior (not calling or showing for meetings)

was unacceptable and

that

it

jeopardized the overall welfare of the project.

The Insider/Outsider dimension was
communicate with the administrators
scenario

I

utilized the liaisons in

The
there

cultural issues

was so much

in a

prevalent, as

manner

my attempts to

in

did not have the ability to

which they were accustomed.

for

me

as

I

did not understand

meetings and/or communicating
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In this

gain an emic (inside) perspective.

were highly illuminated

difficulty in attending

I

why

that they could

not meet with us.

The major

cultural differences regarding time

and the conduct of

business were evident.

Trust building

fair

to

was

difficult in this project, as

amount of trust, but when

we

believed

we had

established a

the issues about meetings and contracts arose

have very different ideas about the

situation. Trust building is a critical

we

appeared

element

influencing positive relations across cultures. Therefore,
the question became

in

how much

detriment was this causing to the overall project.

Personal Perspec tives of

My

Involvement with the Somali Community

This section thus has highlighted

my

personal engagement, involvement and

insights of the

BRIDGE

information

derived from the formal and informal evaluations, field and journal notes,

is

project experience with the major Somali stakeholders. This

interviews, project documents, informal conversations and videotape.

The Somali

The
remedied

to

participant attendance issue

some degree by posing

Members

Participants and Family

was a

struggle, as

mentioned previously, but

the problem to the class.

Some

class schedule

changes were made by the trainers to accommodate the problem as well. This

where we remained

flexible, resulting in

more student

curriculum was designed with the students, and

we

participation

is

one area

and attendance. The

utilized their feedback to adjust

content and activities as the program progressed. The program was also linguistically

and culturally flexible by having native Somali speaking teachers who could provide
bilingual support as well as a cultural bridge in the classroom.

Ill

Student language skills were greatly enhanced
with this program. In the

BEST

MELT (language) tests, scores ranged from

and

final

89-98%. Student participants

indicated through the evaluation process that
they were greatly committed to the project

and

their individual performance.

many

participants. This granted

real success.

Job placement and advancement was achieved
for

more

credibility to the

program as the participants saw

The rapport that developed between students and
trainers was

critical to

student performance, as African culture relies
heavily upon friendships and kinship
relations.

to

develop

The

trainers

trust.

were especially friendly and

Many

flexible with the participants in order

students at one time or another brought a child or children
to a

class.

The hospitality and

comes

first in

flexibility

of the trainers was also important here, as the family

the African culture. Children felt

welcome and

the parents appreciated us

for that.

The
the project

More

final interviews

was very

beneficial for their

so, the students felt that they

were highly valuable

As

and written evaluations revealed

to

them

that the participants felt that

employment advancement and/or attainment.

were treated with respect and

dignity, actions that

as they are not treated well in general in this

new homeland.

a thank you, the students organized a grand luncheon with native food. Through the

data collected,

1

believe that the students were motivated by our presence and concern.

witnessed an increase in confidence and self esteem

among

these participants.

1

The

videos also revealed an increase in participation from one class to the next as each

member

felt

more comfortable and more

trusting

of the program.

My experience with Asha was the most remarkable of all.
kindness and compassion that

I

The aspects of

shared with her were representative of the tone
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set for

our

project.

It

was evident

we

to the students that

cared about the progress they would make,

about their futures and livelihood. These are
some of the qualities that make for a
successful project

status

and

culture.

the issues that presented themselves, the
project

all

participants

when working with members of another

were pleased with the

Despite

my outsider

was a success and

the

training.

Somali Graduate Students and Cultural Liaisons

The

initial

contact

I

had with the Somali culture was through

graduate school. After they presented a report to our class
on
discussed

my

them was a

project ideas with them.

first

Thereafter,

when

I

Each of

friendly.

My contemporaries assisted

proposal. These students were also instrumental in

introducing us to the agency; as insiders they had visited
class.

classmates in

capabilities,

They were very welcoming and

great resource in the idea phase of development.

with the design on the

SDC’s

my

the professor and

I

made

SDC

a visit to

and wrote a report

SDC we were

for

met with

enthusiasm as our presence was viewed as a follow up to the meetings these graduate
students already had conducted. This continuity created for us an excellent

from the perspective of the

and made promises
first

meeting

that

inside.

SDC

would not be

kept. Rather, the administration expressed at our

of working with them.

Often times when a group of graduate students

who

contact

thus did not feel that those students had visited

their pleasure with our continuation

are seen as the “saviors” or those

first

will bring

visit a

nonprofit organization, they

something new and innovative

to the

agency. Often, however, graduate students do exactly the opposite: they conduct
research and leave without giving anything back to the agency or community they are

examining.

Many

agencies with

whom worked with
I
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prior expressed this tendency as a

concern. Usually the agency

is left

dumbfounded as

to

why

the students do not follow

through and as a result get angry.
T here

1S

a

new

trend evolving in the Education field, however,
Utilization-

Focused Evaluation (Patton, 1997).
research and evaluation that

is

It

has as

conducted

its

main premise

in order to

to provide agencies with

be utilized

chief stakeholders. While in a graduate course
by the same

first

title,

I

and foremost by the

conducted

evaluation of our project with

SDC. The primary

according to Patton

“to inform decisions, clarify options, identify

( 1

997),

is

this style

of

goal of a utilization-focused evaluation,

improvements, and provide information about programs and policies within
contextual
boundaries of time, place, values, and politics
appraisal

was

'

(p. 24).

to discuss planning, curriculum, culture

One

strategy

I

used for the

and evaluating the project during

our driving time to and from Boston. Additionally once a month, staff would
meet to
discuss

all

aspects of the project and provide written progress reports.

university consisted of the

ESL

Teacher (North American),

ESL

Our

staff

from the

Assistant/Liaison

(Somali), Project Trainer/Liaison (Somali) and myself. Project Coordinator (North

SDC

American).

staff consisted

of administrators (Somali). Additionally, there was a

consulting project coordinator (North American) hired by

was not involved
These

facts

one for

in

without our input. She

our end of the project, and her purpose never became clear to

were detailed

SDC

SDC

in

my

evaluation report.

Two

reports

us.

were ultimately provided,

administration and the funding agency, and one for the participants.

Unlike the Russian-speaking community
liaisons, rather they

were

to

I

was not

a mentor to the Somali cultural

me. Although the functions of the
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liaisons

were

infinitesimally different they

clarity

and

to

were nonetheless equally important. For the
purposes of

emphasize the difference here

a description of both projects' liaisons:

is

^

Somali Liaisons
There were two, a husband and wife. The husband
(Mashi) was a co-trainer with

me on

the jobs skills

trainer with the

ESL

component of

the project.

teacher on the office skills component.

primary one to travel to meetings with

went with us

to

me

as

meetings to discuss the office

cultural

agents

with

the

Mashi would be the

but on a few occasions

Both Mashi and Sandoo were cultural liaisons
acted

His wife (Sandoo) was a co-

component of

skills

to the

university,

Sandoo also

ESL

the

trainer

project

the project.

and me.

They

and

SDC

the

administrators.

Russian-Speaking Liaisons
\

here were two

with the youth.

women
1

(Marina and Sonia).

They were

workshop leaders

the

hey were the cultural and voice interpreters for the professor

my

and me.
...

Marina and Sonia were

activities

with the students, parents, and teachers.

cultural informants for the research

Evaluations with the two Somali liaisons demonstrated that they

and empowered through

this process.

felt

and the

important

They both were supportive of the purpose and

goals of the project. They expressed that they were satisfied with their performance.

was not evident
time, however,

to

me

at first

we developed

how

these liaison relationships

and rewarding.

all,

all

play out.

a wonderful working relationship and friendship.

liaisons felt that the project offered

careers. All in

would

them an opportunity

to

grow and advance

It

Over
The

their

own

they found working with people from the native homeland invaluable

The cultural liaisons were

critical in

both

my

transformation and to the success of

the project. Without the input and
awareness of the liaisons,
to identify the cultural factors that

important assistance that aided

were the ones who answered
to

contemplate

my

issues,

me

my

I

would not have been able

were present. Moreover, the
in

my

attempt to diminish

liaisons provided

my outsider-ness. They

questions. Their feedback allowed

dilemmas and problems. The

liaisons

me

also

the opportunity

were open enough

that

I

could ask them almost anything without a feeling of embarrassment
that would have

come

if

acted improperly or said something unseemly in the presence of
the participants

I

or administration. Their ability to communicate with the
participants in the native

language was but another factor that enhanced the project.
1

rue to the cultural differences prevalent in the project, the Somali liaisons

presented

some of the same

characteristics as the

occasions they were not able to
to be

make

Somali participants.

the class and/or

conducted without cultural liaisons and that was

me. These problems, however, were not detrimental

were

late.

At

On

least

a

few

two

classes had

difficult for the participants

to the overall success

of the

and

project.

Administrators and Ancillary Staff

As

stated previously our interactions with the administration

were by

far the

most

taxing aspect of the project. The executive director as the primary leader of the center
left his

employment

at the center

liaisons, the executive director

way
1

in

993).

which

this culture

before the project

was completed. Early

and myself had a few lunches together,

becomes

this socializing is a

friendly before conducting business (Harris

We seemed to be developing a good working relationship.

the project

on, the

was completed, he was no longer

available to us and
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&

Moran.

After three quarters of

was no longer showing

up for work

at the

We

agency.

heard rumors to the effect that he would not
be

charge

in

of the organization any longer. Rather, the
Assistant Director would be assuming the
responsibilities even

Assistant Director

though he had a

was not

full

time job

Boston hospital. Therefore,

at a

available to us either. This absence of administrative

leadership created chaos for our project and likewise
the organization.

pandemonium was due
norm.

cultural

1

It

was

beginning

were divorcing and the

as if the parents

made him

that his reason for not

showing was whatever

leave the position. At the time, however,

meetings were occurring without regard for
the

ESL teacher

felt

much

culture versus personality.

feelings

I

and

the

I

same way.

new

my

It

I

was

was

a

was mayhem.
in the

left

the job. In hindsight,

difficulty

it

he was having that

furious that his absences to

time and work. Likewise the liaisons and

was

at that point that

was gravely disappointed.

I

I

had

to consider

had to be sure not

to let

my

frustrations leech into the classroom.

had to examine

my own

conclusions until such time that

SDC.

for the

halfway through when he began missing our meetings without canceling

until

would appear

result

shared with the Executive Director was positive

I

These problems began about a month or two before he

first.

One reason

to the fact that the center operated like a family unit,
this

he understanding

this

I

part in the

knew

problems

that arose but

the executive director

never came to any

was no longer employed

at

In addition, interactions with administration continued to be frustrating since the

leadership

was

of implementing

this project difficult

The Somali
projects that

also unavailable and not invested in the project. This

and complicated

project experience

would come

later in

my

is

one

for the liaisons

that prepared

me

made

the task

and myself.

very well for the other

professional endeavors. Despite the lack of
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administrative support and other administrative
difficulties,

we were

able to conduct a

successful project. This project represented a
wealth of issues and a host of challenges in

my

personal transformation and professional capacity.
The advantage to having this

long-term project available to
test out

my

changes.

the audience.

1

I

had a

me was that was
I

live stage in

which

able to utilize

to

conduct

my

my

researcher praxis and

play.

I

was

the actor and

did experience personal transformation in this process.
The bonds

developed with the participants were the most

influential factor in the project’s

I

and

my

personal success.

The next chapter will provide a description and analysis of my
involvement with
the Russian

Community BRIDGE

project.

The organization of Chapter Five follows

of this chapter. The descriptions, reflections, personal viewpoint are

Chapter Five. Major themes, theory and evidence are woven into the
chapter also provides various comparisons of the two projects.

all

inclusive in

stories.

The

suit

Table

5.

Aspects of United States Culture

Aspects* of U.S. Culture

&

Alternatives

Alternative Aspect

Examples of Management
Function Affected

The

individual can influence
the future (where there is a

course and

will there

determined by the

is

a way).

Life follows a preordained

human

action

w

i

1

1

is

Planning and scheduling

of

God.

The

individual can change

and improve the
environment.

People are intended to adjust
to the physical environment
rather

An

individual should be

realistic in his aspirations.

than

to alter

it.

Ideals are to be pursued regardless of what is "reason-

Organizational

environment morale, and
productivity

Goal setting career
development

able.”

We must work

hard to

accomplish our objectives
(Puritan ethic).

Hard work

not the only pre-

is

requisite for success.

Wisdom,

Motivation and reward system

luck and time are

also required.

A commitment may

Commitments should be
honored (people will do
what they say they will do).

be
superseded by a conflicting
request or an agreement may
only signify intention and

have

little

Negotiating and bargaining

or no relationship

to the capacity

of

performance.

One should

effectively use

one's time (time

is

money

which can be saved or

Schedules are important but
only in relation to other

Long and

short range planning

priorities.

wasted).

A

primary obligation of an

employee

is

to the

organization.

The
a

individual

employee has

primary obligation to his

Loyalty, commitment, and
motivation

family and friends.
Cont., next page
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Table

5, cont.

Aspects* of U.S. Culture

Alternative Aspect

Examples of Management
Function Affected

Hie employer or employee

Employment

is

for a lifetime.

can terminate their
relationship.

A

person can only work for

one company

at a

time,

Motivation and commitment
to the

company

Personal contributions to

(man

cannot serve two masters).

individuals

who

represent an

enterprise are acceptable.

Employment, promotions,
recruiting, selection,

and

reward

Family considerations,

The

best-qualified persons

friendship, and other

Ethical issues, conflict of

should be given the

considerations should

interest

positions available.

determine employment
practices.

The removal of a person

A

person can be removed

if

he

does not perform well.

from a position involves a
and

Promotion

great loss of prestige
will be rarely done.

All levels of

open

management

are

to qualified individuals

(an office boy can rise to

become company

Education or family

ties are

the primary vehicles for

Employment

practices and

promotion

mobility.

president).

(Harris
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&

Moran, 1991)

CHAPTER 5
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RUSSIAN COMMUNITY
PROJECT
Part

I.

Description of the Russian

The Russian-speaking community
community-based educational

Community BRIDGE

BRIDGE

project (2000-02)

initiative that built a

BRIDGE

refugee and immigrant youth and higher education. This

conducted
(2000),

is

in the

method of service

defined

Project

was an on-going

between newcomer Russian

BRIDGE

Project

was

learning. Service learning, according to

Crews

as:

a method by which students learn and develop through thoughtfully-organized
service that:

is

conducted

in

and meets the needs of a community and

is

coordinated with an institution of higher education, and with the community; helps
foster civic responsibility; is integrated into

and enhances the academic curriculum

of the students enrolled; and includes structured time for students

on the

to reflect

service experience (paragraph 2).

The intended goal of this

project

was

to provide Russian-speaking

youth with access to

North American higher education, while educating the newcomer community about the
higher education systems.

An additional

component of the

service-learning

project

was

provided to the youth. This component utilized volunteers from Mt. Holyoke College to

support those students

who were

having difficulty

math and computer technology. The

tutors

went

in certain subjects, for

example,

to the high school twice

weekly

my

studies,

in

throughout the semester.

The

project’s birth

came about

as a result of

many

factors.

working with the same professor on community development
immigrant communities. Knowing that

we had
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access to

In

I

was

issues within refugee and

many

cultural groups at the

university,

we

communities

investigated the use of graduate students as
linkages to the ethnic

in

Massachusetts and the need for community development
projects within

the communities.

We had access to many

Russian-speaking graduate students. The

professor also had contacts with Lutheran Social
Services (LSS), the local mutual
assistance program in

West

Springfield, Massachusetts,

which provides resettlement

services for immigrants and refugees. These factors
were the impetus for the creation of
the

BRIDGE

project.

This interest and availability of the community led to
during the 2000-01

23

my

academic year which explored three major

among Russian-speaking

research conducted

areas: 1) the interest

university students for service-learning opportunities;
2) a

needs assessment of Russian-speaking refugee youth of West Springfield; and
3)
relational trust building within the

part ol laying the

groundwork

community and

for the project.

schools. These explorations were also

The professor and

meetings with the administrators of LSS in order to introduce
university-agency connection.

protocol,

I

was allowed

Once

trust

was minimally

I

had a

my role

series

and

staff

of

of rejuvenating the

established and

to directly contact the administrators

own. During the research aspect

I

I

was versed on

of LSS on

my

brought Russian-speaking graduate students along to

conduct interviews and to provide cultural assistance.

Simultaneously,

I

was conducting

dissertation research with the Russian-speaking

graduate students from the University of Massachusetts. These Russian-speaking

Research was conducted 2000-2001 and the program implementation was conducted 2001-

2002

.
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students were utilized as cultural
informants and cultural liaisons. Their
involvement

became one of the

strengths of this project.

My primary role

in the project

coordinator and facilitator; a secondary role,
however, was as chauffeur to

was
all

to be the

the

meetings and training events. The time spent
traveling became valuable meeting time

between the

cultural liaisons

Sometime
the

LSS

and myself.

thereafter the

administrator,

LSS

groundwork with

staff,

the school had to be set.

and the

ESL

professor,

graduate student cultural liaisons/trainers, and

again to explore the school and student needs. Then
lingual teachers

The

teacher twice.

We

we met

I

met

with the two High School

bi-

brought along a few additional Russian-

speaking graduate students (who would not be trainers) to the school
meetings. This was
another attempt on our part to

The research

show

the strength of our insider-ness.

ascertained that a wealth of cultural resources

is

available at the

University to serve the youth, and that a strong interest in mentoring youth from a
shared

homeland

exists

among

graduate and undergraduate students 24

.

highlighted the challenges faced by the youth as they adapt to a

Additionally,

it

became evident

that they did not

The assessment

new

culture.

have adequate access or knowledge of

the university/college system, nor did they feel comfortable accessing the limited high

school resources

cultural issues.

24

The

(i.e.

The

guidance counselor) due to language barriers and a host of other

BRIDGE project addressed

these issues.

university has a Russian-speaking club consisting primarily of Russian-speaking

undergraduate students.
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This

BRIDGE

project also provided high school
students with information and

resources designed to enhance their
access to higher education by developing
their

academic and economic potential

for success. Specifically, the
project provided

mentoring, tutoring, academic counseling
(in Russian), and exposure to local
higher
education opportunities;

they attended

was

the

we even

same

arranged for them to attend a college class.
The class

on Community Development

class

that

I

was co-teaching

with the professor. In addition to empowering
newcomer high school youth, the project

provided the experiences for undergraduate and
graduate students to develop their

mentoring and leadership

component

skills.

The

for the youth, assisting

Instructional Technology, Sciences

project also

them with
and the

promoted a separate tutoring

skill

like.

development

in

Mathematics, English,

This tutoring portion offered

undergraduate students the ability to practice service learning.

Major Project Elements

-

Russian Community

Classroom Information Sessions

A series of four informative sessions exploring access to and understanding of
the college educational system were presented in Russian by "cultural liaisons"

(i.e.,

Russian speaking graduate students-Edmund Muskie Fellows) and supervised by the
project coordinator (myself).

Our

partner, the

West

Springfield

High School, supported

the sessions. Topics, presented during a bilingual class, included the value of higher

education, financial aid, SAT's, application processes, navigating the system,
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etc.

Parent's Night

This

Open House

for parents enlisted their participation
in supporting their

children for involvement in higher
education.
liaisons), the project coordinator
(myself),

session to parents (in Russian with

to familiarize

some

Our Edmund Muskie Fellows 25

(cultural

and the professor provided an informational

translation for the professor

them with the differences and

similarities

and myself)

in order

between the Russian and North

American systems of higher education.

T utoring/Mentoring
Approximately six student volunteers from Mt. Holyoke College,
Hadley, Massachusetts,

an interest

tutor

them

literacy,

in

(MHC) with

in

South

a community service learning background as well as

Russian languages and culture met with the Russian students weekly
to

in subjects that

enhanced

their

academic success

math, and science). The bilingual teachers

at the

(i.e.,

classes in computer

high school supervised the

tutoring sessions. This author, as Project Coordinator, oversaw and monitored
most

aspects of the project. In addition, Russian-speaking students from the university
Russian

Club were

solicited as volunteer

mentors for the students

visit to the

University of

Massachusetts.

25

The Edmund S. Muskie Fellowship Program selects outstanding citizens of the New
Independent States (NIS) and the Baltics to receive scholarships for Master’s-level study in the
United States in the fields of business administration, economics, education, law, and public

administration. Fellowships are awarded to qualified

young and mid-career individuals who are
of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan. Kyrgyzstan, Latvia,
Lithuania, Moldova, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, or Uzbekistan.
The program is designed to foster democratization and the transition to market economies in the
citizens

NIS and

Baltic countries through intensive academic and professional training.
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Culminating Field Trip

The high school

students,

accompanied by the teachers, the project coordinator

(myself), the tutors, and the cultural liaisons,
were provided a guided tour of the

University of Massachusetts flagship Amherst
campus.

campus

They

visited a

the

center and the twenty-five-floor library.
Additionally, the students attended a

college class on the topic of community development.
This class
the cultural liaisons

in the class.

recent

dorm room,

were participating

Likewise, one of the

in.

was

the

same

class that

MHC tutors was enrolled

During the class session, the UMass students presented information
on

community outreach

projects. This college visit provided the

opportunity to experience a “day in the

life

youth with the

of a college student” and they were able

meet and congregate with Russian-speaking undergraduate and graduate
This pilot project was implemented in

Fall,

to

students.

2001 for a small group of Russian

refugee youth and parents in order to establish the connection with the Russian

community and

to institute the collaboration

among

the institutional partners. Within the

parameters of the four major aspects of the project, the evaluations, interviews and
supporting documents revealed that the Russian-speaking students and parents are

extremely enthusiastic about the possibility of higher education. The overwhelming need
to address higher education for the

youth

is

vastly disregarded

addressed by the school system and/or the community.
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and

is

not sufficiently

Table

6.

Major Project Goals

-

Russian Community

ACTIVITY
Empowerment of Refugee Youth:
To empower and motivate first
generation refugee youth from the
Russian-speaking community to

MEASURE

STANDARD

BENEFIT

Tutoring, mentoring,

15-20

50% of

15-20

information sessions,

participants

participants will

participants

make

families

college visits

access educational opportunities
in higher education.

college

application

community

Service Learning: To increase
college student's awareness of and

Opportunities to tutor

Demonstrated

Journals, group

6+UM

and mentor, practice

leadership skill

dialogue

engagement

leadership skills

& MHC

learning for the purpose of

development
and mentoring

advocating for refugee youth
access to higher education.

practice

Community

in

community

Partnership:

service

To

Community

and strengthen
community-school-higher
establish

education partnerships

in

building,

order to

newcomer communities of
Western Massachusetts.

serve

UM
community

Increase

cultural sharing

students.

interaction

Assessment by
institutional and

participants

between

community

and

partners and

partners

families and

community

15-20

their

neighbors

Additional

funding

Maior Proiect Methodology
This
learning

BRIDGE

project

model enhances

was based upon a

-

Russian Community

service-learning model.

The

service-

the capabilities of each side of the community-higher education

partnership. Service learning allows for reciprocity between the students and

through the interactions established. Through

this

BRIDGE

community

project, undergraduate

and

graduate students were enriched and in the process broadened their educational horizons

through experiential learning while providing a necessary community service. They also
learned cross-cultural skills in mentoring, tutoring, and community outreach during their

engagement with the youth and families of the Russian-speaking community.
process, they

became more confident

in the practices

leadership development.
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In the

of community education and

All of this

community

service-learning

was brought back

to the

classroom (co-

taught by the professor and myself) and
supplemented with academic materials. Students

applied the theones they read in the classroom
to reality in practice. The students

developed a host of skills and characteristics
otherwise unattainable
intangibles such as values, feelings, and beliefs.

not limited

The

Some of these

in

academia: the

attributes include but are

to:

A

Application of theory and classroom knowledge

*

Exploration of career choices, college majors

A

Development of cultural

*

Awareness of civic issues

*

Improved citizenship

*

Development of occupational

A

Enhanced personal growth

A

Enhanced self-image

A

Establishment of employment links

A

Awareness of social issues

A

Development of social

*

Commitment

literacy

skills

responsibility

(adapted from Crews, 2000)

to social service

roots of service learning can be traced back to John

practical application of

Service learning

is

knowledge within society

is

Dewey and

his belief that

an essential part of learning.

not performed easily; there are three essential ingredients to a

successful service-learning experience. First, this learning

method

requires a great deal

of preparation and connection with the community contingent. Countless hours, days,

months and even years

BRIDGE

are necessary to lay the proper groundwork. In the case of the

project, preparations

were two years
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in the

making before

the

first

training

session took place.

The second

ingredient comprises the implementation and

coordination of the service. This component
this

BRIDGE

project, there

must have the means

not an easy task.

is

not as easy as

may

it

sound. Again, for

was a multitude of scheduling nightmares

consider. Third, the students

experience. Again, this

is

It

to analyze

requires a

that

I

had

to

and make sense of the

good teacher

to assist the

students to logically apply their service experience to the
classroom academics. This

BRIDGE

project

was supplemented through

Community Development,
Education,

all

three graduate level university courses:

Inter-organizational Partnerships, and

co-taught by myself. Furthermore,

I

was

in a

Program Evaluation

in

mentoring role for the

cultural liaisons by assisting with their graduate fellowship program.

One should

note that service learning differs from community service, internships,

and cooperative education endeavors. The service learning experience not only involves

community

participation, but also contains the process of reflection by

examine themselves within the

project, society

which the students

and academia. This learning method also

has a strong component that addresses the students’ academic goals and objectives.

critical

component of this approach

is

the

empowerment of the

One

student participants as

well as those people being served. Service learning thus identifies and tracks specific

learning objectives and goals as well as the intangibles mentioned previously (Cooper,

2002).

To

facilitate these

processes of reflection and identification, the undergraduate

and graduate students were required

to

keep journals

in order to

document

their

experiences and to write term papers that analyzed their learning processes.
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Major Project

O utcomes -

The impact of the Russian Community
According to the project evaluations,
enriched. Those surveyed included:

collaborative partners.

higher education as an opportunity.

BRIDGE Project was

community
project

was

community

It

leaders, parents, youth

to

and the

to allow for first generation refugee

expand

their future options including

diminished cross-cultural barriers that currently

limit their access to higher education while establishing
a

them

far reaching.

95% of participants revealed that they were

The goal of the

children from the Russian-speaking

Russian Community

in this endeavor. In the student evaluations

93%

network of resources to support

reported that they

felt

the project

provided them with useful knowledge to attain a higher education. The project also
addressed the cultural gap that prevents

first

generation refugee and immigrant youth

from understanding and/or accessing information about degrees
For the Russian-speaking parents, the

BRIDGE project

in higher education.

enabled them to learn

about North American-based higher education systems as well as about available
financial aid resources, helping

decision to pursue college.

education, they

felt less

As

them

to better support

these parents

and encourage

became more involved

alienated from the culture of their

new

their child's

in their child's

residence.

thus demonstrated to the larger Russian-speaking community that

we were

their concerns for their children's future.

85%

reported that they

felt

In the feedback session,

Our

project

addressing

of the parent's

the project adequately addressed their needs with regard to

understanding higher educational systems in the U.S.
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BRIDGE

This

Project also brought to light

Russian-speaking community have been ignored

why

the needs of the youth within the

in the past.

First,

education for refugee

children has not been given a top priority by
the mainstream society nor by the refugee

community

itself.

1

ypically the refugee

community

resettlement issues such as food and shelter.

The

is

preoccupied with more immediate

BRIDGE project

thus helped to reduce

such cultural barriers by working with the refugee youth
and their parents by opening

"windows of opportunities"

for them. Second,

needed support and resources
their

adopted home.

home/school

BRIDGE

is

in

we found

that

newcomer communities

order to learn and understand the educational system of

The lack of connections between school/community and

widely recognized as a problem

in

newcomer communities. Our

Project facilitated these linkages through collaboration

the Russian-speaking

among

stakeholders in

community, community-based organizations, higher education, and

the school system. People

who were most

because of a shared cultural

identity,

work

familiar with the Russian-speaking

community

function, and personal/acadcmic interest

facilitated the collaboration.

Importantly, the major stakeholders of this project engaged in systematic

reflection throughout the project.

Through regular meeting and

liaisons facilitated reflective sessions that surfaced the hopes

weaknesses of the

project. Finally, the evaluation

activities, the

and

graduate

fears, strengths

drew upon feedback of the

and

bilingual

teachers through individual interviews. High school student participants were consulted

by means of a focus group interview.

In addition, all these evaluation
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components were

overseen by a semester-long course in Program
Evaluation in Education, co-taught by
this author.

Part

II.

The

In this story

Story:

I

My Experie nc e with the Russian-Sneaking

comment on my experience with the high

administrators, the teachers and the cultural liaisons.

transformative experiences are described herein.
descriptions, one will find

On one

woven

particular day

I

in

some

Community

school students, the

The most memorable and

In these reconstructions and

analysis and interpretations.

was embarking on a trip

to

West Springfield with

five

Russian-speaking graduate students. Our mission was to meet with the
administrators of
the Lutheran Social Services (LSS), a Mutual Assistance Association

(MAA) who

provide assistance to Russian speaking refugees in Western Massachusetts.
university representative.

With

my

I

was

the

guidance, the graduate students were to conduct

interviews with the administrative staff and community representatives in order to

become
on the

familiar with the organization

visit,

I

can see that

it

and to perform a needs assessment. Looking back

must have been overwhelming

for the staff of

LSS

to witness

our strong six-fold presence. The Russian-speaking graduate students, however, were

from a host of different countries which
our deliberate strategy to try to bring as

all

were represented

many

in that

community.

It

was

“insiders” as possible.

Unlike the Somali Development Center, LSS staff was not comprised exclusively
of one ethnic group.

Russian-speaking.

LSS had

a multicultural blend of staff, but the majority

was

We arrived for our meeting and were ushered in by the program
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coordinator, not a Russian or an eastern
European, but an Asian immigrant.

previously met twice with

This was his

first

him and

the professor,

time that meeting the students

who had

who

I

had

a long-standing relationship.

hailed from places such as Moldova,

Ukraine, Armenia, Uzbekistan and Russia. All
of us were whisked off to a small cubicle

with a very small table like a restaurant booth
around which

were squished

we were

at the table,

fit

We

together.

Then

facility.

Our composition was such
were

barely

A series of staff came to meet with us one-by-one.

in like sardines.

given a tour of the

we

a middle-aged

that there

was only one man

woman (staff person) came

in our group.

While we

over to meet with

introduced ourselves, she said she was from Armenia and then

all

us.

As we

of us women, with the

exception of the staff person, broke out into laughter. The inside joke was
that the

from Armenia who was accompanying us was known

away
her.

all

It

of us thought ol her being our inside connection

was

hysterical.

catch on to what

that

to us as a “ladies'

if

we

man". Right

could get him to

we were

we

flirt

with

The woman, however, did not speak English very well and did not
insinuating. This

is

particularly funny as all of us

day were discussing our strategy for getting “inside” or familiar with

Professionally,

man

thought

it

was a good

strategy to

become

on the

this agency.

“insiders”.

This meeting was an odd situation for me, as the graduate students spoke

Russian in order to be able to get more details from the

the group, not understanding the language.

Merton (1968) explains

that if

one

is

not a

staff.

As mentioned

This
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is

left

me

in the literature

member of the group

person has no status and therefore membership

ride

in

“outside” of

review chapter,

(outsider); then that

the only important aspect (p. 293).

Consequently,

I

began

to

with this group. All in

wonder how

all,

my outsider-ness would affect my

the meeting

went well but

I

was not

ability to

work

able to offer any guidance

during the meeting, as the students translated
only a few pieces of dialogue for me.

group

we were

later able to

community, for which

I

Asa

formulate a report and strategic plan for working
with this

had a considerable amount of input.

Lutheran Social Services as compared to the Somali
Development Center was
well organized, large and a long established agency
in the community. This
in various

ways. There were always LSS representatives

at the

meetings

was evident

who were on

time and treated us with professional respect. All of the staff and
community members

whom we met appeared genuinely
with

us.

way

that

They offered us

was good

interested, in both attitude

office space

for the project.

and were very willing

They assigned a

project

proposal writing and development. At this juncture,

differences in the conduct of business by

SDC

conducted prior to the Russian community
that

we had more

I

and manner,

to be

working

accommodating

manager

in

any

work with me on

to

witnessed obvious cultural

and LSS, as the

project.

in

SDC

An obvious

training

difference

time and resources to prepare for this project than

we

was

was

the fact

did with the

SDC

project.

On one
for a

particular day

workshop with

autumn-colored day

I

go

to pick

up the

trainers/cultural liaisons/grad students

the Russian-speaking youth in

in

New

week. Thank goodness

it

is

West

Springfield.

It is

a glorious

England, temperatures above normal for the fourth straight

not typical for this time of year: blustery cool with an

average of 40 degrees and the anticipation of snowfall ever-present in one's mind. No,
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today

is

60 degrees and deliciously sunny. Everyone
we see

is

outside taking in the fiery

blaze of oranges, reds, and golds and
enjoying the mild weather, wondering

The

break.

lightness in the air puts

early morning,

somewhere around

most people

8 a.m.

and

from the university, Marina and Sonia who

I

are

in a

am

is

no coincidence; we want

I

will the

jump

in

my

meaningful to them?

Muskie Fellows; they speak
at

to be perceived as “insiders.”

how

concerned about

my own performance or role

would seem

I

The

ride to

longer if there

what

is

happening

shift into reality

being, that the

in

each of our

mode and

we

make changes

as

Russian and

do not want

I

is in

Russian.

Will

How
it

be

my

in

my

head.

although

I

am

not very

should be.

research depends on

later, after

and with

typically takes about one-half hour,

On our ride,

I

It

it.

I

practice.

sometimes

Marina, Sonia and myself chat about

lives, getting the latest

scoop.

Then

all

of a sudden

we

begin to discuss the day’s outline and bounce ideas around;

dialogue.

students. Other than the

everything

knowledge comes

West Springfield

significant traffic.

is

in this project,

should care about what transpires, as

my

believe, deep in

will they unfold?

the teachers think of our involvement in the school?

These are just a few of the thoughts swarming over and over

that

the Russian

West Springfield High School.

Will the high school students enjoy our visit?

What do

It is

off to pick up two Master's students

truck and anticipate the day’s events:

program go today?

will

it

good mood, myself included.

language like a significant portion of the teenagers do
This

when

to

I

be

try to store the outline in

lost,

dazed and confused

my

the students

tell that
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I

I

in the class in front

few documents we give them which

Can

head because

we

do not speak
of the

are written in English,

have no idea what they are saying?

Do
I

they think

I

know some Russian? Do

cannot speak the language?

ness

is

a

everyone

little less

obvious in

Is

it

my

they

wonder why

obvious to them that

mind, because

there, especially because

an outsider?

I

My outsider-

appear to be

just like

else.

We are

to be going well.

the students appear

and information

more

that

we

On this

the students?

we

in

agreement

lively

we

in

I

all

agree that the program seems

our thinking that each time

we

are at the school

and accepting of us, possibly even interested

in the topics

How will we ever really know if what we do is useful

share.

ride

making a difference

Should

am

am

glance

at first

Driving along the highway Marina, Sonia and

are

I

I

begin to talk about these very issues and

We discuss various ways to

for these kids.

we wonder

we have

to

have data, don't we? Marina, says,

we

figure this out.

give them a questionnaire? Ah, what about demographics? After

graduate students,

if

for

"let’s

all

we

are

ask them where

they are from and what grade they are in"; Sonia, states, "let’s have them sign an

attendance sheet with the information"; and

I

they from". The repetition in our discussion

say "Yeah, that's

is

it

and what country are

a side effect of our nervousness and

jubilation.

Our discussion goes
helpful and in

conversation

is

we

really

want

what ways we can improve our approach

is

particularly important to

Marina and Sonia
funding and

further because

my

to feel pressured.

dissertation.

merely secondary;

I

I

am

enjoy what

I

me, but

I

try

know

if

our training

is

for future programs. This

not to

let

on

that

it is.

I

don't

want

begin to feel anxious, worrying about future

in this for the benefit

I

to

do.

I

suggest "what
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of the students and

if

we do

my

research

a simple questionnaire.

and you can

translate

it

into Russian, then

responses" and Marina replies,

"Yes, that

is

what she just

the school and our

"We

said”.

will

Here

it

minds are on getting

today, so our discussions

become a

of course

have to write

will

it

have to translate

in Russian,"

becomes obvious

that

bit scattered.

Still,

we

says,

are getting closer to

to talk about

we

each

for the class.

acquainted with each other's style and ways of thinking,
as

work

the

share a mutual vision:

the course of a year and a half, Marina,
Sonia and

laying the ground

we

all

and Sonia

on time and what we have

there

know what we each mean and what we want
Over

we

for this project: visiting with

I

had became well

we had

many long hours

spent

members of the community and

various agencies, getting our feet wet and making ourselves
visible, and most importantly

developing trusting relationships

needing to form
lines or

who

new

in-group

among

ties is

common

to those

who

enter already established groups” (Cushner

main objective was
Finally

we

cross

many

& Brislin,

kinds of culture

1996,

p.

336).

Our

to get "in the door".

arrive at the high school.

hop out of the vehicle and

feel the air

as each of us enters into the

The temperature

brush our faces as

approach the front doors of the school,

mount

ourselves and with others. “The experience of

I

main

office, signs in

1

lack thereof, in this building.

we

monitors, making small talk as

we

warming ever

a hurry,

1,

we

and receives a

We
As we

of us. Tensions

visitor's pass.

are all very aware of the security, or

scurry by the students, teachers and hall

walk. Each of us

different things that catch our eyes, like the flags that
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still.

hustle into the school.

feel the anticipation rise for all

After the U.S. national tragedy of September

Still in

we

is

is

pointing at and speaking of

hang overhead or the "love makes a

family" poster on the wall.

selling class rings.

buy a

class ring;

I

I

On

briefly

this particular day, the
Jostens

wonder how many of the

more importantly

begin to remember

I

students

wonder how many

my own high

Company

we have

I

never had thought of my

from Boston (the big

city) in

in

our class will

school experiences. So on the ride

own

life in

the hallway

will graduate.

decide to share them with Marina and Sonia,
only to discover that

high school.

is in

these terms.

I

I

was an

was

home

1

outsider in

my

a transfer student

Eastern Massachusetts, to Hadley (a very small
town) in

Western Massachusetts. This community consisted of
mostly Polish immigrants and they
dominated the town.

My

being a non-immigrant in this town was seen as
a minority.

The school hours went to half time during March and April
for asparagus picking season

because ninety-five percent of the students never came to school

were out picking asparagus
town.

I

went

I

like

Jones every day

stuck out.

I

wore

dresses and bobby socks.

It

short skirts

was

I

would never

and fishnet stockings and these

horrible;

was

I

had an early experience being an outsider and

I

a.m., as they

and Fydenkevicsz's and

only assured that

at role-call

1 1

Farming was the major industry of the

to school with the Dudkeiwicz’s, Waskeiwicz's,

having a name

moreover

for the family farm.

until

miserable.

wonder

It is

if that

girls

fit in;

wore long

illuminating to note that

helped shape

I

my

personality of today.

These Russian-speaking youth are from a

I

different culture

was just from 100 miles away and my new classmates

what

it

must be

Sometimes

my

like

when you cannot speak

tortured

and a country

me;

I

far

away.

can only imagine

the language and are from another country.

schoolmates spoke Polish and

I
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did not

know what was

being said.

As

a

result,

felt isolated:

I

weren't they talking about

imperative as a teenager that you

away and never come

fit

back. This

"in"

me and

and be part of the

was due

to

more
that

so.

we

Is this

why I was

On some

level

things?

crowd?

"in"

come

I

felt

I

ESL

class will join us.

seem

to like us

wonder how many of them

and

identified

I

how

did, only

I

wished

to

Some

at the university

coming

activities?

will

go

in the transition.

will leave for the library, as

some

we

are

additional Russian-speaking

We get a warm welcome of smiles and some
Maybe

here.

Or could

it

gives them a break from the

they possibly enjoy our discussions?

and how great

to college

or at any other college.

being implemented more strongly? Typically

mayhem

Is this

find the bi-lingual classroom full of anxious students
mulling

monotony of everyday school

year or two

to run

could carry on.

it

catering only to the Russian-speaking students and

applause; the youth

it

so compelled to feel compassionate towards
them and ensure

around, like busy bees waiting to get started.

students from the

wanted

as

did a good job with this project? These realizations
inspired me.

We arrive to

Isn't

status.

to school?

believed that they

I

continue to pursue funding for the project so that

I

mean

my outsider feelings and

these Russian-speaking youth feel every
day that they

empathized with these students.

saying

to

would be

to see

them

in a

How will they fare with MCAS 26

when we

Marina and Sonia have

it

get into the classroom there

jump

right in

and

settle

is

them down,

setting the stage for serious business!

Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System
ability in Massachusetts,

(MCAS)

is

the standard test of academic

which determines whether or not a student
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will graduate high school.

Here
language,

knowing

I

goes,

it

seems

it

have no idea what

culminating in a field

today than the

at the races,

and because

I

do not speak the

going on. According to Hofstede
(1991), “Without

As

a result

me to

are usually kept to a

& Moran,

214).

sessions.

am

I

difficulty deciphering

(p.

Today

is

Still,

starting to

there

no doubt

is

imagine and guess what

I

am

in

a

more comfortable

little

my mind that I am the

is

being discussed.

493). Although

I

know

it

will only last

I

have some

stiff

minimum, and expressions may seem blank and
p.

forced to

pay better attention to body language, tone, and

of my element and do not have the cultural or language
these students,

am

I

body language, as “the Russian may appear

1993,

is

the third in a series of four sessions,

trip to the university for the youth.

two

last

gestures that help

(Harris

is

day

the language one misses a lot of the
subtleties of a culture and

remain a relative outsider”

outsider.

like a

and

dull.

Gestures

uninterested”

one hour,

abilities to really

I

am

still

out

connect with

not even close in age (the cultural liaisons look and are closer in age

to the high school students).

I

feel at a loss;

I

see smiling

young faces and

smile back and hope that Marina and Sonia are getting the message across.

all

I

I

can do

is

am

confident that they are.

On this
their

upcoming

day,

I

know Marina and Sonia

visit to the university

sudden, about half way through,

up

into the air.

ask them

is

if

I

know then

it

is

1

are going to speak with the youth about

campus. The session

is

hear lots of commotion and

moving along and
all

all

of a

the students' hands fly

about the PIZZA! Something clicks. Our intention

is

to

they will want pizza for lunch during the visit to the university. The response

overwhelming.

How did

I

understand that? The words are never clear to me;
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I

guess

I

just think that the idea of having
pizza

With

students.

moment.
like

an

and a

that simple understanding

I

trip to the university will excite
these

feel like

1

am on the

inside for just a brief

laugh with everyone else in the room and
feel for once like a part of things,

I

insider.

What

a remarkable position in which to be.

The high school students were a pleasure to work
with. They had limited English

and were

in a bi-lingual

program; the courses, with the exception of ESL, were
taught

Russian. There were two students in the class

who

did not speak Russian.

lack of attention to this matter by the school
to be offensive

classrooms were located

at the

I

s

Night

The

thought this was not a coincidence.

coincide with the seminars

conducted a Parent

insensitive.

found the

Northern most comer of the building and isolated from the

mainstream classes and students.

To

and

I

in

at the

we were

providing for the high school students,

school after the second seminar.

Russian immigrant culture that the parents be

in

It is

we

imperative in this

alignment and familiar with what their

children s activities are. Therefore, this event took place in Russian and related back to
the

workshops

at the

high school. The parents were taught about North American higher

educational systems. Eor example,

we

discussed financial aid resources and application

procedures. This culture shares a strong ethic with the U.S. culture of wanting children to

go to college. Having a university or college degree
7

highest educational level in the world“ (more than

college or university degree). All in

At the

27

last class

Online. Available

at:

all,

is

common, and Russia

40% of the total

the Parent’s Night

with the high school students,

we

population has a

went very

well.

spent an extra hour outside of

http://www.nationmaster.com/country/rs/Education [April
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has the

2,

2004]

the class time to

meet with the youth

and the usefulness of the
language.

must

feel

I

spent a

lot

project.

I

to receive

was

sitting

feedback on

and

how

they liked the seminars

listening, not understanding the

of time imagining and empathizing with them
about

not understanding the English language.
At one point

I

became

how

they

startled as

Marina and Sonia became very excited and animated.
Evidently, the young woman who
appeared to be the most enthusiastic about going to
college had just revealed

mother had enrolled herself in a
from us

We

at the Parent's

local

community college as a

Night! That was

became very hopeful

that this

the reward

all

I

result

needed.

young woman too would go on

that her

of what she learned

We were all amazed.
to college

and follow

in

her mother's footsteps.

I,he

Moments of Reflection

& Change (Praxis) with the Russian-Speaking Community

This section details the moments of reflection and the events that inspired the

changes within me. The "location" of this particular moment occurred while
driving to the university, alone at

cultural liaisons

Manna and

of serious reflection as
about

my

Sonia.

often do

I

first for fifteen

I

began

more and asking questions

1

when I am

driving.

to see

related to

work

I

I

had a moment

was thinking very long and hard

that

I

do. During

my

myself act differently with them.

I

conversations

was

what they would be talking about with

This was the same “listening" strategy

I

was

picked up the

We headed off to West Springfield.

personal struggles involved with the

with Marina and Sonia,

minutes, and then

I

listening

the youth.

employed when speaking with Mashi during

Somali project. Listening well also aids with developing
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trust

and confidence, as

it

the

can

signify respect.

The reason

that this scenario creates a case

of uncertainty for

me

is

most

likely

due to the language barrier mentioned
previously. This language obstacle
generates an
internal struggle for

me, as

program and ensure

its

lot to say.

Here

I

am

I

am

a person

who

really

wants

to be in control

smooth operation. Additionally, as the one

challenged to

let

"in charge"

is

the

theme of relational

bring about as a major theme in this study. In
addition, since

in for

me. Also

they speak while others are speaking and there

participants as well as

relinquished

supposed

my

my control.

to talk

also

when someone

had

is

The change

cultural liaisons

I

have a

trust building that

some of the

speak English, they converse with each other in a foreign
language and

conversation’ (Lewis, 2000, p. 317).

I

go of my fears and control, and have confidence

the abilities of the cultural liaisons. This

where the communication issues come

of the

to let

was

a

lot

for

that

I

in the

I

cannot. This

.

“They love

in these interactions

was becoming

my

is

Russian speaking culture

with the

a better listener and

go of one of my cultural norms: one

else is speaking. In

I

participants

of chatter going on 28

me

in

is

not

culture, interrupting is

considered to be rude. Yet the usefulness of having "cultural liaisons" became clear to

me: they provide insights and awareness

that otherwise

would not have been

available to

me.

The other problem

for

me

associated with this project

are always "insiders," at least to a degree in the

the high school students.

Even tough they

not high-school students, they
28

still

is

that the cultural liaisons

community of the

bi-lingual teachers

and

are not “full” insiders in the sense that they are

share strongly in the

same

culture

and values. Yes, the

number of meetings we had with the Russian-speaking graduate students there were many
when this type of chatter would occur. When asked the students why this was happening,
they stated it was “a cultural thing”.
In a

times

I
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liaisons

do experience

cultural dissonance in having to
balance representation of

cultures simultaneously (Habana-Hafner
et
cultural protocol

my

and

role

still

and nuances

that

they too have

I

do

1998,

al,

They

not.

some challenges

graduate students together are insiders but

produce cultural distance between

us.

we

Here

is

Yet they understand the

p. 41).

are

more

"in” than "out" as

to face in this

are

two

work. Then,

from different

compared

we

to

as

cultures, distinctions that

the evidence and application of what

Hofstede (1991) said “As almost everyone belongs to a number
of different groups and
categories of people at the

same time, people unavoidably

programming within themselves, corresponding

carry several layers of mental

to different levels

of culture”

(p. 10).

One

particular challenge for the liaisons

students and

may be

or refugees.

They

is

that they are close in age to the

seen as more of a sibling than a teacher; neither are they immigrants

are here for very different reasons. These students are here for

two

years of graduate study and then they go home. They seemed to handle this quite well.
In fact,

it is

hard for

me

as their mentor and as project coordinator to accept the fact that

they have the inside knowledge and cultural astuteness that

I

position caused both confidence and apprehension in me.

was able

I

could never have.

My

to deal with this

challenge by directly addressing the issue with the liaisons. That meant sharing the
feelings

I

Somalia.

was having with them.
I

had to change

Here are the same

Although

my

my way

attributes

culture

was

I

A similar strategy was used with the liaisons from
of conducting myself, as

found

in

myself during

my ways were

my work

with the

not useful.

SDC

project.

closer in relation to this culture than the Somali culture,

ways of conducting business were not appropriate
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for this culture either (Harris

my

& Moran,

1993; Cushner

&

Brislin, 1998;

Habana-Hafner

et al, 1998).

made myself vulnerable

I

and worked through such feelings of
apprehension. This process of self-reflection
and
change was the only avenue; otherwise
I

greater

to provide a better training

sensitivity for the

program and for

Manna and

Muskie scholarship
and

felt

would have had

I

accepted this transformation as a challenge
because

good

liaisons

I

their parents, so

me

recently

as an individual. In the

we were

came from

same

the

and

cultural liaisons

moment

when some of my

is

in the dual role

writing

some of this

community

words of the

one of reflection

that

writing took place.

of student and teacher,

I

The

I

Fall,

for

me

to share

I

some of my experiences

school students and teachers,

for the

who were coming on

2001,

we, as E.

that

ways of

p. 10).

"location" for this insight

I

was thinking and
at

was

home

was

at

at the

was

acting differently.

my

computer,

end of the Russian

a teaching assistant for this class

it

in the "narrative" form.

would be a
The high-

a field trip to the university and

attending our class as part of the project, would be hearing

me

high-school students do not speak English very well, and

was

might be offended by some of the content. Needless
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cultural

experienced retrospectively more

was alone

project in the fall of 2002.

was

and the professor was a member of my doctoral committee. She thought

good time

was

culture as the high school students

story for presentation to a class. This

BRIDGE

it

project.

tried to interpret the cultural

witnessing and bringing to consciousness the ways

While

believed

Sonia, "The biggest advantage of the project
recipients,

abandon the

program and an atmosphere of cultural

being of our targeted community" (Final Class paper.
This next

I

to

I

to say,

I

tell

part of

my

story.

The

afraid that the teachers

became very anxious about

Allhou B h U
sharing

a great opportunity to share a part
of

was a new venture

me.

for

I

was accustomed

my

same time

story, at the

to presenting papers but not

personal stories. These are the thoughts
and reflections

I

have about

my own

this

my

statements

in this story.

For

American

my

entire life

culture

I

was a "business

and Yankee values imbedded

were impressed upon

me

at

were: work hard for your

in

in

my veins. The Yankee

a young age were to work hard

Another deep-rooted value embedded

and

as usual" person, with hard-core North

in

me was my

money and never

now and

Protestant

is

moving across
attitudes that

useful

fit

in

I

thought the

my

new members of our

and follow the customs.

experiences like this project,

I

my

learned that

would not work

I

had

studies as well as

in their

society

own

to

my

to challenge

my

my way

was no easy

experiences,

I

when

culture are no longer

would do

as

we do

could not have been more wrong. Through

personal style. Such self-reflection

In

I

warning, they find that behaviors and

little

proved necessary for obtaining goals

(p. 2).

Other values

ethic.

Brislin (1996) state “People typically have difficulties

Suddenly, and with

cultures.

work

money! Quickly

these types of approaches as strategies in ethnic communities

As Cushner and

play later (if ever).

take advantage of anyone, get business done

a timely manner, and do not waste time, time

advantage.

values that

in order to

many

of conducting business as well as

task.

found that people from different

cultures conduct themselves differently both in the personal and professional arenas. For

example, one of my

and go back

to

first

working

contacts with an ethnic

at

my

old job.

It

community made me want

was an awful
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experience.

I

to quit school

thought

I

was well

prepared, non-threatening and compliant,
and there to provide valuable information
and
possibly help the community.

me.

At

that

meeting

I

The Executive Director of that agency had

was with two veteran community

developers,

not dissuade this Director from giving us a hard
time. The

were "how much money do you have

was naive about

I

whose presence did

words out of her mouth

was shocked and needless

the notions of insider and outsider dimensions at that
point.

an outsider in

like

to give us?”

first

other plans for

my own

country. This

woman, however, was

culture as well as by her personal desires to excel in
politics.

executive director position to

I

to say,

left

I

feeling

influenced both by her

Soon

become an Executive Administrator

thereafter, she left the

for a state agency in

Boston.

1

met with

transpired.

that

1

also

my

professor and mentor days later and discussed at length what had

She assured

had

to

me

I

some of it was

the Director’s personality and culture but

when working with

be patient

by that statement? Again

occur.

that

it

was time

went away thinking about

it

for

ethnic communities.

my personal

What

did she

and professional reflection

mean

to

and spent many more hours contemplating what

my

mentor was implying.

The next time we gathered together

ask

my

mentor more about

spent talking about

from

me

I

discomfort.

in relation to

that conversation that

ingrained than

my

at

a community meeting,

Our two-hour

my work,

my cultural

1

had occasion

car journey to Boston

academics and personal

style.

It

to

was

seemed

assumptions and judgments were more deeply

previously thought. Because the professor was a veteran
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at

working with

these communities and an insider
(more or less), she

issues that could help me.

image and

upon

role

that.

were

culturally conditioned

me

for

specifically, but

beginning to look into

1993, p. 10) that

is

my own

first

times

1

been able to preempt

community

my

case.

to help

(i.e.

who came
return

Through

my

assumptions.

cultures if

judgments

I

inability

me

get

culture

and personal

that meeting,

this project,

professional

It

meeting.

I

I

life.

My values are
for

me

research and practice.

I

communications.

style,

I

might have

At

that

liaison to facilitate access to the

I

was not

yet savvy

enough

to

thought that the other two senior

reflect

upon

fine.

That was not the

that interesting encounter.

life

laden with cultural judgments and

to be successful

my cultural

working with people from other

practices, assumptions,

The theme of cultural
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just

& Moran, concept 2,

have learned that every aspect of my personal

was impossible

my

had to

was

or

to her bullet type questions.

along would have suited the situation just

from

my assumptions

my behavioral

foot in the door), but

at that

reflect

my

upon

I

self-

insider/outsider relational status.

and respond better

my

what

communication (Harris

my

my

discussions that

to explore their parameters.

woman's

could not challenge and adjust

in

exactly sure

examined

to certain

needed to acknowledge and

I

had been aware of the need for a cultural

Upon my

influences

I

this

have asked a cultural liaison to be
practioners

was not

intercultural

Had known more about

I

I

knew I had

I

that

looking into the impact of culture on

This was one of the very

earlier point,

and

me

to explore the impact of cultural factors

behavior and practice. At this point,

judgments were

able to enlighten

was becoming evident through our

It

was necessary

It

was

issues

and

and insider/outsider

dimensions were predominant in everything
that

my cultural

practice

influences and

understand as

(Harris

& Moran,

1993). This notion

and

someone

am

still

like

me who

had been a "get

new
it

orientation

my

manage my
what

is

I

had

I

cultural

have

now come

not, to inner reflection in the business or

researcher praxis

when

school and the cultural liaisons and

how

I

life.

academic arenas.

Regardless,

I

I

believed inner

am now

able to

appropriate.

I

I

were discussing another day's

knew what was happening

never really

merely thought

to

was not accustomed,

I

During the Russian project, another moment transpired while
driving

realized

to

would be no easy undertaking

done now" person.

reflections are reserved for the spiritual side of

practice

therefore

"researcher praxis." This concept involves
action, reflection, change,

action reflection, change, and more. This
for

was doing and

synergy, intercultural communication,

more

my

I

knew what

in the

to the high

activities.

suddenly

I

workshops they conducted;

I

they were saying and doing with the youth. The "location"

of this moment was a combination of factors:

I

was

interacting, driving, being a teacher,

seeing myself act and think differently, and listening to others, at the school and in the
car.

It

was very

difficult to

be an outsider in

this project.

curriculum was accurate and reflecting a clear message.

what was

I

doing there, just

foolish grin

on

my

face so

out of place, even though

became accustomed

I

I

sitting

and

listening, not

I

I

had no idea

if

often thought they wondered

knowing anything. Often

would not look so ignorant or out of place. The
had been

to being

in these situations

an outsider. That feeling
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the

many
is

times before.

I

fact

I

had a

is, I

was

never

uncomfortable and awkward.

I

had many thoughts swarming around
it

might be good

the

if

in

my

head when the session took place.

tried another strategy to get acclimated;
therefore

I

body language of the

Of course

students.

the

decipher might be completely inaccurate
since

I

body language

1

attempted to read

interpretations

was from another

thought

I

culture.

I

I

would

watched the

teacher’s reaction to the discussion and the
students, hoping to glean an interpretation

from her actions.
then

(

I

Pike,

If

I

could only acquire the emic (inside) perspective in

would have been able
1

967,

p.

to achieve a multidimensional understanding

4 1 ). This teacher had very

to her class the students

disciplinary problem

little

these students

of the events

control over her class; each time

were acting out so much as

among

this situation;

if

made me

we were

feel

in

we went

bedlam. This obvious

even more uncomfortable as an

outsider.

I

should mention Marina and Sonia's strong commitment to

contributed to

my

feelings like an insider at times.

the culture to me, they

I

had grown

to

made me

feel at ease.

know each of them

our relationship was to shop

completed. There were

at the

many

well.

I

this project that

Because they took the time

had so much

One of the ways

faith in

that

we

to explain

Marina and Sonia as

fostered the bonds in

Russian grocery stores after each workshop was

occasions

when

the

two of them and

I

would

visit socially

together and discuss their culture. These aspects of trust building, cultural awareness and

diminishing one's outsider-ness are

other cultures (Harris

& Moran,

critical strategies

when working with

1993; Habana-Hafner

Brislin, 1996).
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et al,

people from

1998; Cox, 1993; Cushner

&

Thanks
events at

to discussions

my home

I

had with these

for international students

cultural liaisons

from the

me

from

also witnessed the dedication that

over the world.

all

They had

this project.

invested so

I

great

empathy

much of their own

reward, however,

was

my

decided to host dinner

university.

held monthly and allowed

to practice

1

The dinner

parties

were

action/reflection in socializing with people

Marina and Sonia brought

for the struggles these youth faced.

personal time to

make

the project happen.

to see the students enthusiasm while participating

to

They had

The

true

and enjoying the

venture.

Many

researchers and practitioners have written and designed programs
to serve

those traveling abroad for business or to prepare people for interactions with
those from
other cultures.

Even though

themselves while

I

I

was not

was immersed

traveling abroad,

in this other culture.

p. 4) report in Intercultural Interactions,

A

many

similar issues presented

As Cushner and

Brislin (1996,

Practical Guide, successful adjustment

is

defined as combination of four factors:

1

.

Good

personal adjustment.

2.

Development and maintenance of good

3.

Task effectiveness or the completion of work goals.

4.

No

interpersonal relations with hosts.

greater stress or experience of culture shock that

would occur

in the

home

culture.

In

my

met

experiences with the Russian-speaking community project, these four factors were

for

me

satisfactorily

and were

in

harmony

for the

the key in the heart of my personal transformation.

relationships with

all

those involved in this project.
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most

part.

These factors may be

had developed good interpersonal

I

I

was able

to adjust to the situation

with out any significant errors

in

judgment or personal

with the project without any major flaws.
not experience nearly as

Most
to be

certainly,

an outsider

I

much

more

felt

I

culture shock as

anxiety.

at

most experiences of being an

There

are,

ease within this culture and

however,

outsider: feeling isolated

full

ESL

classrooms

comer of the school
Is this the result

purpose?

Is

at

West

dimension of what

common threads that
is

It

seems

means

it

run through

one, feeling ignorant

being treated as ignorant and feeling alone are but others.
Bilingual and

did

1

did with the Somali project.

I

cannot begin to understand the

in a foreign land.

We remained on task

is

another,

ironic that the

Springfield High School are located at the farthest

and, at least to us, appear isolated from most activities at the
school.

of being

in

a different culture? Are the high students isolated on

the school aware of this isolation and

personally and academically? In the classroom,

group's cues, often anxious to

know more

than

I

I

how

try to

do.

it

may

affect these students both

look interested and pick up on the

Why

do

I

care about being an

outsider?

As Merton,

(1972), states.

Unlike the Insider, the Outsider has neither been socialized in the group nor has
engaged in the run of experience that makes up its life, and therefore cannot have
the direct, intuitive sensitivity that alone makes empathetic understanding possible
(p. 15).

For most of my

life

I

have been an insider and have had many privileges afforded

but this has not prohibited

me

from wanting

to

be empathetic to others.

I

believe

to

me,

it is

by

developing mutual personal and cultural understandings that the world can change, one

person

at

a time, one

moment

at

a time.
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The school
hire

anyone

district

who was

had so much trouble finding
bi-lingual teachers

bi-lingual

and

interested in the job.

As

would

that they

stated by Nieto (1999),

“Unfortunately, most bi-lingual programs
exist because they are
mandated by law, not

because they are percieved as a necessity
by many school systems”
bi-lingua! teacher

was previously a

scientist in her

(p. 87).

One female

homeland and never received any

formal training as a schoolteacher. Her
inexperience as a teacher was very
obvious as she

had many disciplinary troubles with the students.
Whenever she asked a student

to

do

something, most of the students were disrespectful
and either ignored her or said

something rude.
class that

I

I

thought of what

had observed

who had no

earlier.

I

might do

if

I

were

in her position.

I

recalled another

The ESL teacher was a white North American woman

trouble controlling her class. Unlike the bilingual
teacher, the students

responded well to her and seemed

to respect her.

I

only imagined that this was a result of

the lack of respect the students felt being immigrants
and that they were treating the

immigrant teacher the same way as they were being

treated.

students were isolated from the mainstream youth.

Having read many books on

I

was convinced

that

awareness. Nieto
the

way

the

(

it

was a

cultural issue.

I

was embarrassed by

is

thoughts went through

if the

wondered why these

the school's lack of

is

students thought

I

my

was

mind, wondering about these students.
the North

ever gain the respect and trust

I

needed

to

who

I

American who was watching over

the

How would

do an effective job with any community?
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not

(p. 88).

teachers (cultural liaisons) and that they were not trusted to be on their own.

I

culture.

conducted, but the perceptions the majority has about people

speak a language different from the mainstream"

wondered

also

1999) writes, “What isolates children in the bi-lingual program

program

Many

I

Often the perception immigrants have of
the role of North Americans

newcomers

stay in their place. This

is

a cultural judgment that

my

me

to continue

with

my

BRIDGE

sure that

upon

in this situation

already constant researcher praxis.

Personal Perspectives of My Involvement with the
Russian-Speaking

This section highlights

make

to

society places

immigrants and refugees: they need to be watched.
Being an outsider
forced

is

my

Community

personal engagement, involvement and insights of
this

project experience with the major stakeholders in the
Russian-speaking

community. This information

derived from the formal evaluation, field and journal

is

notes, participant interviews, project documents, informal
conversations and videotape.

The Russian-Speaking Students
The student's evaluation of the
this learning opportunity;

it

was

project demonstrated that they

were

nicely organized and valuable to them.

grateful for

The students

revealed that they were previously unaware of the opportunities for higher education in
the United States. This

valuable to

my

made

the

work seem worthwhile

to

with immigrant youth

is

a direction that

was

I

would

like to

I

have found

that

me

the

working

continue to pursue more than

adults.

The students reported

empowerment grow
students

it

growth and development as a practitioner/researcher by allowing

opportunity to work with the Russian-speaking community.

working with

me. Likewise,

that they felt

right before

more and more

my

eyes.

empowered by

the project.

Each day as we would

enthusiastic about our presence.
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I

arrive

They also

witnessed this

I

saw

the

participated

more

each day as they began to
attention to. This

trust us.

was evident

to

The students

me

also remarked that they

as they each began to ask

became more involved with dialogues

as time progressed.

paid

felt

more questions and

The students

also stated that

they did not feel comfortable with
accessing the mainstream system as they feel
the

language was complicated and that North
Americans "laughed"
accents.

I

watched the students

in the

at

them with

their

hallways before and after class; the Russian-

speaking students were not co-mingling with North
American students. The students had
told

me

they did not interact with the Americans.

I

witnessed student motivation improve greatly during our
workshops.

that the students

were motivated by, and sincerely grateful

for their future.

My personal

observations, journal notes and the formal evaluation

growth was by the increased motivation

Interestingly, the students acted

lingual teacher.

As

believe

our presence and concern

for,

support this belief. Additionally, their self-esteem increased.
this

I

more

the observer,

I

One way

to

I

concluded

observed from one workshop to the next.

I

respectful towards us in comparison with the bi-

witnessed the students’ interactions increase: they

asked more questions, and became more animated and appeared more

of student participation was due

that

many

alert.

The increase

factors but, through our genuine care and

concern, they learned to trust and respect us and understand our mission.

Moreover, the youth thoroughly enjoyed the
Massachusetts; they were so happy that day.

I

field trip to the University

videotaped some portions of the

spoke with them during lunch (with an interpreter of course).

and

my

interactions with

them

that they

were

I

trip

and

could see from the video

in very high spirits
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of

and proud.

When

I

asked them a group question, whether
or not
yelled out

strategize

“DA!”
ways

(yes!).

in

successful project.

for

all

of us

and each

to

which

As a

we

During each project
to

promote the

1

should do this program again, they

spent a great deal of time trying to

"trust building” that

I

felt

was

result this university field trip turned
out to

critical to

be an excellent way

develop more individualized interpersonal
relationships with the students

Current Anthropology

article

which quotes Pike from an interview (1994),

he states of the importance of developing the
emic perspective, “In turn,

me

to treat social interaction as a starting point,
with

emic perspective of this project was

common

I

was laughed

at, in

I

applied to gain

to establish relational trust building through

taking the time to learn a few Russian words. Each time

language

this eventually

emic relations between people,

as crucial to understanding people”
(p. 297). Therefore one tactic that

the

a

other.

In the

led

attempted to speak the

I

a bonding sort of way that often helped to ease tensions.

strategy applied for relational trust building

is

to

the culture under investigation or the culture that one

is

working with (Pike, 1994;

Hofstede, 1991; Habana-Hafner

&

all

Brislin, 1998;

1998; Harris

and Cox 1993). These authors

inexperienced foreigner should

learn, rituals,

et al,

words, greetings,

make an

& Moran,

all state in

A

effort to learn about

1993; Nieto, 1999; Cushner

one way or another

that

an

make

attempts to understand the culture by attempting to

etc.

was given

from one of the cultural liaisons

I

to facilitate

language. Here are several terms

I

my

a gift of a Russian language dictionary

attempts to learn a smidgen of the

learned to speak in the Russian language:
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Table

Russian Language Terms Learned

7.

Cyrillic

Pronunciation

LIpHBeT

Privet

Hello or Hi

Ka k

Kak Dela?

How are you doing?

noxa

Poka

Bye

CnacuGo

Spasibo

Thank you

nouuiH

Poshli

Let’s go

aejia?

Another incident

that

I

the students asked the teacher

teacher told them

you

tell

them

tell

that.

Had

this.

them

don't

Although

said".

English

found to be unusual was during the third workshop, when

who

was, the one

I

sitting

behind the video camera. The

you worry, she speaks Russian and understands everything

this is not a true statement, she felt

The teacher

told

she revealed this to

the truth and explain

who am and what I was
I

me

compelled for some reason to

during the evaluation component that she had done

me at the
who

time of the workshops,

was.

I

I

am

I

would have asked her

project

who

I

tell

them

doing there. She probably wanted to take the attention away

was. This verified that

my

initial curiosity

believe

it

would have

was warranted, where

them

in college

made me

feel excited

one day. Their enthusiasm also made
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I

participation.

interactions with the youth during this project

possibility of seeing

I

the truth, although they had been informed at the beginning of the

wondered what the students were thinking of my

My

to

sure they have the capacity to understand

from personal matters and refocus the students on the workshops.
been better to

that

me

about the

feel that

I

would

like to

conduct another series of workshops for the
students and likewise

to

perform follow up research regarding the
effects of this project upon the students
long term. Although

1

felt that

1

was an

outsider,

I

enjoyed seeing the smiles on the

student faces and the interaction between
Marina and Sonia and them.

always happy to see us arrive
to

And we were

at their class.

in the

The youth were

providing a beneficial service

them.

Last, but not least, an alarming

result

of the project,

high school

at

is

problem exposed during the evaluation, but not a

that the Russian-speaking youth

a shocking

rate.

This was due to

This drop out rate created a great sadness

in

many

me.

I

have started to drop out of this

factors, especially the

began

to

hope

that

I

MCAS test.

could design

future projects to address this critical problem.

The Muskie Fellows (Russian-Speaking

As

I

cultural liaisons the graduate students

duties:

Served as cultural informants

o

Served as translators

o

Represented the university

o

Conducted workshops speaking

o

Designed and revised curriculum

o

Served as liaisons whenever and wherever appropriate

o

Assisted in the project evaluation

The Muskie Fellows revealed
in this

performed the following

o

was a mentor and coordinator

experience

Cultural Liaisons)

community

in

Russian

for cultural appropriateness

for both the graduate students

and the

project.

that they gained a great deal

of knowledge and practical

service-learning initiative.

observed these graduate
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1

students motivate the youth. This

was due

to certain facts: they

were of the same

cultural

heritage as the high school students, highly
motivated themselves and they had an ability
to relate to the

creating a

youth that was exemplary. The graduate students
also were successful

warm and

Likewise,

I

educationally conducive environment for the high
schoolers.

believe that

I

was a

example was when they asked
like children.

me how they

more knowledgeable.

situation.

I

difficulty

for the graduate students.

with a situation or problem. One

should handle the teacher

who was

treating

We discussed at great length the how’s and why’s of this culturally

motivated problem. They explained to
as

model

positive role

They often asked me questions when they had

them

at

I

me

that the elders

provided them with advice on

always are treated and viewed

how

to best approach this

suggested that they maintain respect for the teacher and continue to provide a

quality program. Research

therefore one

shows

that Russians are

proud and sensitive people, and

must not humiliate them. Nor should one

talk

down

to

them or

treat

them

as less than equal, as they are status conscious (Lewis, 2000, p. 315). This problem arose

after

two

project

classes

were

and there were only two remaining.

lengthier, then

If the

classroom component of the

we would have had to come up with

another strategy to

address this issue of treatment of the graduate students by the high school teachers.

Exacerbating this problem was the fact that this bilingual teacher was not

educated

at

home

or in the U.S. to be a teacher; nonetheless she had been a prominent

physicist in Russia. Therefore, quite possibly as a result of the school administration not

valuing bilingual education, our problem with her was magnified. Typically

bilingual education

is

in the U.S.,

developed as a compensatory program. As Nieto (1999)
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indicates,

“As a consequence,

bilingual teachers often feel alienated
from the rest of the staff, as if

they were less competent than other
teachers”

(p. 87).

that the liaisons not insult or be rude
to the teacher in

the overall well-being of the project. This
approach

relationships and

1

any manner.

1

it

was imperative

was responsible

for

meant establishing long-term

did not want this teacher to be offended in any
way. Thus, as a mentor

to the graduate students

mind

believed that

I

and as coordinator of the

project,

it

was important

that

I

keep

in

the larger picture.

The use of
one example

was imperative

cultural liaisons"

is that

they provided

me with

cultural

for

me

in the

and voice

success of this project;

interpreters. This project

also helped the graduate students themselves with
decisions about their

believe

I

was instrumental

in those decisions.

In fact, this project that

1

own

careers.

I

primarily

designed and facilitated was the subject of one of the cultural liaison’s Master's Thesis.

Her

selection of

my

project as a thesis topic

was

certainly a testimony to the value of the

project.

Another challenge for

what they said they would do.
people with

whom worked

am

who

a person

problem

me
that

that

I

1

me
I

in this project

had

was

that

1

had to

rely

to learn repeatedly to challenge

closely. This

feels that things get

done

on others

myself and

was another form of relational
right only if

I

to

do

trust the

trust building.

do them myself. This

is

a

often have to tackle personally and professionally. This project allowed

another opportunity to face that dilemma. The Muskie Fellows demonstrated to

1

years

could trust others to do what they

we

said.

I

believe this trust resulted from the two

spent setting the stage for our project. The personal relationships
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me

we

developed

I

w,th each other were also a key
ingredient. Another valuable lesson in
interactions with

them

is that it

They were an invaluable

fantastic job.

brought to the project made

came

to rely

on them a great

Upon

what

for all

I

do matters.

who were

my

own. They were always accountable

resource.

less stress

The professionalism

became attached

bond through

the

that the distance

1

producing for me. Therefore,

class

I

that they

them

to

I

after

Two

1

began

We

two years of intense work.

my culture

community and

my own.

a wonderful friendship.

and the Russian culture was

It

et al

culture

is

not”

trainings but,

get" to

I

I

became so

close to

them

me

to

to

me

develop

(1998), “If your

close to that of the group’s, you have several advantages over

work

me,

between

less that that

is

In the

pride

difficult for

was obvious

culture

(p. 46).

to feel deeply

shared a significant

That closeness of culture allowed

camaraderie with these liaisons. According to Habana-Hafner

me.

1

of the cultural liaisons were graduating

were leaving. The change was very

work and we developed

between

co-taught Spring 2002,

was overwhelmed with emotions, mostly happiness and

was sad

as

sisters to

that they

deal.

involved in the project.

semester and

the Somali

manageable and

Program Evaluation

that

1

my

hearing the evaluation presentation of the graduate students
(cultural

liaisons) at the

that

it

from

takes time to develop positive trusting
relationships with

people, especially those from other cultures
than

and did a

life

that they

someone whose

became

like

learned to rely on them for cultural interpretations, translations and

more than

becoming an

that,

they became

my

dear friends. This

insider with this culture at this time.
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was

"as close as

I

could

Mount Holyoke College Volunteer Tutors
1

was not

directly supervising or coordinating
these volunteers; thus

directly observe them.

The

part of a class project in

tutoring

which the

was

ancillary to the

were

tutors

1

did not

BRIDGE project and was
The professor and

participating.

met

I

with the four female tutors on one occasion for
dinner (Fall 2002) and from these
conversations

I

found

that these college students

were very committed

to tutoring the

youth and had a strong interest in service-learning.
The formal evaluation findings

and

my

conversations with the students and teachers are what

my comments are

derived from. The data revealed that these undergraduate
students learned a great
deal about

community

service-learning and

not supervise them directly,

growth from participation
person

who was

after meeting,

Much

I

still felt

community development. Although

in this project.

call after

phone

1

spent two years as the one consistent

call,

start to finish,

career contemplations. Since the project

meeting

driving and driving, talking and talking.

like the graduate students, the tutors felt that the project aided

for this contribution as well.

did

a sense of pride and accomplishment in their

involved in every aspect of the project from

phone

I

was my

inspiration,

I

them

in their

feel partly responsible

These college students acquired new

skills

and

felt that

they had performed a useful community service.

For the Spring 2002 semester, the tutoring sessions continued on with two
previous and two

new

undergraduate students, although the workshops did not.

graduate students previously involved in the workshops, one was

formal evaluation of the project with two

new Muskie
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Fellows.

now

Of the

conducting a

As mentioned

earlier, the

other Fellow wrote her Master’s thesis
on this project. Training in cultural sensitivity
had

begun

lor the tutors

under the leadership of the two

new Muskie

Fellows. These Muskie

students developed an intensive curriculum
for use in orienting those

who would work on

any future projects with the Russian speaking
community. Similarly, they had developed
additional curriculum for the parents geared
toward understanding the system of higher

education in the United States. These two
the

new Fellows

continued on with the work of

two Fellows who graduated.

The

project had one downfall: the coordination of the tutors.

responsibility for the lack of successful coordination of the
tutors.

ancillary

component

to the project; they

were tutoring as a

result

1

take on

The

tutors

of a class they were

attending which required them to conduct a service-learning project.
Thus,
direct overseer of the tutors other than that

1

wanted the project

were an

to

1

work well

was
in

not the

every

way. Part of that problem was that they were from Mt. Flolyoke College and they had
their

that

own on-campus

was

coordinator. In hindsight, this loose coordination

predictable and something

I

would address

if

it

were

was something

to arise as

an issue in any

future training projects.

Bi-Lingual

The teachers were
two

bilingual teachers

great to

& ESL Teachers

work with during

this project.

There were

and one English as a Second Language (ESL)

teacher.

at the time,

I

thoroughly enjoyed being with them. The teachers were truly devoted to their jobs. They

clearly

went above and beyond the

call

of duty. The meetings
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that they

would spend with

the project team were

all

held after school hours for which they
were not paid.

least five or six meetings.

field trip.

extremely

If the teachers

participation

were not

in

I

felt

critical

elements to the success of

I

also learned that

I

could rely on them to be

respected and trusted by them. They were willing to

point of view and often praised

appreciated and

were

not impossible. The teachers were willing to share
ideas and

difficult, if

supportive and encouraging.

my

at

support of us, then our jobs would have been

suggestions in a very constructive manner.

honor

had

In addition, they spent an entire day
at the university for the

The teacher support and

this project.

We

my work. As

a result,

I

felt

respected,

empowered by them.

Parents

One of the

greatest testimonies to this project

students signed up for

Community

"finding a career". This

occurred, at

first

was a

College.

direct result

is

that the

mother of one of the

A young student declared that her mother is

of our involvement.

When

the Parent Night

the parents appeared doubtful and skeptical about our presence.

was

I

scared and horribly out of place, a real outsider. After about ten or fifteen minutes and a

lot

of chatter, they seemed

to

become more comfortable with us being

there.

Lewis

(2000) reports, “Russians are essentially warm, emotional, caring people, eagerly

responding to kindness and love, once they perceive that they are not being Taken

more time"

(p.

312).

The parents had an assortment of questions and had a

great

in'

number

of opinions on the topic. By the end of the scheduled hour they would not allow us

leave and kept us for an hour over our allotted time.
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one

to

There was a great deal of interaction and
discussion

two

different languages.

amazing

transition

when

being exciting and open

changes

in attitudes

room’s atmosphere

As

of eagerness.

useful.

It

I

1

the meeting

in a

all

together.

left

I

lot

I

that eventng, in

Had

in this context,

I

I

my

would have missed

the change in the

was happy because

also appeared that they believed

Upon

original notions about this transition

believe they enjoyed the visit as

much

to

not been accustomed to looking for

witnessed their enthusiasm grow on the spot.

I

was an

It

went from being awkward and uncomfortable

could see that

the venue,

happened

of useful and appropriate questions.

matter of minutes.

and behaviors

reviewing the videotape,

substantiated.

They asked a

that

the energy of the parents

as

I

did,

we were motivated

were

was one

and found the information
to support their children in

their quest for higher education.

Generally

positive nature.

parents. This

project;

I

I

my

experiences with the Russian-speaking community were of a

learned a great deal from the liaisons, the teachers, students and

program was a

spent

bit easier

SDC

than the

program due

more time and conducted much more

to the length

of the

research about laying the

foundation of this project. With the Somali community, by contrast, there was hardly any

time to conduct research and cultural informant interviews. That

the seemingly stronger feelings of success that

speaking community project.

for the

SDC

project.

You

I

be one reason for

have experienced for the Russian-

got pleasure from this project in a different

way

than

I

did

can see by the descriptions of the projects that they were very

dissimilar in content, length, goals and

projects, they

I

may

much more.

Regardless of any differences

in the

were both deemed a success. Having the benefit of working with two
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extremely different cultures was invaluable to

my personal

transformation.

The Russian community project was invaluable for
many reasons as highlighted
chapter. 1 he only part of the project that could
have been better

project longer in duration. This

would allow us time

with the students, the parents and the community.
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to

would be

to

in this

make

the

become more deeply acquainted

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
Ifpeople in communities are to take greater initiative

development they must be actively involved
,

The

in

and assume

decision-making

central focus of this research has

”

responsibility for their

-Narayan, 1996 , page

own

vi.

been to answer the question: What were

mv

3.
experiences
as an outsider working within refugee and immigrant
communities?

4.
Additionally,
this study explored four sub-questions:

1

.)

-.)

How did these events
What

are

my

manifest themselves?

interpretations (as well as interpretations

by other participants) of

these experiences?
)

How did these experiences aid or deter the development of positive
relationships?

)

Can

this

information and analysis be useful to other researchers and

practitioners?

These questions have been answered
findings,

and analyses

in detail within the stories, project descriptions,

in this dissertation. This chapter

now

linkages to the literature and the implications of this study.

presents the assertions,

It is

clear in this chapter

how

the theory relates to the experiences and events that unfolded in Chapters Four and Five.

All of the roles of the actors in the stories are defined and clarified for the reader. The

thematic matters are specified and elaborated upon. The assertions are explicitly
described and defined. The implications for this research are discussed. In the end,
present a few final questions that are answered here.
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I

The Themes /Issues (Both Communities)

Many themes

are prevalent in these scenarios: the
personal challenges that

to face as a researcher and/or as a
practitioner

the insider and outsider dimensions and to

(i.e.

1

had

the dual role vs. one role or the other);

what degree

in

each situation these dimensions

occurred and what influence they had; cultural issues
such as values, cultural
dimension/distance, assumptions, differences, and judgments; and
relational trustbuilding.

Personal Challenges

The personal challenges seem
they deal with
years of my

my

life

to be the

most

difficult to

decipher and analyze as

deep inner feelings, values and judgments. After spending

acting in a certain

Yankee values among other

way

as a result of my North

social influences,

it

is

American

by the characteristics of personal history, culture and values.

my own

Some

time ago,

responsibility.

It

Project

culture

extremely taxing to question

of being and acting professionally and personally. This behavior

about

forty plus

1

is

and

my ways

influenced primarily

began

to think critically

behavior as a result of my interactions with people from other cultures.

I

I

was taught

if

the student did not learn,

have always believed

became

was

the teacher’s

that statement to be true to a great degree.

vibrantly evident that the

(SDC) was not advantageous

it

way I was conducting myself in

or producing good results.

I

needed

the Somali

to find another

way of doing

business, so to speak, if I wanted to be successful in this line of work.

problem was

that

culture.

I

was a rookie

My cultural

in

working within

this

long-term project with the Somali

conditioning, behavioral communications, self-image, personal
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One

needs, standards and expeetations were

needed

to effectively adjust

possible that

conflict

I

and adapt

all

to

being challenged and brought into question.

each

new

culture with

experienced a form of culture shock.

As

which

stated by

Cox

I

worked.

between diverse groups may also occur because of misunderstandings
and

came time

to

conduct the Russian youth project,

values, standards and behaviors.

therefore there

was

less

of a chance

The Russian
for

Russian project was a honeymoon and
Selener

open

( 1

1

spent

many

and reading (both

one

project also

that

was

something to go wrong.

SDC

was

project

was

at

working

closer to

in

mine

in

shorter in duration and

In retrospect, the

a marriage.

997) writes that the researcher and the members of a group need

to personal transformation.

praxis.

is

When

(p. 142).

was no longer a rookie

I

with different cultures. Furthermore, the Russian culture
its

It is

(1993), ‘Intergroup

misperceptions that are related to different worldviews of
culture groups’"
it

I

These personal challenges led

me

to

my

to

be

researcher

countless hours in action/reflection, thinking, discussing, journaling

and out of academia)

I

searched for meaning in

I

felt

my

to find a

new way of understanding and

teaching and learning.

My negative

being.

feelings ran the gamut.

everything from being humbled, humiliated, disoriented, alienated, isolated,

confused, and uncertain, to

"Yankee"

to

swallow.

name

a few. These feelings were very hard for

Some of the more

positive feelings associated with

me

as a

my

experiences were elation, joy, hope and enthusiasm.

In order to avoid both inner

Somali project,

woman,

I

I

had

to

come

have a privilege

to

and interpersonal

terms with

my

conflict, especially within the

"whiteness".

that others, especially those
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As

a white North American

from other countries, do not have.

In contrast,

fact is

one

had empathy due

I

that

I

to

my

being a female in a male-dominated society.
This

determined could not be remedied nor changed.
Thus,

awareness and empathy could be useful by aiding
enrolled at the

same time

I

was conducting

Multiculturalism that aided

me

not act privileged. According to

inter-group conflict.

I

had

the imbalances created by

with

my

role as practitioner;

& 8,

concepts 6

but

I

was

did

I

The

my
I

(Bartunek

it

to build

Incidentally,

project, in a graduate course

my

1993,

p.

1

1).

I

upon

was immersed

I

had

I

my
was

on

best to be non-threatening and to

among groups

my

contribute to

best to diminish

and

cultural

management

as researcher

the differences in our cultures to form

us and understand the impact of those differences (Harris

characteristics at play here

is

decided that

and the current cultural misconceptions.

cultural synergy

had

researcher and/or professional.

mission, as

my approach.

(1994), imbalances

in the daily lives

also the teacher, coordinator, facilitator

another).

in the

process.

my whiteness

also had to balance

among

Cox

SDC

the

in

remain aware of this possibility and do

to

I

cooperation

my

in

me

I

were

to use

(all

my

my

of those

I

was studying

of these mixed roles

status

& Moran,

in

one form or

and position both as a

research knowledge to aid in the group

unusual for the insiders of a group to be trained in research methods

& Louis,

1996). This

was

especially of note as the

SDC

project

was conducted

method of PAR.

I

learned to be empathetic to the plight of those

personal stories were intense.

I

tried to balance

others and yet establish trust and respect.

not have a great need to form

new

I

my

I

level

had to keep

was studying and

The

of professional closeness with

in

mind, however, that insiders do

interpersonal relationships (Cuhner
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teaching.

& Brislin,

1996,

p.

336). If I were to get too close to the group,

I

my

had to check

personal investment

at

it

could interfere with the project outcomes.

the door.

I

had

to

remain as objective as

possible to complete the research segment of
the project. At times, this balancing led
to
great confusion. For help

how

I

would

turn to the cultural liaisons.

best to handle a situation before

get as acquainted as

professionalism.

I

I

I

let

my

cultural

I

ways take

would often ask them
over.

I

would, however,

could with the insiders of a group without jeopardizing

felt

it

best to attempt to understand the people with

whom was
I

working. All the literature supported this strategy.

Insider-Outsider

In general. Pike's (1967) etic

now

consider to be

and emic concepts are the larger terms

(emic) and "outsider"

insider

(etic) notions.

for

The outsider

what we

is

considered to have an "alien view" and the insider an "internal view". Pike asserts
that
the use of the outsider (etic) perspective has a special value in identifying the events that

one observes (1967, p.40).

1

rue to Pike's assertion,

outsider-ness and the effects that

these projects,

have not been

the culture as

I

agenda, but

if

I

my

I

did,

ability to

provide services. In both of

however, want to become, as close

possibly could prior to professing

be of value to them.

people

had upon

did realize the degree of my

did not accomplish a complete insider (emic) perspective. That

my
I

it

I

My

feeling

was

that

I

my

had no

ability to

may

to understanding

perform tasks that would

right trying to attempt to

work with

did not have a basic understanding of their culture and background. This

meant getting inside as much as

possible.

I

was unable
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to gain a

complete perspective.

I

can never become separate from
never lived

in

my culture

and

its

influence. After

all,

how

could 1?

1

a foreign country, never spoke a foreign language
fluently and never

experienced the hardships faced by people of another country.
Moreover, the fact that

I

acquired the awareness of the scope of insider versus outsider
issues allowed for a dual
perspective to be attained on

(i.e.,

part.

I

was

able to observe the issues from both sides

views).

Pike

one

my

to

(

make

1967) believes that having an internal view

(i.e.,

being an insider) allows

sense of motives, attitudes, interests, responses, and conflict. This was of

particular interest to

my

study as

understanding the people

1

work

it

allowed

with.

me

to attempt greater success

The problem

is,

however, that

I

through

can get close, but

never be a true insider. By understanding the insider and outsider dimensions, one can
evaluate the situation in yet another perspective; by being aware of these effects, for

example,

into the

it,

and

if

one

is

new

to a

group as an outsider may “introduce a new power component

group dynamics, one that can work

to the group’s

advantage

if you are

aware of

that can derail progress if you are not” (Habana-Hafner, et al, 1998, p. 46).

change only

my way of behaving and thinking

or negotiate appropriately, with as

with Hofstede (1991) and argue

little

that,

in order to create a

I

can

mutual understanding

cultural misunderstandings as possible.

with greater cultural understanding,

mutually beneficial relationship(s) that promotes harmony, whether

it

we

I

agree

can create a

be business,

academic, pleasure, or otherwise.

Being an outsider presented many problems and many challenges. The nuances and
protocol of a culture are not something that

is

easily definable.
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These are not things one

can learn

in

a textbook, although

many

have been written about preparing oneself

texts

tor business ventures in other countries. This

global economy. For both of these

groundwork

how

I

BRIDGE

is

especially true

projects,

spent

I

now with

many

the push for a

years laying the

as well as three years ot International Education coursework.

tried to detach myself,

I

No matter

had invested a significant amount of professional and

personal resources in these projects to want positive results. Being a researcher
was one

way

that

I

could cope with

and practice

my

my ways of being

legitimate excuse to be distant

in

how was
I

feelings of being different.

in a supportive

when

I

It

atmosphere.

gave

It

me

a venue to expose

also offered

me

a

needed to be. The context was a significant factor

able to adapt to this situation.

The groundwork consisted of relationship

building and information gathering by:

•

Interviewing fifteen graduate students,

•

Interviewing ten administrators,

•

Befriending fellow graduate students,

•

Attending countless meetings with the social service

agency representatives (ESL

instructors,

program coordinators,

social workers, etc.),

•

Attending six meetings with the school and agency representatives

and

at least ten

meetings

at

SDC

(superintendent, principle,

teachers, employers, etc.), and
•

Conducting research.

This brings

me

participants view: the

to another relevant point,

emic account. For

participant/stakeholder perspective. That

my

which

research,

was done
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is

it

the consideration of the

was

vital to

gather the

prior to implementation of the

projects by conducting needs
assessments. During the implementation
phase, data were

gathered trom stakeholders (participants,
teachers, administrators, students,

etc.) usually

through participatory modes of dialogue
and written evaluations. The Somali project,
being conducted over a longer period of
time, was able to contribute more to the
training
process through participatory action.

The emic viewpoint

participants to

is

important to the success of any program.

become invested

in the project

and empowered

It

allows for the

in the process. Harris

(1979) believes that the insider view (emic) empowers the
"native", as

it

elevates

them

the status of judge of the adequacy of the outsider’s
(etic) description and analyses.

to

And

these descriptions must meet the scrutiny of the insider
by being real, meaningful and
appropriate.

One of the

community members,

goals

etc.)

was

to ensure that the stakeholders (participants, students,

had a voice

in the project.

PAR,

as the training

method of

choice, along with the continuous evaluation and revision of the Somali
project, allowed
tor the participants to

liaisons

have a strong voice in that project. For the Russian project, the

developed the curriculum while the needs assessment with community members

allowed for the participant voice.

Cultural Issues

Hofstede speaks about understanding cultural differences with regard to feelings

and

actions,

level.

I

how they can

bring about solutions for leaders and followers on a global

needed to see that cultural understandings occurred

elaborates

on the

variety of viewpoints in people's
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in

my own practice. He

minds but believes there

is

an inherent

structure that can serve as a basis for mutual
understandings (Hofstede, 1991

needed

to start with the inherent structure.

The way

that

advantage of the wealth of cultural resources available
Massachusetts.

As

a

member of the Center

1

began

at the

this process

p.

4)

was

1

to take

University of

for International Education,

was

I

able to

attend classes, meetings and social functions with
graduate students from around the

world.

As
cultures),

I

a cultural relativist (not passing judgment on the moral worth of
other peoples'

how

witnessed and studied

cultural differences can lead to serious

misunderstandings, misrepresentations and ultimately some form of failure.

Cox (1993)

believes that “knowledge of intergroup cultural differences has often been cited as

important for understanding diversity in organizations'"

own

culture imposing

youth

in

West

its

High School were

of the school, away from the

it

I

have observed

my

values upon others. For example, as mentioned earlier, the

Springfield

arrangement was that

(p. 105).

rest

isolated physically to the northwest

My interpretation of that

of the general population.

constituted deliberate segregation.

comer

The

final evaluation

of the

project indeed revealed that the youth do not socialize with the "North Americans".

These projects and

this dissertation

have served many purposes.

grandfather frequently making very racist statements.

finely tuned socialized oppressive

had to

battle

international students.

was not easy

ways ingrained upon me

my own cultural judgments constantly.

on multiculturalism, racism,

It

conflict resolution

recall

my

combat those

young white woman.

I

have taken workshops and classes

and the

These opportunities exposed
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I

as a

to

I

like.

me to

I

have befriended many

situations that challenged

my

cultural assumptions, judgments,
racism,

prepared to deal with

all

In regard to the

to terms with

was

culture, time is

project. If

one

the inherent socialization that

flexible

may

p. 138).

and people come

as

first,

page

19).

“much of what

This conflict can result

Table

efforts.

I

had

to

come

became evident

in

our

is

&

Moran, 1993).

commonly

is

It is

referred to as

actually be a manifestation of group-identity
related conflict”

North American culture

1

lifetime.

seen as being in a hurry or inflexible
with one’s schedule, then one

culture.

5,

fully

the disparity concerning time and
business practices. Within African

important to remember, however, that

(Cox, 1993,

my

received in

1

considered suspicious and would be subject
to distrust (Harris

personality clash

was never

I

Somali (SDC) project, the major cultural
difference

viewed as

is

and misunderstandings.

is

in

very

success working

little

one of business comes

first

among

this

and get the job done (see

This factor accounted for a great deal of trials and
tribulations in our

Understanding the cultural differences and making accommodations
can

rectify

these disparities.

In order for

me to

fight

cultural liaisons, professors

When I was

baffled and not sure

questions with "Excuse

to offend

you but"

me
.

. .

socialized judgmental ways,

and friends to support

colleagues, hoping along the

mean

my

how to

way

that

I

me

act or react,

I

in

am

sought advice from

not sure

Sometimes people laughed

at

how to

me

as a result of the trust
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I

ask

heart

my

friends

and

prefaced most of my

this".

because

we

the

for understanding.

was not offending anyone.

for asking", or "I

was created

would consult

my quest

They usually were very understanding, because they knew my
place. This understanding

I

I

And

was so

was

shared.

“I

do not

careful.

in the right

Cultural dimension

Hofstede,

cultures

“A dimension

is

was another

factor in

my

experiences. According to

an aspect of culture that can be measured
relative to other

(1991, p. 14). Cultural differences contribute to the
determination of cultural

dimension. Various societies have trends that
differ from other societies. Hofstedes'
research gathered data from 50 countries,
which

noticeably (Hofstede, 1991,

made

the dimensions stand out

Cultural differences, according to Hofstede
(1991).

p. 14).

are determined “according to region, religion,
gender, generation, and class” (p. 15). In

my

experiences with the Somali and the Russian-speaking
communities, something can

be said for the level of comfort

felt interacting

1

own. As the Russian-speaking community

is

with a culture more closely related to

of Eastern European descent,

closely aligned with U.S. culture. According to Lewis
(2000), “comparison

it

is

my

more

shows

that

while Russians and North Americans are destined by history and location
to see the world
in

very different manner, there

is

sufficient

for fruitful cooperation' (p. 3 13).

accepted and appear

at least to

became evident

1

that

my

Also

commonality of thinking
being white

some degree an

forced to remain a relative outsider

removed from

my

obvious that

was an

I

I

culture and

is

more

outsider and

agree with Hall (1976)

(p.

214).

who

lot

As

As

easier for

me

to be

community

until

the Somali culture

it

is

is

similar, thus

difficult to attempt to

African,

making

become an

argues that the important things that

it

it

is

is

more

more

insider.

make

life

meaningful and differentiate one group from another, the cultural patterns, have gone
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it

referenced by Hofstede (1991),

of the subtleties of a culture and

different than

more

it

insider in the Russian

did not speak the language.

“Without knowing the language one misses a

made

to provide a basis

unnoticed or been unreported and brushed aside
as
is

it

common

to look at those things that

seem

trivial" (p. 12).

trivial.

1

In the

contend that

these patterns and nuances the forefront of
education and research.

it is

PAR

method,

time to

make

Can educational

research be conducted without taking into consideration
the cultural idioms of the
participants in the study?

The demographics of the United

dramatically, as demonstrated in the year
thirty-percent foreign-bom

2000 census

States are changing

that the nation's population is

29
.

At a minimum, one must

at least reference the cultural heritage

participant(s) in a research or training endeavor.

of the

further believe that only with cultural

I

understandings and honest representations of the emic accounts can one portray
an
accurate description of a study or perform a reasonable training project. Such
“bridges”

would allow

for a multicultural perspective in research

and

practice.

The empathy and

understanding of cultural differences, minimally can promote a reasonably unbiased
result.

Relational Trust Building/Intercultural

Socially, people tend to rely

often

As

it

is

on each other

for survival

within a like group where people share a

stated previously, a

common

Communication
and well-being. Most

common bond that

reliance occurs.

strategy applied for relational trust building

is

to

make

attempts to learn about the culture under examination (Hofstede, 1991; Habana-Hafner

al,

29

1998; Harris

& Moran,

1993; Nieto, 1999; Cushner

Information online available

& Brislin,

et

1998; and Cox, 1993).

at http://usinfo.state.gov/joumals/itsv/0699/ijse/frey.htm [April 2.

2004],
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My

attempts to

become

familiar with each culture

were accomplished through

my

were proven

fruitful.

slow and thoughtful interactions with individual

participants in each of the projects such
as the personal relationship that

with Asha. These attempts

components

at

becoming familiar with the

culture

had developed

critical

to building trusting relationships.

society and share a lifestyle that

practice,

I

were the

Harris (1979) believes that there are sub-cultures
where one

are based

These successes

upon many

most of the

things,

is

part of a larger

not necessarily part of the larger culture. Sub-cultures

is

from religion

to gender to ethnicity

and more. In

my

relational trust building has taken place through sub-cultures.
For

example, the cultural liaisons and

I

are

from the same sub-culture being graduate

students, with the exception of one Somali liaison

who had

already completed the

graduate program, yet he remained intimately familiar with the subculture.
This subcultural alliance helped

make

it

easier for

me to bond with them.

Although

we were from

different countries,

we

we

shared more in our desires to do something positive for the

realized that

we

communities from

shared a

common

their respective

Relational trust building

Moran (1993) emphatically

is

state,

connection: our educational pursuits. Further,

homelands.

PAR project.

crucial to the success of any

Harris and

“Trust and confidence are essential elements needed for

successful enterprise in Africa’'’ (p. 514).

With regard

to

SDC,

hampered on many occasions by a lack of trust, thus impeding
performance of the project. One should note, however,

the relationship

the quality and

that the

problems were related to

our relationship with the leadership and not with the participants.
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was

We were able to solve

most issues

In African

that involved the participants.
Additionally, Harris

societies, formal invitations

and Moran (1993)

write.

and appointment making are not common”

(p.

514). This clash of business styles indicates
that cultural differences affected
the
relationships that

we had

with the

SDC

administrators.

And

the cultural liaisons had

already assimilated to the U.S. ways.
People are not familiar or comfortable with

discussing cultural issues.

As Cushner and

Brislin (1996) state, “Consequently,
people

generally lack the vocabulary to discuss
issues

when

cross-cultural problems

emerge”

(p.

7).

According
tor an

to Selener (1997), all people involved

a contract

He

further insists that the parties

was signed between

but not adhered to by the

and Moran (1993)

SDC

is

draw up a

the university and the Somali

detailed contract. In

Development Center

administration. In speaking of the African culture, Harris

state that, “In the

from the words, but

is

trust required

open relationship between the action researcher and the
organizations

representatives (p. 80).

tact,

need to build the

communication process, much of the meaning

is

not

internalized in the person” (p. 526). In African societies a contract

not part of the culture and seen as a form of cultural imperialism. This hindered the

process and our ability to trust the

dilemma of personality versus
strategies

were employed

that if the parties

SDC

representatives. This situation thus posed the

culture once again in

my

researcher praxis.

to attempt to rectify the situation. Harris

Many

and Moran suggest

can work together to accept the differences between them and create an

atmosphere of nonjudgmental acceptance, they can profitably work together. For any

Americans involved,

that adjustment

would mean slowing down and not adhering
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to a

rigid time schedule (1993,
p. 526).

Another example

is

the relationship with

connection. Through academia,
interest in

we

promoted

me to

The most

who had
we

the

community

also shared a mutual

a teaching assistant for her. These bonds

fostered relational trust building. Later, as she
leaders.

professor

shared a similar sub-culture;

community development and I was

community

my

grew

to trust

me, she introduced

me

to the

influential factor here is her "political
connections".

the right people for this work; she got

provided a significant amount of guidance to
understanding of the community that

me

we would

connections and the trust building between

us,

in

an

me

She

"in the door". This professor

effort to

improve

my

be visiting. Without her political

nothing would have been accomplished.

Cultural bonds are so strong that the attempts by outsiders alone
to permeate them are

often met with apprehension, defensiveness, roadblocks, and skepticism,
making

impossible for an outsider to get

"in".

Harris and

Moran (1993)

successful joint ventures were those in which time

building personal relationships

Russian project, as
that project.

we had

(p. 47).

illustrated that the

in the initial stages

more time

laying the groundwork for

We did not have the time to spend with the Somali community in

successful had that been the case.

I

truly believe the

SDC

project

would have been more

The importance of trust building and

the

work of

good foundation with the community can never can be overstated nor

unattended.

most

This was extremely evident in the success of the

invested significantly

preparation for that group project.

creating a

was invested

nearly

it

It

requires exorbitant amounts of time and an intense

relationships work, especially

when

commitment

there are cultural differences to consider.
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left

to

make

Table

8.

Themes

& Issues for Somali & Russian Community
1 "heme/lssue

Somali

Russian

Community

Community

-with Participants/Students

Ease of
Developing

3

3

-with

Trust

Staff/Administrators

(1 Difficult to

1

3

5 Easy)

-with Cultural Liaisons

3

5

5

2

4

2

ceremonies

3

3

in general/social

4

3

5

2

2

4

Isolation

Language

Time

Communication

Ambivalence

Enthusiasm

-

Degree of

at

-

meetings

in trainings/classroom

Outsider
(1 In to 5

-

Out)

at

-

Cultural Distance

Personal Comfort

(1

(l

Near

Low

to 5 Far)

to 5

High)

Main Personal Challenge
Main

Cultural Conflict

Overall Feeling

It

is

clear that

development needs
or she

21).

is

to

work

to

anyone concerned with

intercultural training, education, and/or

be educated about culture and cross-cultural communications

effectively with others at

home

or abroad (Harris

A major component of that learning should focus upon the

& Moran,

insider

if

he

1993, p.

and outsider

dimensions. According to Cushner and Brislin (1996), a major reason for the formation

of in-groups and out-groups

is

the need for categorization and differentiation in

interpersonal relationships. “In-groups consist of people
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who

can be trusted, whereas

out-groups should be kept
I/O, then there

I

is

at

a distance”

(p.

325). If

we

arc to accept this characteristic of

a great deal to be learned.

accept the premises set forth by the
leading academics

this study

and agree

that there are concepts

and factors

in the field as

to consider

noted

in

and pay attention

to

while working with people from varied
cultures. These strategies were instrumental

in

enabling

me

to decipher

and intentions

and adapt

my

ol others, as well as to

can be very detrimental to any project
distance.

Through

my

behavior, to interpret and categorize the behavior

implement the projects
if

in a successful

It

the outsiders are not trusted and are kept
at a

personal experiences,

I

have demonstrated and highlighted the

major issues associated with the I/O paradigm. These
aspects are
into

manner.

any cross-cultural education process. With

we

this focus,

in

need of integration

can establish more positive

relationships.

Links to the Literature
Insider and outsider as concepts

emic and

etic (1967),

were derived from Pike's

and then elaborated upon by Marvin Harris

cultural anthropologist

and Pike a

linguist.

Harris’ expansion

original concepts of

in 1979.

Harris

was a

on Pike’s theory applied

the ideas of emic and etic to culture. Agreeing with Hofstede (a cultural researcher and
theoretician),

I

believe that understanding cultural differences can bring about worldwide

solutions to disparities.

And

as evident in this study and as

Merton wrote:

“Only through continued socialization in the life of a group can one become fully
aware of its symbolisms and socially shared realities; only so can one understand
the fine-grained meanings of behavior, feelings, and values; only so can one
decipher the unwritten grammar of conduct and the nuances of cultural idiom”
(1974,

p.

15)

The success of such an approach can be seen
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in the

development of positive

relationships with others in

my two

projects and in the dramatic transformation

experienced through taking the time to consider
culture as a primary
there are layers of mental

of culture (Hofstede,

programming

Additionally,

that people carry with regard to different
levels

99 1 ). This layering

1

factor.

1

is

similar to the proposed paradigms that one

can be an insider and outsider simultaneously and
that one can have degrees of being
or out (as

was

the case with the

In Selener’s

the

who

conducts

PAR

must be open

work of Rossman and

My

to personal transformation.

Rallis (1998)

becoming aware of my personal transformation
work.

was

the impetus behind

1

my

998).

Through

this process

my

to

I

was

1

997,

Rossman

&

able to explore the

dual roles of researcher and practitioner as well

researchers,

upon our research (Rossman

reality

&

we must examine

our

own

values and

Rallis, 1998).

become

insiders

were

critical to the

understanding

of the insider and to reaching the goal of no longer being viewed solely as

an outsider (Selener,

1

997). In the methodological aspect of my research,

participants' behaviors

from an

emic perspective. This

outsider.

my

As

Attempts by project trainers

the

of self-examination,

between

personal beliefs and values.

their effects

of the

my

study thus substantiates the argument that personal transformation and

interplay of the relationship

as

His

as a necessity and central process in

reflection are the key elements to sustaining research efforts (Selener,
Rallis,

students).

(1997) work Participatory Action Research and Social Change,
he

contends that anyone

work along with

example of the Russian-speaking graduate

in

is

etic perspective, all the

the

way

to

I

studied the

while intending to gain access to

approach the insider’s level when one

is

an

Paradoxically, the very action of attempting to get inside a culture aids in

understanding that culture (Pike,

1

967). Building relationships and attempting to
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understand culture allows access to that culture
(Selener, 1997, Geertz, 1973).
effects

of my immersion had many advantages but
the most powerful one was

becoming

less

of an outsider (occasionally being more inside
than

delivering a better quality program (Marshall

1

996).

One of the most

among many of the

& Rossman,

out),

1999; Bartunek

more

With regard

was

in the

process

& Louis,

individuals involved, not just between myself and
others.

specifically,

to

my

important outcomes was the friendships that were
established

important outcome was the relational trust building that
took place
stakeholders,

and

The

among

The

other

the

between the participants and myself.

each project being useful and appropriate for the stakeholders,

critical that the participants

had a voice. The

utilization

of choice allowed the participants to have input and thus to

it

of PAR as a training method

feel

more empowered.

Likewise the use of cultural liaisons also insured that the participant perspective
would
not be overlooked. The emic accounts can be useful and appropriate only
fact

if

they are in

decided upon by the participants. If research does not consider the emic and

views

distinctly,

for choosing

then the research

is

faulty (Harris, 1979).

PAR as the training method with SDC

etic

These were the very reasons

and service-learning

for the Russian-

speaking group.

Merton's (1968) views on Insider/Outsider were also important
that he distinguished

groups and

this

between the “secondary" and “primary”

allowed for

my own

between

my

insider

and outsider

of the most striking contributions to

levels of in-groups

and out-

understanding of the imprecise boundaries and levels

of my insider or outsider quandary. In many instances
to distinguish

to this research in

status.

it

was unclear and

The emic and

modem anthropology
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in that

it

difficult for

etic distinction is

me
one

allows researchers to

understand and interpret other cultures
(Headland, 1990).

Assertions

Assertions regarding the insider versus outsider relations
in

main

three

1.

Insider/outsider relations are vigorous, meaning that they
are not static.
They change according to a variety of factors.
the interactions described in this study, the relationships

developed between the “insiders

and myself had a quality of flexibility about them.

Depending upon many influences, the

may be

study consist of

points:

As can be viewed from
that

my

relationships changed. “Insider and outsider status

highly relative, shifting and ambiguous” (Bartunek

cultural liaisons

were insiders and outsiders

at the

& Louis,

same moment

1996,

The

p. v).

in the classroom.

The

Russian-speaking liaisons were insiders in the sense that they understood the culture but
outsiders because they were not high school students.

and outsider
been

at the

same time

in the U.S. for so

many

as they

much

less

outsider

He

felt his

spend four hours

when I was

cultural liaisons

I

in the

was an

were insiders

were speaking the same language, but they have

much

A clear difference between cultures was the value of

Mashi was very offended and embarrassed when

for our meetings.

liaisons

years that they had assimilated to the culture to a

larger degree than the participants.

time.

The Somali

the administrators did not arrive

time was valuable and did not want to be waiting around,

in the car traveling for a

SDC

meeting that did not occur.

I

was an

or Russian classroom, but riding in the car with the

insider as

we

shared

many
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bonds.

When

I

attended graduate

school classes with the cultural liaisons,

we were

different

both these cases change happened despite
any

backgrounds came together,

in

insiders in that class.

problems. Effective relationships were a
condition for change (Harris

As people from

& Moran,

1993,

p.

124).

Insider and outsider matters are not static,
just as culture
relations can be one-to-one or with

it

not

is

any combination of others. As

static.

I/O

this study progressed,

appeared that the investigation of the insider/outsider
model was practically equivalent

to the representation

attributes that

I

of culture. What Nieto

would

refers to as culture,

I

find the exact

same

qualify for the insider outsider concept. Consider this,
Nieto

(1999) declares:

Culture does not exist outside of human beings. This means that
cultures are not
static relics, stagnant behaviors, or sterile values. That is,
culture is dynamic,
active, changing,

always on the move. Even within their native contexts, cultures
are always changing as a result of political, social, and other
modifications in the
immediate environment. When people with different backgrounds come in
contact with one another, such change

I

is to

be expected

(p. 49).

firmly believe that the characteristics that hold true about culture are identical qualities

representative of those found in the insider/outsider dimension. Therefore, I/O relations
are dynamic, active, changing and always

(Nieto, 1999, p. 49).

and attitudes

At the

heart of the insider/outsider matters are behaviors, values,

that are perpetually

without) the group.

And

as

on the move as are the dynamics of culture

is

changing

in order to

true for culture, I/O

is

determine one’s status within (or

not a simple one-way process. The

relationship one person has to another, both individually and/or collectively, shifts

repeatedly. According to Bartunek

& Louis (1996), some strategies for gaining an emic

perspective “require intense interaction with insiders on their
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own

turf over an extended

period,

and researchers become,

for a time, insiders"
(p. v). This is a fluctuation

outsider to insider. Similarly, the
atmosphere or space a person occupies in
one

may

not be the same in the next
moment.

yin and yang of
process.

many

It is

The

life.

flux

Human

from insider

to outsider

not limited to just either/or nor

situations simultaneously).

When

relationships are pliant

is

it

and the reverse

definitive

(i.e.,

is

and

from

moment

fluid, the

a multifaceted

one can be

in or out in

a person leaves an “insider* situation,
another

similar one does not automatically occupy
him. Merton (1974) wrote, “In structural

terms,

we

are

of course, both Insiders and Outsiders, members
of some groups and

all,

sometimes derivatively, not of others; occupants of
certain
exclude us from occupying other cognate statuses”

statuses

which thereby

(p. 22).

Equally, people can select or reject being an insider
or outsider, but cannot force

themselves to be such;

this role

can be determined by

how

the group views you.

other or the group has to accept you. For example,
membership

is

one process whereby a

person can become an insider, and declining membership would be
a
outsider. Insider

and outsider notions are so deeply engrained

cases people are not even aware of them.

Humans

are not

in

The

way

human

accustomed

to

remain an

most

life that in

to thinking

of

themselves in such a manner.

Insider/outsider relations are versatile, meaning that there are
characteristics that people possess that determine status as an insider or
outsider. These characteristics are multi-faceted and ever changing.
2.

My being Caucasian and white
female can never change, for the most

that determine

help determine

how
if

I

I

will

am

have access

is

something that can never be changed.

part.

to

These simple but important

My being

facts are

ones

something or be received by others. These

an insider or an outsider. With the Russian speaking group,
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facts

my

personal connection with the cultural liaisons,
bilingual and
participants influenced the

Being a graduate student,
assisted in

my

welcome

my role

that

1

I

and context were the significant

was a white woman

member of academia. “The

in a

predominantly white school and a

social position that a person occupies in relation
to other

the social identities of the group’s various

and roles" (Habana-Hafner,

Some of the

liaisons

et al. 1998, p.

9

Ethnicity, Race, Gender, Sexuality

0

Excellence/Accomplishments

0

Personal

9

Personal History

0

Culture

9

Context

9

Role

my

any point

20

& p.

in time,

to a shift in the

27).

& Political Connections

Somali group,

my

and the professor were what brought

influential in

at

to:

Status (wealth, education)

SDC,

and “

members may be redefined due

0

my work with the

level at the

in society"

characteristics that people possess that determine status as an insider

or outsider are, but, not limited

In

characteristics that

My culture allowed me to access the

groups or individuals determines that persons status

statuses

and/or

received from the communities and agencies.

being accepted by the teachers.

school without question;

ESL teachers

but

I

personal connections with the cultural

me

there.

I

was never an

insider

on any

did have the bonds with the liaisons. The liaisons were not

being accepted or not. They just got
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me

there.

My

status as a graduate

student and being a white

my

woman

from the U.S. were the determining
characteristics of

My whiteness could not be cloaked in any way;

position as an outsider.

Insider/outsider relationships are multifaceted
with

many

identities as

“it

(p. 41).

culture and race are identifiers that never leave you.

ways of doing things”

not

static,

(p. 12).

refuse to join a group.

You

of us are

illustrated

some may

be. as

by Habana-Hafner,

but continuously evolves and changes as people find

et

new

Being an insider or outsider can be changed; you can

cannot refuse, however, to be part of your culture, although

you can distance yourself from

One of the major

As

all

These Insider/Outsider

characteristics are not part of a person in a concrete manner,
although

is

person can

should be repeated that

both Insiders and Outsiders in various social situations”

(1998), “culture

A

an insider or outsider and can be both an insider
and an

outsider simultaneously. Merton (1974) remarks,

al

stood out.

many dimensions. These

dimensions can be compounded, mixed, diverse,
and/or heterogeneous.
possess

I

it.

bases for forming categories about other people, and for

differentiating information within those categories,

is

the ubiquitous tendency to

form in-groups and out-groups. In-groups are made up of those people with
whom interaction is sought. Out-group members are held at a distance and are
often the targets of rejection
(Cushner & Brislin, 1996, p. 41).

Insider/Outsider characteristics were identified for research consideration, but not
to create a

box

that strictly categorizes a person. Categorization is

efficient organization.

different categories

(Cushner

&

and

done

to provide

more

People in different cultures, however, place the same elements
this process

Brislin, 1996, p. 41).

of classification

is

a basis for cultural difference

These elements can be considered

concepts, which allow for a bridge of understanding to be created.
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in

to be sensitizing

By

identifying these

characteristics, people

can see clearly where they are

in relation to the other(s). Usually

intimately connected to a shared culture
and class, youth express strikingly
similar tastes
in

music, food, clothes, television preferences
and the

like (Nieto, 1999.p. 50).

Clearly

identifying these characteristics allows for
multiple levels of understanding to
occur both
for the insider

necessary to

and the outsider. This appreciation provided

work among

me

with the preparation

others from different cultures, with different
beliefs and

different practices.

One of the fundamental
This idea

is

points in this research

was

the use of cultural liaisons.

closely aligned with the use of “cultural informants"
in anthropological

research. Pelto (1970) reports:

Through observation of day-to-day behavior, critical listening to the
concerns and
by informants, and studying the emphases of significant ritual

attitudes verbalized

enactments, the ethnographer systematically checks and rechecks his
stock of
insiders' definitions of experience (p. 84).

working hypotheses concerning the

The importance of the

insider

and outsider view can never be underestimated.

with Pelto, as he believes the researcher and

I

I

agree

believe the practitioner as well must be

able to judge and interpret events and their consequences as well as the conceptual
strategies set forth, with or without the aid of others (in this case, the cultural liaisons)

(1970,

p. 85).

A researcher and practitioner will

liaisons, although

it

is

an important

move

not always have the luxury of cultural

strategically,

and one

anyone conducting research or training with people from other

3.

I

highly

recommend

for

cultures.

Insider/outsider relations are rooted in context and influenced by politics

and economics.
Politically the Lutheran Social Services

BRIDGE

project to the

West

(LSS) was the agency

that

promoted the

Springfield school and to the Russian-speaking community.
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It

happened

just so

that our contact person

from the high school. That

from LSS was married

teacher

the political connection that really opened
the door to the

is

school without any difficulty. The administrator
from

me

ESL

to the

to all the school officials.

He had

all

LSS was

the one

who

introduced

the right political connections in the school

system as he had been working collaboratively with them
for many years. For example,
any cold

I

could have

amount of red

large

LSS

call that

made

to visit a superintendent

tape, often taking

months

to set

would have been met with a

up a meeting.

In this instance, the

contact person got us right in the door and then meeting
after meeting occurred

He was our

quickly.

inside connection.

The

political

connections of my professor and

the university/agency connections influenced our ability
to get in the door as well. All of

these social relationships

Access also proved

mentioned

my

first visit

"how much money
money!

I

was an

instant right

I

also

are

how the

is

you going

wanted

outsider and if I had a large

this agency.

When

I

in the

Access thus was

sum of money

first off:

about money, money,

to offer,

mayor of the agency’s

same manner? Most

I

they would receive.

city

would have had an

were asking

projects that

approached a community to partner on a

know how much money

all

I

In addition, if I had the right political connections,

If the

clout.

would she have acted

to

to give us."

mattered.

which

with a community agency where the director asked

of entry into

grant-funded.

whom you knew is what

to be related to economics. Recall the story in

would have had more

access,

"system" worked;

It is

I

for

developed were

project, they rightfully

well

known

in the field that

those funded often get re-funded or additional funding from other sources. Politics are

essential;

whom you know, who owes you a favor, how visible you are,

(your reputation)

—

these are the factors that

make
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previous success

the difference and usher

you

to the

"Money

inside.

work

begets money;" this cliche has a thread
of truth attached to

arena. Additionally, the

communities

that

it

have the most presence and

within the

political

connections get the most attention.

Another problem with the investigation of culture

is

the lack of explicit

recognition of the time and events in which the
research or project occurs. In

some

foreign countries, there are unstable governments,
conflict,

An

awareness of this contextual factor
the influences

upon a

is

exist greatly influences the insider/outsider status.
Again,
culture, I/O is “invariably influenced

The context has everything

p. 52).

outsider.

to

by the environment

is in

who spoke

high school culture.

strife,

being in or out.

similar experiences,

According
There

is

a

way

in

person

If you

which the relationships

drawing a close alignment with

in

which

who

and

to

it

exists (Nieto, 1999.

what degree he/she

& Louis,

when

has suffered

many

to Nieto (1999), “culture

is

outsiders to the

years of oppression,

this will influence

insider, but as importantly,

share a

an

they were in the classroom,

have a shared identity with those

whom you

is

1996). Recall the

same time they were

your country of origin,

you can be an

with the same people with

students:

the language but at the

If you are a

and struggle (context)

in relation to

to the setting

absolute terms critical (Bartunek

example of the Russian-speaking graduate
they were insiders

in

know

do with whether you are an insider or you are an

The connection of the researcher

insider or outsider

poverty.

imperative, as a researcher/practitioner must

The environment or context

culture.

war and

your character

who have had

you can be an outsider

common thread.
commonly

that culture is currently presented in

decontextualized”

academia where

it

is

presented as

context free and outside of the lived experiences of the people. She further
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(p. 52).

states, “In the

United States, decontextualization typically
occurs

images outside of school"

The same

(p. 52).

is

in the school

curriculum and in media

true for I/O. In the school system,
the

students were not considered insiders; they were
separated physically from the

mainstream students and thus kept as outsiders. In our
discussion with the students, they
also indicated that they did not
to seek assistance

American
in

want

to socialize with the other youth, nor did they

want

from the school guidance counselor. In the larger context of North

society, they are a marginalized population

whose images when they do appear

our media are seen as less than appealing.
Insider/Outsider does not exist apart from other important social influences.

obvious from the preceding paragraphs, I/O
related to that fact

political

is

is

it

is

established.

A
to

that counts" or

“money

to people in the

politics, as well as

Common cliches

like “it’s

who

talks" are very telling.

great majority of relationships are based

money, access

by the economical and

Economics and

factors such as social capital, are equated with power.

you know

is

compelled by context. Significantly

that to a great extent I/O is predisposed

circumstances in which

As

know, access

on power,

to education,

privilege,

and access: access

and more. Some

relationships are not based solely on these characteristics, but nonetheless have a

significant interplay.

Such

factors as power, privilege

a dominant group or individual, those

Nieto (1999),

“it is

and access, aid

who have and those who

have

in the

not.

formation of

As

written by

not simply money, or economic capital, that determine one’s standing

in the social structure;" equally

capital (p. 54). In turn, the

important are what

dominant group

is

termed social capital and

(or individual), those

something over and above the other, have the influence
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who

to determine

cultural

are seen as having

who

or what

is

“in"

or "out", or the

"norm"

as the case

do not share (have not) the
are

may

be.

To be

out in this case, means simply that
you

characteristics affiliated with the

"norm" or with those who

dominant (have).

Implications

The synthesis of knowledge provided by the
people and that contributed by the outsider
leads to a more holistic, contextual, and
accurate interpretation of social reality, one
which includes historical, social, political, and economic
dimensions”
- Daniel Selener, 1997. page 20.

The findings reported herewith

are relevant to practitioners in the fields of

community development, formal and nonformal education,

social services

and the

like.

This study endorses and illustrates the importance of
developing constructive
relationships with ever increasing refugee and immigrant
populations in the United
States.

For example, funding agencies are interested

in

collaborations; the success of these programs depends

amongst the

programs

that

promote

upon building healthy

partners. Additionally, social services agencies are often the

assistance to refugee and immigrant individuals; this

healthy relationships

is

is

(at

first to

provide

another arena where developing

imperative. Likewise, the current research could contribute to the

development of policies and regulations around service provision.
agencies to require

relationships

a

minimum)

and immigrants. Although

cultural

It

could encourage

awareness training for those serving refugees

my hope would be that extensive training would be

provided

not only for those in the service arena, but for the administrators and policy makers as
well.

At the onset of the
practices.

I

BRIDGE projects,

I

desired to change and enhance

my own

believe that practitioners and teachers can greatly benefit from the findings of

this research.

This information can promote healthy personnel practices by illuminating
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9

1

the reasons and describing the

methods

can foster and develop cultural diversity

that

practices and policies. For example, in the
nonprofit agency that

created, the personnel

1

policy requires a “culturally specific orientation”
for staff and board

implementing any

project. This type of training

members

prior to

program should become mandatory

practice for those in the service professions, just as
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

is

for

Emergency Medical Technicians.
1

read that during the course of a dissertation you have to continually
ask yourself:

“so what and

and

my

hope

More than
requires

who
is

that,

all

cares.” For

me,

that others will share

however,

1

in

people to become better

crashed.

New

caring

my

is

what motivated

concerns

human

beings.

when two

York City and another

Almost 3000 people were

killed.

On

was

do

to

this dissertation,

gap among

cultures.

of a global consciousness

September

airliners hit the

airliner that

me

in bridging the

truly believe in the importance

great tragedy in the United States

Towers

my

th
1

that

2001, there was a

World Trade Center's Twin

targeting the U.S. Pentagon

was

Since these incidents, there has been an

alarming increase in racial profiling, a method of interrogation that singles people out

based on nationality, race and culture.

makes personal privacy

obsolete.

As

A new policy called “The Patriot Act” virtually
well, there has been an increase in hate crimes

towards people of Arab dissent and the Muslim
the United States military invaded Iraq.

faith.

Most

recently

Now more than ever,

understanding others from cultures that differ from our

arguments are but a brief substantiation of why

own

is

I

on March

th
1

2003,

believe that

imperative. These

cultural understanding

is

a timely issue

that should be at the forefront of academia's agenda.

The

issues of cultural awareness with an I/O concentration and education are
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relevant, especially to practitioners
in the fields of

community development, formal and

non-formal education, social services and
for the general public.
can use lessons

in cultural

is

not his/her culture of origin. Cultural
awareness

learned; there

is

believe that

all

of us

awareness as the United States demographics
are constantly

changing to include more foreigners. One
can never
it

I

always more one can

learn.

fully grasp the culture

is

of another, as

something that can never be

fully

My study sheds light on how to develop

constructive relationships with ever increasing refugee
and immigrant populations in the

United States. The results provide strong evidence that
procedures could be put into
place “that generate trust within less powerful groups, so
that they are willing to
participate in arenas

1996,

p. 159).

where previously they have been mistreated or demeaned'’

(Stringer.

Minimally, these findings present the challenges associated with

insider/outsider relations with regard to culture resulting in possible
enlightenment for

those

who

chose to examine their personal and/or professional practices.

The research questions were fashioned
social constructs

phenomena

at

and processes

that described

to elicit

and led

my actions,

to

my

understanding the

hand. Immigrants and refugees to the United States are a marginalized

population. In the U. S.,

human and

social services are provided by state

government programs and are often inadequate, under-funded and
differences.

beliefs, attitudes,

It is

my

amount of resources

opinion that

it

would require

and federal

insensitive to cultural

significantly less or at least equal

for these services to be provided in a culturally sensitive manner.

This allotment can be accomplished one person

at

a time or at group training sessions.

My personal and professional journey clearly indicates how cultural awareness with a
focus on insider/outsider dimensions was truly effective in working with people from
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other cultures.

Further,

I

am

confident that individual and institutional cultural
insensitivity and

racism are reasons for failure of ethnic communities to
become established and/or for

community

projects to thrive.

fundamental principle

The advantages of creating

in service provision, are

cultural understandings, as a

twofold and can benefit both

This

parties.

study has the potential to have strong implications for influencing
service providers’
administrative decisions. This study reflects

people can be served and

do

their jobs in

how

how programs

approach affected

the

service providers (facilitators, teachers, practitioners) can

my

(PAR)

as

my training method of choice

teaching and practice.

I

believe that

designing and implementing projects where culture

is

however, be reserved solely for international projects
is

how

an effective and humane manner. The study explains the method of

Participatory Action Research

application

can be implemented,

an

PAR

is

this

a useful strategy in

issue. This

in third

and how

method should

world countries,

not,

its

exceptionally useful in domestic projects as well. This research supports

the efforts of community nonprofit agencies by highlighting the need for cultural

awareness with a focus on the Insider/Outsider theory and subsequently providing an
appropriate and proficient method useful in developing healthy relationships.

Funding agencies increasingly require collaborative relationships among
applicants and barely fund anyone

Guidelines of the

who

is

not doing such. For example, the Funding

Women’s Fund of Western

Massachusetts

states, “

This mission

based on a commitment to diversity, collaboration and sharing of resources”

is

(p. 1).

study can contribute to the success of those seeking funding by promoting cultural

awareness as the tool for strengthening positive collaborative relationships between
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This

ethnic

community groups and

their partners. Further, the results
here

sustainability of such relationships.

finally the

These

programs' successes and their

efforts

promote the

have a ripple effect which impacts

ability to survive

by being better equipped for

future collaborations. This strategy can be utilized
to send a clear message of care and

concern that could resonate within the community and the
funding agencies.
This research focused on expanding and linking the
in association

with the Insider/Outsider doctrine. There

is

literature

on “cultural" issues

an overabundance of literature

regarding cultural assimilation, cultural awareness, and cultural
diversity. In contrast,

however, the
relation to

literature is scarce regarding the specific concepts

community development

parameters. This study

may

lead

me

practice; this research

of insider and outsider

began

in

to explore these

to further research (postdoctoral)

and

literary

expansion on that idea specifically. Further research into the U.S. practice of service
provision for refugees and immigrants also can be explored. Literary expansion on the

concepts of insider and outsider accounts (emic and
ethnic diversity in the U.S.

would be a next

untapped

in the U.S.,

academy by exploring an

where much

is

How often do you read about a professional
upon

his/her

own

issue that

is

written about marginalized populations

from the marginalized person’s viewpoint and not from

reflecting

with regard to the variety of

step.

Finally, this study contributes to the

virtually

etic)

that

of the dominant

from the dominant culture

in the

culture.

U.

S.

behaviors and attitudes and those behaviors and attitudes of

his/her society towards immigrants and refugees? This study looked at these issues while

exploring the effects of cultural differences and similarities upon

practice.
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my

strategies

of

Concluding Viewpoint
Chapter One

In

I

wrote "my findings are not fixed truths
but rather

presented through valid points that others
20).

My

who

find useful in their

own

truth

quest for truth" (p.

with regard to the insider/outsider supposition
resonates with that

final position

of Merton (1974)

may

my

wrote:

The cumulative point of this

variety of intellectual and intuitional cases
is notneeds to be repeated with all possible emphasis- is not
a proposal to
replace the extreme Insider doctrine by an extreme and
equally vulnerable
Outsider doctrine. The intent is, rather, to transform the original

and

this

question

altogether.

We

no longer ask whether

the Insider or Outsider

it is

monopolistic or privileged access to social
their distinctive

and interactive roles

truth; instead,

in the process

For the conclusion and as a result of this research

I

we

who

has

begin to consider

of truth seeking,

(p.

36)

asked myself these three

last

questions:

1.

What
I

are the consequences that

was

practices.

able to reflect on

Through such

my

reflection

my

story produces?

personal and professional relationships, behaviors and

on

my

process,

I

was

able to

become aware of things

otherwise impossible and unreachable. The unobvious inner parts of myself were

explored and acted upon.

I

was

able to examine the quiet spaces of inner personal

transformation that would not have otherwise been necessary or have ever transpired.

I

have become a more understanding, empathetic and culturally sensitive teacher,
researcher, friend and person.

My
potential to

that

what

I

story will reach others

open the door

and contribute

to the

academy. This research has the

for bridging cultural differences in the United States.

have done has had a positive impact on the participants

in

my

I

believe

projects: the

youth, parents, communities, the undergraduate and graduate students, and the teachers.
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1

wish

to continue to

promote

culturally sensitive manner.

and

in the fields

this type

1

my

am more

My teaching and
and

as a

ethical

my

strive to be a positive role

possibilities does
teaching and learning?
1

in

professional capacity in a

model

for others in

academia

of community development and education.

What new

2.

of approach

my

telling stories introduce for living

culturally sensitive

and willing

learning has been enhanced by

judgments

that hinder

good

to continue to

my

grow along these

my willingness to

for

me

lines.

explore the cultural

practice and relationship building.

method of research has opened up a new arena

and for

life

to reflect

The

narrative

and explore

my

personal and professional feelings, thoughts and actions. The awareness
of the cultural
influences and the dimensions of insider and outsider provide

as with a workable

framework

methodology

my

suits

Another

fields

for assessing the processes in

me with

sensitivity as well

my work. PAR

as a

profession and personal style and beliefs.

possibility

now available

is

that

I

can be an example for others

of community development and social services.

I

can bring

personal experiences into the classroom to share with others.

I

in the

my professional

and

can profess that cultural

understandings can positively influence relational trust building. This research thus

ultimately enhances

3.

Into

my teaching and

what kind of a person did
This study has transformed

projects.

and

how

I

have become a cultural

important

it

is to

learning.

these processes shape

me

me?

into a better person than

relativist.

I

am

I

was when

started the

extremely aware of cultural influences

be understanding, nonjudgmental and open to
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I

new ways of

seeing the world and the people in

it.

More

than understanding and being
empaihetic

is

the importance of being respectful of
others and of their cultural differences
and/or
similarities.

have fought

I

see myself differently and act another

my own

myself as someone
effects of insider

battles

who

way than when

this process began.

with cultural misunderstandings and
humiliations.

1

I

see

desires to promote to others the importance
of the intricacies and

and outsider dimensions;

1

am

journey of personal transformation.
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a person

who

has just started a long

APPENDIX A
DICTIONARIES THAT LIST EMIC/ET1C

& PUBLICATIONS THAT CITE PIKE
NO ONE

HARRIS, OR

Dictionary

Reference

Supplement Oxford English Dictionary

Year

Burchfield

1972

Cites

Cites

Pike

Harris

yes

no

Dictionary of Language and Linguistics

Hartmann

1972

no

no

Gendai Eigogaku jiten

Kotaro

et al.

1973

yes

no

Encyclopedia of Anthropology

Hunter

& Whitten

1976

yes

no

1976

no

no

6000 Words: Supplement Webster's 3rd
Ting Hang Yuyanxue Cihui

& Stork

Webster's

& Zhao
Ducrot & Todorov

1979

no*

no

1979

yes

no

Crystal

1980

yes

no

9000 Words: Supplement Webster's 3rd

Webster's

1983

no

no

Standard Diet, of Social Sciences

Koschnick

1984

yes

no

Crystal

1985

yes

no

Random House

1987

yes

no

1989

yes

no

1989

no

no

Liu

Encyclopedic Diet. Sciences of Lang.
First Diet,

of Ling.

Dictionary of Ling.

Random House

&

Phonetics

& Phonetics

Dictionary

& Weiner

Oxford English Dictionary 2nd

Simpson

New

Webster's

Lexicon Webster's**

'The Liu and Zhao

( 1979) dictionary does not cite Pike under "emic" or
"etic* but does
under their definition for "tagmemics."

cite

him

"This dictionary (Webster's, 1989) includes the word "emic," but not "etic."

Publications that Cite Pike, Harris, Others, or

Dates
/

No. of

2

% tlwt

No One*

(in their discussions

4 %that

%that

P&H

References

Cite Pike

Cite Harris

Cite

1961-65

8

88%

(7)

0%

(0)

0%

(0)

1966-70

17

(7)

12%

(2)

1971-75

42

18%
14%

(6)

1976-80

81

1981-85

72

1986-89

42**

41%
33%
20%
21%
26%

262

27%

totals

(16)

2%
9%

(15)

10%

(14)

(11)

(70)

of emics/etics )

3

5%
7%

(i)

(7)

7%
7%

(2)

14%

(7)

(19)

(3)

%that

.

% that
No One

Cite

0%

(0)

13%

18%

(3)

(6)
(26)

27%

(5)

6

Cite Others

24%
32%
31%
21%

(6)

10%

5

12%

(9)

26%
32%
32%
33%

(70)

29%

(10)
(26)
(22)

(1)
(2)

(ID
(26)

(23)
(14)
(77)

*N=262 (In this table the 6 publications by Pike and the 10 by Harris are excluded from the sample of 278.)
"The small number of references shown for the years 1986-89 is skewed because many recent publications have not yet been archived
computerized library search services.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE INFORMED CONSENT LETTER
Dear
>

.

Thank you

for agreeing to participate in this
qualitative study entitled Collaborating
with

Refugee and Immigrant Communities: Reflections
of an Outsider. As a
this study, please

participant in

be advised that you will be interviewed by
Ms. Dale M. Jones a

doctoral student at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, the researcher, using open-

ended questions.

I

he questions you will be asked are part her
dissertation research and

they are designed to give you an opportunity to

tell

your story as

your personal culture and values. The purpose of this research
into

your culture and experiences and

how

that is different

it

relates to the study

for her to gain insight

is

from her

cultural upbringing.

This knowledge will be used to increase the awareness of
cultural sensitivity

You

in others.

are free to participate or to not participate in this study
without prejudice. Only with

your consent will interviews be audio taped and/or videotaped

and accuracy of the

data. All individual

institutional affiliations will

study

at

names

be protected.

to facilitate the collection

will be protected

You have

and disguised. Any

the option of withdrawing from this

any time.

You have

the right to review any materials produced from this research including

transcripts

and charts prior

to the final version

of the presentation of the document.

will be granted access to these materials for review

material that

you do not wish be

and

I

attributed to you. This study or portions thereof

signing below, you are agreeing that your participation

is

may be

voluntary and that you

understand the nature of your rights as a participant of this study.

Signature Participant:

Date:

Signature Researcher:

Date:
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You

agree to omit any use of

published in academic journals, articles and/or book form.

By

of

Thank you.

APPENDIX C
SPRINGFIELD UNION NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

BRIDGING GAPS

Natalia Oleshko, left, and Elena Khatskevifch, graduate students at the University of Massachusetts, talk with Russian-speaking
students at West Springfield High School yesterday as part of a series of meetings aimed at encouraging immigrants to seek out
higher educational opportunities.

Russian youths offered education options
By JULLIETTE

DORO

Staff writer

WEST SPRINGFIELD - Univerof Massachusetts graduate
students reached out to Russianspeaking youth at West Springfield High School in a series of
sity

meetings aimed at encouraging
immigrants to seek out higher educational opportunities
Natalia Oleshko and

Elena
Khatskevitch,
Muskie Fellows
with the Soros Foundation, have
visited with the students four

times this semester as part of a
project for their community development class called “Bridge,”
which attempts to close the gap

higher education and
high school students.
Khatskevitch and Oleshko answered questions from curious
students and also offered advice
on navigating the complicated

between

world of college applications, financial aid. SATs, and campus life.
“The questions they ask. you
can't get the answer from a book."
said
as a

Emma

Gorodishev, English

Second Language and Transi-

tional Bilingual Education teacher
at West Springfield High School.

The

sessions,

have been

of

which there

conducted
in Russian. Many students asked
questions that ranged from the
simple to the complicated. For example, one student wanted to
know how to look up books at the
23-floor library But grades and
the SATs were perhaps the most
Khatskevitch
serious concern.
also spent time explaining the importance of living on campus.
Next week students will visit
four, are all

UMass to tour the school.

“According to the Russian culyou have to stay with the

ture,

family.

It’s

like prestige." Gorodi-

shev said of the students' concerns
about living on campus.
Due mainly to the language barrier, these students often have a
hard time navigating the system of
higher education, said Dale M.
Jones, a doctoral student who is
running the Bridge project.
“These kids are incredibly
bright, but they don't have the sup-

Please see
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port,” she said.

Jones envisioned the project
about three years ago and has
tried to find grant funding since
then. She secured a small stipend
from the University’s School of
Education this year, and she hopes
to find more funding as she obtains concrete results.
The project stems farther than
just the Russian-speaking population, however. Jones, whose research focuses on education and
employment for immigrants and
refugees, works with “cultural liaisons” from the University to reach
Vietnamese, Somali, Cambodian
and other immigrant communities.

For the Bridge program, she has
enlisted undergraduate volunteers

from Mt. Holyoke College to come
and tutor these students several
times during the semester. Oleshko and Khatskevitch, originally
from Ukraine and Russia respectively, held a financial aid night at
Sjitheran Social Services for parseats last

week.

didn’t want us to leave,”
Jones said of the parents’ event

“They

"This is a culture that really wants
its children to go to college.”
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